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New climate change projections for the UK were published by the United 
Kingdom Climate Impacts Programme in 2009.  They form the 5th and most 
comprehensive set of predictions of climate change developed for the UK to 
date. As one of main products of UK Climate Projections 2009 (UKCP09), the 
Weather Generator, can generate a set of daily and hourly future weather 
variables at different time periods (2020s to 2080s) and carbon emission 
scenarios (low, medium and high) on a 5 km grid scale.  In a radical departure 
from previous methods, the 2009 Projections are statistical-probabilistic in 
nature. 
A tool has been developed in Matlab to generate future Test Reference Year 
(TRY) and Design Reference Years (DRY) weather files from these Projections 
and the results were verified against results from alternative tools produced by 
Manchester University and Exeter University as well as with CIBSE’s Future 
Weather Years (FWYs) which are based on earlier (4th generation) climate 
change scenarios and are currently used by practitioners.  The Northumbria 
tool is computationally efficient and can extract a single Test Reference Year 
and 2 Design Reference Years from 3000 years of raw data in less than 6 
minutes on a typical modern PC.  It uses an established ISO method for 
generating Test Reference Year data and an alternative method of constructing 
future Design Reference Years data is proposed. 
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Fifteen different buildings have been identified according to alternative usage, 
thermal insulation, user activity and construction details. Besides these 
variants, the buildings were chosen specifically because they either exist, or 
have received planning consent and so represent ‘real’ UK building examples.  
Two investigations were then carried out based on the 15 case study buildings.   
The first involved applying TRYs generated for London, Manchester and 
Edinburgh for a variety of carbon emission scenarios at time horizons of 2030, 
2050 and 2080.  The TRYs were developed into a weather data format 
readable by the EnergyPlus energy simulation program to simulate 
summertime internal comfort (operative) temperatures, cooling demands and 
winter heating demands.  All results were compared with a control data set of 
nominally current weather data, together with the same results produced using 
the alternative weather data generators of Manchester University, Exeter 
University and the CIBSE FWYs.  Results revealed a good agreement between 
the various methods and show that significant increases in internal summer 
operative temperatures in non-air-conditioned buildings can be expected as 
time advances through this century, as well as increased air conditioning 
cooling energy demands and small reductions in winter heating energy 
demand. 
The second investigation involved generating time series of design internal 
peak summertime operative temperatures, design cooling demands and design 
winter heating demands for the same conditions as the first investigation.  The 
results were then used to develop a simplified estimation method to predict 
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future design cooling loads using multiple regressions fitting to selected data 
from the DRY simulation inputs and outputs. The simplified estimation method 
forms a useful tool for estimating how future cooling design loads in buildings 
are likely to evolve over time. It also provides a basis for designers and 
practitioners to determine how buildings constructed today will need to be 
adapted through life to cope with climate change. 
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This chapter presents a brief background of this study, and outlines the 
research aims and objectives together with the structure of the thesis and the 
context within which the research was undertaken.  
This project was funded by EPSRC (Engineering and Physical Sciences 
Research Council, grant reference EP/F038135/1) and is a part of a consortium 
project named COPSE (Coincident Probabilistic climate change weather data 
for a Sustainable built Environment), which was conducted by Manchester, 
Sheffield, Northumbria, Bath and Edinburgh Napier universities. The COPSE 
project (COPSE, 2011) is aimed at developing a methodology for providing the 
weather data that the building community needs for making decisions about 
new and existing buildings.  The project is based on new weather data 
projections originating from the United Kingdom Climate Impacts Programme’s 
2009 Projections (UKCP09). 
As the lead university responsible for COPSE, Manchester University 
developed new Test Reference Year (TRY) and Design Reference Year (DRY) 
control and future weather data from UKCP09 raw data and work on urban heat 
island effect.  Sheffield University researched the future wind and rainfall data 
for design, and predicted the energy consumption of natural ventilation in the 
future. Bath University explored the adaptive comfort and built environment 
story lines and impacts arising from the new weather data. Edinburgh Napier 
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University researched future daylight and solar design data including shading 
and the impact of building facades.  Northumbria University focused on 
modelling case studies and investigated the calculation of future heating/cooling 
design loads using the new weather data.  The five university-based project 
partners were supported by a Stakeholder Group of practitioners who advised 
the projects partners throughout the conduct of the research.  The Stakeholder 
Group consisted of approximately 30 industrial collaborators (mainly building 
design consultants) that helped steer the research and provided advice on 
required outcomes as well as to suggest and facilitate modelling case studies 
and exemplars. 
1.1 Research background 
Climate change, as a result of rising greenhouse gas emissions, is one of the 
most serious global issues faced by humankind at start of the 21st century. The 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2007) published global 
future climate predictions for the 21st century. They indicate an increase in 
global average surface temperature in different scenario ranging from 1.1–2.9oC 
to 2.4–6.4oC from a 1990s baseline towards the end of the 21st century.   
The growing impact of this on the built environment will be increased internal 
temperatures (particularly during summer), increased air conditioning demands 
and reduced winter heating demands. Since most buildings in the UK are either 
not air conditioned or partially air conditioned, the implications of this for the 
design of future buildings, and in the operation and refurbishment of existing 
buildings are profound. Many of the buildings that will be in use in the later part 
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of this century already exist. It is therefore of considerable interest to establish 
how these buildings will respond to the effects of a changing climate both from 
the point of view of the design of new buildings in the immediate years ahead as 
well as from the point of view of the development of mitigation strategies for 
application in the periodic refurbishment of existing buildings.   
To help mitigate climate change, the Climate Change Act 2008 aims to cut UK 
carbon dioxide emissions by 34% by 2020 and at least 80% by 2050, against 
1990 baseline (DECC, 2009). Because 27% of all UK CO2 emissions are 
generated by housing and 18%  from the non-domestic sector (DTI, 2007), 
buildings must bear a substantial burden of responsibility for achieving this 
target. The key objectives of the global effort to deal with climate change are to 
predict the trend of climate in the future accurately and to reduce the production 
of the greenhouse gas emissions that are causing climate change, particularly 
carbon dioxide emitted from the buildings sector. 
The United Kingdom Climate Impacts Programme (UKCIP) is a UK-based 
agency established to provide support and advice to organisations concerning 
adaptiveness and resilience to climate change.  Among other things, it has 
coordinated the generation and dissemination of predicted climate change 
scenarios to assist organisations to assess levels of risk and strategies for 
remediation arising from a changing climate in the UK.  There have been five of 
these scenarios during the past 20 years, the most recent and sophisticated of 
which was published in 2009 and termed the UK Climate Projections (Jenkins et 
al., 2009) (abbreviated simply to UKCP09).  UKCP09 is the most 
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comprehensive package of climate information for the 21st century to be made 
available for the UK to date, and forms a globally-unique information resource.  
It provides users with probabilistic climate projections, marine projections and 
observed climate information, reflecting scientists’ best current understanding of 
how the climate system operates and how it might change in the future (UK 
Climate Impacts Programme, 2008).  
UKCP09 superseded the previous climate change projections (UK Climate 
Impacts Programme, 2002) (abbreviated simply to UKCIP02) which formed the 
basis of the current Future Weather Years (CIBSE, 2008) recommended by the 
Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers (CIBSE) for use in the 
simulation modelling of buildings in the UK. 
UKCP09 differs from the UKCIP02 climate change scenarios in two 
fundamental respects. UKCP09 provides monthly projections of climate change 
and absolute future climate data on a 25km grid-scale over seven 30-year time-
slices starting on a baseline of 1961-1990 for three carbon emission scenarios.  
The data were generated by the UKs Meteorological Office Hadley Centre 
Climate Model ‘HadCM3’ (CIBSE, 2009).  An accompanying Weather Generator 
is used to spatially downscale the 25km data to 5km and to temporally 
downscale the monthly data to daily or hourly data.  The Weather Generator 
uses stochastic modelling methods to perform the downscaling.  
The earlier UKCIP02 climate change scenario data were generated by 
downscaling an existing climate model to give, at 50km resolution, predictions 
of changes in the monthly average values of 15 climate variables at three time 
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slices and four carbon emission scenarios.  Uncertainty bounds were attached 
based on results from other climate models.  Extraction of future weather data 
for building simulation requires to be constructed from an existing hourly time 
series (described in detail later) whereas hourly time series data can be 
extracted directly from UKCP09 and uncertainties form an inherent part of the 
probabilistic method used. 
UKCP09 expresses a probability that a given climate change outcome will arise.  
Results are usually expressed as a cumulative distribution function (CDF) which 
gives a plot of the probability (%) of a climate variable’s change being less than 
a given amount.  Key thresholds are the central estimate (50% probability) at 
which a climate change amount is as likely to be exceeded as not, and UKCP09 
interprets a cumulative probability of 90% as ‘very likely to be less than’ (or very 
unlikely to be greater than) and 10% as ‘very unlikely to be less than’ (or very 
likely to be greater than).  
The UK Climate Projections Briefing Report (Jenkins et al., 2009) indicates that 
the changes in summer mean temperatures are greatest in parts of southern 
England (up to 4.2ºC (2.2 to 6.8ºC)) and least in the Scottish islands (just over 
2.5ºC (1.2 to 4.1ºC)) from a 1990s baseline towards the 2080s. The values in 
brackets give the central estimates of change (those at the 50% probability 
level), and the changes which are very likely to be exceeded, and very likely not 
to be exceeded (10% and 90% probability levels, respectively). The 
geographical distributions of daily mean temperature changes of the summer by 
the 2080s are displayed in Figure 1-1. The immediate impact on the built 
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environment will be increased internal temperatures particularly during summer 
and the changes of heating and cooling energy demand.  
 
Figure 1-1 10%, 50% and 90% probability levels of changes to the average 
daily mean temperature (°C) during summer by the 2080s, under the 
medium emissions scenario (Jenkins et al., 2009) 
The new UKCP09 data have the potential to form a vital resource for architects, 
planners, engineers and surveyors involved in building design, planning and 
life-cycle management as well as construction companies involved in new 
building and refurbishment projects.  However the raw data generated from 
UKCP09 are probabilistic and not in a form that is recognisable and usable by 
these practitioners.  There is therefore a need for a new generation of weather 
data in formats suited for building design, planning and management and for the 
evaluation of these data in practical case studies – specifically for dynamic 
thermal simulation of buildings and for the assessment of design air 
conditioning loads.   
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1.2 Aims and objectives 
The aim of this work is to firstly generate Test Reference Year/Design 
Reference Year data from UKCP09 for a variety of future time slices and carbon 
emission scenarios and followed by applying the data to the simulation 
modelling of a variety of building case studies in order to investigate probable 
patterns of overheating and likely changes in cooling and heating demands over 
time.   
The research objectives are: 
• To select a sample of realistic UK building exemplars and develop 
dynamic thermal models of them. 
• To perform initial testing of the behaviour of the building models using 
existing files of future weather data (UK Climate Impacts Programme, 
2002) applied to the investigation of building internal temperatures. 
• To apply a suitable statistical method to the extraction of annual TRY 
data from probabilistic raw data produced by the Weather Generator in 
UKCP09 and to express these results using a file format suited to 
building thermal modelling.  
• To apply the TRY data to the simulation modelling of the sample of UK 
building types using a dynamic thermal modelling tool for a range of 
carbon emissions and future time slices, and to generate and present 
time series results of summertime internal zone operative temperatures, 
heating demand and cooling demand for comparison with current 
(control) weather data.  
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• To compare the results based on the TRY files generated in the present 
work with the results based on TRY files generated by other research 
groups.  
• To apply a suitable statistical method to the extraction of annual DRY 
data from probabilistic raw data produced by the Weather Generator in 
UKCP09. 
• To apply the DRY data to the simulation modelling of the sample of UK 
building types, and to generate and present time series results of 
summertime overheating and heating and cooling peak (design) loads. 
• To develop a simple approximate method for use by design practitioners 
for calculating cooling design loads for building spaces in future climates. 
1.3 Organisation of this thesis 
The thesis has been arranged in following order according to the objectives of 
this study.  
Chapter one presents a brief background of the study, setting out the research 
aims and objectives and the contributions achieved.  
Chapter two contains a literature review on the subject areas related to this 
study, including weather data file formats; future climate data and its use in 
predicting the future performance of buildings; thermal comfort standards; 
evolving standards of building thermal insulation and building cooling load 
calculation methods. 
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Chapter three presents a preliminary study of building performance under future 
weather conditions. The future weather data used in this chapter is CIBSE 
Future Weather Year (FWY) data (CIBSE, 2008) which is an important 
reference point because it is the currently-available future weather data in use 
by practitioners in building simulation and other branches of the industry. The 
performance of fourteen non-dwelling buildings were modelled in building 
simulation package EnergyPlus Version 4 (US Department of Energy, 2011a). 
Chapter four explains the method of generating Northumbria Test Reference 
Year (TRY) data based on the UKCP09 Weather Generator outputs (UK 
Climate Projections, 2010). The Northumbria method was compared with other 
methods proposed by research groups at CIBSE (CIBSE, 2002), Exeter 
University (Coley, Kershaw & Eames, 2011) and Manchester University 
(Watkins, Levermore & Parkinson, 2011). 
Chapter five illustrates the application of Test Reference Year data to building 
energy demand simulation. A sample of four buildings is simulated using the 
TRYs generated by the research groups mentioned above. A further study is 
conducted by modelling eleven further buildings using Northumbria data only. 
Chapter six describes the development of Northumbria future Design Reference 
Years from the UKCP09 Weather Generator outputs.  A comparison is made 
with DRYs generated using alternative methods from other research groups.   
Chapter seven presents simulation results using DRY data generated in 
previous chapter. The impacts on overheat percentage and heating/cooling 
peak (design) loads are investigated. 
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Chapter eight proposes a simpler approximate method of calculating cooling 
design loads. The method is designed for preliminary studies by practitioners 
and avoids the need for large numbers of energy simulations. 
Chapter nine draws a conclusion of this study and outlines the needs of future 
research in this area. 
1.4 Contributions of this thesis 
The contributions of this research are summarised as follows: 
• A tool had been developed in Matlab to generate future Test Reference 
Year and Design Reference Year weather files from the UKCP09 
Weather Generator raw data.  The Matlab tool has the particular 
advantage of very efficient processing large quantity of data.  
• Fifteen contrasting public buildings had been identified as case studies. 
The modelling of these buildings involved applying Test Reference Years 
and Design Reference Years data generated for London, Manchester 
and Edinburgh for a variety of carbon emission scenarios and at time 
horizons of control period, 2030s, 2050s and 2080s. The prediction of 
future building performance (particularly building energy consumption, 
overheating risks and building peak cooling load) were presented.  It is 
believed that this is the most comprehensive range of case studies 
applied to the investigation of the impacts on future weather data on 
building performance. 
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• A simple calculation method of future cooling design load has been 
developed by regression analysis of simulation results.  This tool forms a 
unique and simple procedure aimed at practitioners.  
The contributions of this work are supported by following publications. Full 
copies of each paper are attached in appendix C. 
Du, H., Underwood, C. P. & Edge, J. S. (2011) 'Generating design reference 
years from the UKCP09 projections and their application to future air 
conditioning loads', Building Services Engineering Research and Technology 
(accepted; to appear in Special Edition 33(1), 2012). 
Du, H., Underwood, C. P. & Edge, J. S. (2011) 'Generating test reference years 
from the UKCP09 projections and their application in building energy 
simulations', Building Services Engineering Research and Technology, 418132 
(20 pp.).   DOI: 10.1177/0143624411418132. 
Du, H., Edge, J. S. & Underwood, C. P. (2011) Modelling the impacts of new UK 
future weather data on a school building. Building Simulation 2011. 14-16 
November 2011. Sydney, Australia: International Building Performance 
Simulation Association. 
Du, H., Underwood, C. P. & Edge, J. S. (2010) Modelling the impact of a 
warming climate on commercial buildings in the UK. Clima 2010 -10th REHVA 
World Congress ''Sustainable Energy Use in Buildings'' 9-12 May. Antalya, 




2 Literature review 
Based on the research aims and objectives, it is recognised that several strands 
of research will be brought together in this work: weather data format, future 
climate data and its use in predicting the future performance of buildings; 
thermal comfort (particularly in relation to summertime overheating); evolving 
standards of building thermal insulation; and sustainable methods of delivering 
air conditioning to mitigate summertime overheating.  The following review 
addresses each of these strands in turn. 
2.1 Weather data format 
The need for appropriate meteorological data for long term prediction of the 
annual performance of energy systems with relatively low computational time 
led to the development of methodologies for generating the so-called Typical 
Meteorological Year (TMY) a term mainly used in the USA, or  Test Reference 
Years (TRY) a term mainly used in Europe (Argiriou et al., 1999). Typical 
Meteorological Year data provides designers and other users with a reasonably 
sized annual data set that holds hourly meteorological values that typify 
conditions at a specific location over a longer period of time, such as 20 or 30 
years depend on the availability of historical weather data. TMY data sets are 
widely used by building designers and others for modelling renewable energy 
conversion systems. Although not designed to provide meteorological extremes, 
TMY data have natural diurnal and seasonal variations and represent a year of 
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typical climatic conditions for a location. The TMY should not be used to predict 
weather for a particular period of time, nor is it an appropriate basis for 
evaluating real-time energy production or efficiencies for building design 
applications or solar conversion systems (Wilcox & Marion, 2008). TMY are also 
not appropriate for simulations of wind energy conversion systems (Marion & 
Urban, 1995). 
The TMY data set is composed of 12 typical meteorological months (January 
through December) that are concatenated essentially without modification to 
form a single year with a serially complete data record for primary 
measurements. These monthly data sets contain actual time-series 
meteorological measurements and modelled values, although some hourly 
records may contain filled or interpolated data for periods when original 
observations are missing from the data archive. The 12 selected typical months 
for each station were chosen using the Finkelstein-Schafer statistic determined 
by considering the following variables: global horizontal solar radiation, dry bulb 
temperature, direct normal solar radiation, wind speed and dew point 
temperature. These variables are important for building performance 
simulations. 
For America, there are three versions of TMY data. Compared to the TMY and 
TMY2 data bases, TMY3 have a better model for estimating real weather 
conditions, and for measured data the instrument calibration methods are 
improved. Minor changes to the algorithm were made between the TMY2 and 
TMY3 production runs. TMY data sets were derived from 1952-1975 data, 
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TMY2 data sets were derived from the 1961-1990 American National Solar 
Radiation Data Base and TMY3 data sets were derived from a 1991-2005 
period of records. 
The format for the TMY3 data is radically different from the TMY and TMY2 
data. The comma separated value (CSV) format is used for TMY3 due to its 
easy usage. Figure 2-1 illustrates an example TMY3 file for New York J F 
Kennedy International airport. TMY3 weather files consist of 8760 lines of 
weather data (one for each hour of 365 days) and 2 header lines indicating 
location and unit information. TMY, TMY2 and TMY3 are not normally 
interchangeable because of differences in time, formats, elements and units. 
However, the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) in the USA has 
produced an application to convert them. 
 
Figure 2-1 Example of TMY3 data (US Department of Energy, 2011b) 
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The intention  of using TMY data is for computer simulation of solar energy 
conversion systems and building systems to facilitate performance comparisons 
of different system types, configurations, and locations in the United States and 
its territories (Wilcox & Marion, 2008).  
For use with building energy simulation programs specifically, International 
Weather for Energy Calculation (IWEC) data sets were developed by American 
Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers.  
As the most popular weather data, International Weather for Energy Calculation 
(IWEC) data sets were made available for download in EPW format from the US 
Department of Energy (2011b) website. The EPW format is a unique file format 
used by the EnergyPlus dynamic thermal modelling software (US Department of 
Energy, 2011a) which is widely used by both practitioners and researchers in a 
number of countries.  The IWEC data files are 'typical' weather files suitable for 
use with building energy simulation programs for 227 locations outside the USA 
and Canada. The files are derived from up to 18 years of ‘DATSAV3’ hourly 
weather data (DATSAV3 data were originally archived at the U. S. National 
Climatic Data Centre). 
Similar to a TMY3 file, IWEC data in EPW format includes 8 header lines and 
8760 lines of hourly weather data. An example of an IWEC EPW file for London 
Gatwick airport is illustrated in figure 2-2. The hourly weather variables include 
dry bulb temperature, dew point temperature, wind speed, wind direction 
etcetera. They were derived from the DATSAV3 database of surface 
observations developed by the National Climatic Data Centre, Asheville, NC; 
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and hourly solar radiation and illuminance data that is calculated from earth-sun 
geometry and cloud cover.  
 
Figure 2-2 Example of IWEC EPW file (US Department of Energy, 2011b) 
There are two steps in the development process of the IWEC files. First, small 
gaps in the DATSAV3 weather data (up to 18 years (1982-1999)) were filled, 
and solar radiation was computed from cloud cover and earth-sun geometry. 
Second, twelve Typical Meteorological Months were selected by Finkelstein-
Schafer statistic method from the long-term time series and assembled into an 
IWEC file. 
US Department of Energy summarised the main weather data sources available 
for building modelling tools users, such as Canadian Weather for Energy 
Calculations (CWEC) for Canada, City University of Hong Kong (CityUHK), 
Chinese Standard Weather Data (CSWD) and Chinese Typical Year Weather 
(CTYW) for China, Egyptian Typical Meteorological Year (ETMY) for Egypt and 
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many more. All the detailed information of 20 sources of weather data are 
available on the website of the US Department of Energy (2011b). 
For the United Kingdom, the Chartered Institution of Building Services 
Engineers (CIBSE) developed Test Reference Year and Design Summer Year 
data sets for 14 cities in the UK. 
 
Figure 2-3 Example of CIBSE TRY file (CIBSE, 2008) 
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The Test Reference Year (CIBSE, 2002) consists of hourly data for twelve 
typical months, selected from approximately 20-year data sets (typically 1983-
2004), and smoothed to provide a composite, but continuous, 1-year sequence 
of data. The selection of typical months applied by CIBSE is similar to the 
selection procedure of TMY data, but it only applies to dry bulb temperature, 
global horizontal solar radiation and wind speed. Figure 2-3 illustrates an 
example CIBSE TRY file for London Heathrow airport. TRY weather files 
consist of 8760 lines of weather data (one for each hour of 365 days) and 32 
header lines indicating location, unit information and selected years for each 
month. 
The Design Summer Year (CIBSE, 2002) consists of an actual 1-year sequence 
of hourly data, selected from the 20-year data sets to represent a year with a 
hot summer. The selection is based on dry bulb temperatures during the period 
April–September. The year selected is the mid-year of the upper quartile. This 
enables designers to simulate building performance during a year with a hot, 
but not extreme, summer. Figure 2-4 illustrates an example CIBSE DSY file for 
London Heathrow airport. DSY weather files consist of 8760 lines of weather 
data (one for each hour of 365 days) and 20 header lines indicating location, 
unit information and selected year. 
All above weather data are based on historical records. They cannot represent 




Figure 2-4 Example of CIBSE DSY file (CIBSE, 2008) 
2.2 Climate data and its use in building performance 
prediction 
Over the past two decades, the building simulation discipline has matured into a 
field that offers unique expertise, methods and tools for building performance 
evaluation (Hensen & Augenbroe, 2004). For example, DesignBuilder, IES and 
TRNSYS were successfully introduced into building consultancies because of 
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their friendly user interface and reliability of results compared with previous 
simulation programs. As essential input element for dynamic building simulation 
programs, various weather data files representing local climate condition are 
required. Those programs use the same climate representations as in the past - 
a simple set of hourly temperature, humidity, wind speed and direction, and 
atmospheric pressure and solar radiation or cloud cover data (Crawley, Hand & 
Lawrie, 1999). Although weather data files for those programs improved after 30 
years of significant development in simulation capabilities (e.g. Typical 
Meteorological Year weather data is introduced and extreme conditions are 
replaced by typical values within 3 decades), they still cannot present building 
performance under future weather conditions.  
To study the impact of climate change on building performance, previous 
studies of predicting future weather data have been done in four steps. They 
may be classified as: the global climate models, extrapolating statistical method, 
morphing method and stochastic weather model. (Guan, 2009) 
In 1996, meteorologists developed a complex and fundamental method of 
climate change model. However, because of the complex and chaotic nature of 
the global climate system, detailed modelling of complete atmospheric or 
surface processes using this method would be extremely difficult. Thus, after 
simplification, the Global Climate Model (also known as General Circulation 
Model, both labels are abbreviated as GCM) (McGuffie & Henderson-Sellers, 
2005) which coupled atmosphere and ocean models, has been developed. It is  
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reliable, particularly at continental scales and larger, where the influences of 
local geological factors may be ignored (Sturman & Tapper, 1996). 
Extrapolating statistical historical weather data is used to predict future weather 
conditions. Examples of the application of this method include the prediction of 
building energy consumption trends using degree-days, so that different levels 
of impact can be compared between different cities. The advantage of this 
method is that it is simple and fast. However, the energy estimates from the 
degree-day calculations can be fairly coarse, because the degree-day method 
is appropriate only if the building use and the efficiency of the HVAC equipment 
are constant (ASHRAE, 2001). 
To represent future weather conditions, Cullen (2001)  attempted to create a file 
with a summertime mean of 2.0oC above the 1961-1990 dataset mean (15.3oC). 
In this method, only dry bulb temperatures were shifted and there is no change 
in other factors, such as wet bulb temperature, cloud cover, solar intensity and 
wind speed and direction.  
To optimize the above method, Belcher et al. (2005) developed a method 
(called ‘morphing’) for transforming CIBSE TRY and DSY weather files to future 
weather data. Current hourly CIBSE weather data for present day climate was 
adjusted with the monthly climate change prediction values of the UKCIP02 
scenario (UK Climate Impacts Programme, 2002). A ‘shift’ (i.e. scale), ‘stretch’ 
(i.e. project) and a combination of ‘shift’ and ‘stretch’ methods are used to 
modify total solar irradiance on the horizontal, diffuse solar irradiation on the 
horizontal, sunshine duration, cloud cover, dry bulb temperature, wet bulb 
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temperature, atmospheric pressure and wind speed. There is no change for 
rainfall duration, present weather code and solar altitude in Belcher et al.’s 
(2005) method.  
Hacker and Holmes (2007) examined how serious climate change impacts may 
be under the UKCIP02 climate change scenarios and investigated the 
implications of two types of adaptive solution: passive cooling measures, as 
traditionally used in countries with warmer climates, and mechanical cooling. A 
qualitative assessment was made through consideration of building design 
weather years ‘morphed’ under the UKCIP02 scenarios. A quantitative 
investigation was then made through dynamic thermal modelling of three 
notional case study office buildings under morphed weather years for London, 
Manchester and Edinburgh for the UKCIP02 Medium-High emissions scenario. 
Guan (2009) summarised the  advantages of the morphing method:  
First, the sources of constructing future weather data are available. For 
example, the projected temperature increases under climate change are often 
available from IPCC or relevant national research organizations, and the base 
weather data for the current climate is also normally available online or 
purchasable from meteorological departments. Second, the comparison 
between current and future weather conditions can be made on a consistent 
base. Because impact studies are more concerned with relative change, it is 
essential that all the comparisons are based on the same base.  
The limitations of this method are also quite obvious (Guan, 2009), as it is 
based on the following series of assumptions. 
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First, although the possible close relationship between air temperature and air 
humidity are considered with different assumptions, a common approach will be 
needed to provide a systematic approach. Second, the daily hourly dry bulb 
temperature is assumed to increase ‘constantly’ over a day. Therefore, the 
future increases in daily maximum and minimum temperature are assumed to 
be the same as the predicted increases in average temperatures. Third, the 
change in solar insolation and wind speed has been ignored.  
Jensch et al. (2008) recognised that no bespoke climate change weather files 
are readily available that can be loaded directly into environmental simulation 
software.  Again, they used a morphing method to transform current CIBSE 
TRYs and DSYs into climate change weather years and presented a tool to 
convert these to a Typical Meteorological Year (TMY) and other file formats 
readily readable by building simulation packages.  These weather data were 
used to perform simulations of a naturally ventilated building to assess the 
potential summer overheating problems caused by climate change. They found 
a ‘significant difference’ in applying current and future weather data in building 
simulation and compare predicted results with some observed temperature 
readings in a case study building.  Numerous modelling studies have since 
been conducted using morphed weather data based on the UKCIP02 climate 
change scenarios applied to building comfort, energy use and ventilation 
performance analyses (Holmes & Hacker, 2007; Hacker et al., 2008; Coley & 
Kershaw, 2010; de Wilde & Tian, 2010; Du, Underwood & Edge, 2010).    
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Van Passen and Luo (2002) and Adelard (2000) developed stochastic weather 
models by generating an artificial meteorological database by inputting a 
sample of weather variables. However, due to the stochastic nature of this 
method, it will be necessary to generate weather data over many years, in order 
to be representative of the climatic patterns during the desired time periods. 
Moreover, this method has difficulties in accurately modelling many climatic 
variables at that time (Guan, 2009). 
More recent work has been carried out using the UKCP09 projections.  
UKCP09, UKCIP02 and historical measured data were used to analyse likely 
changes in temperature, sunshine duration and solar irradiation by Tham and 
Muneer (2010).  They studied 3 locations in the UK and found that both data 
sets showed an increase in these three variables when compared to the 
measured historical data as well as concluding that data based on UKCP09 
produced abnormally elongated sunshine duration for some scenarios.  Eames 
et al. (2011) discussed a method for the creation of future probabilistic 
reference years using UKCP09 for use in simulating the thermal performance of 
buildings.  They identify a number of parameters not produced by the UKCP09 
weather generator such as wind speed and direction, air pressure and cloud 
cover which have to be calculated separately.  Kershaw et al. (2010) used the 
UKCP09 weather generator to generate 3000 example weather years and 
created probabilistic future reference years using the method detailed in Eames 
et al. (2011). They found that the external data from the reference years 
compared very well to the 3000 years weather data.  Building simulations were 
then carried out for all 3000 example years and the reference years to compare 
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the results.  They found that the probabilistic reference years can be adequately 
used to assess the risk of building failure and risk to occupants but a number of 
these reference years need to be considered in order to represent the variation 
in possible future climates. 
Watkins et al. (2011) present a method to construct a future weather file using 
UKCP09. They highlight that the UKCP09 data has no wind or cloud data and 
detail algorithms to produce these for their inclusion in a TRY.  They use the 
3000 years weather data in a method similar to Eames et al. (2011). Wind 
speed was calculated from the potential evapotranspiration (PET) values 
included in the UKCP09 data. Historical weather files were used to provide 
typical wind directional data. The UKCP09 data only includes diffuse and direct 
solar irradiation on the horizontal plane so they adjust the solar data so that the 
direct normal radiation can be correctly calculated. Day time cloud cover is 
generated from sunshine hours and linear interpolation is used to produce night 
time cloud cover data. They produce a single composite TRY to provide a 
common, practical weather year against which designers can compare the 
average performance of their buildings.  In related work, Watkins and 
Levermore (2010) used the CIBSE calculation method (CIBSE, 2006) to 
examine the effect of future increasing external temperature on the peak cooling 
load. They found that relatively small increases in external temperature could 
have a significant effect on the peak load and its associated plant items.  
Patidar et al. (2011) investigate the use of a probabilistic method of analysing 
the overheating of buildings in the future. They used a domestic dwelling to 
demonstrate a technique of linear filtering and regression analysis to analyse its 
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thermal performance for various climate change scenarios and compared the 
results to results from building simulation software analysis. A linear predictor is 
constructed for the bedroom temperature corresponding to climate data from a 
preceding period of time.  Least squares regression is used to fit the model.  
They found that results from their model were just as reliable as a detailed 
building simulation for many different climates however the regression 
relationship might not be suitable for more complex buildings. 
2.3 Thermal comfort 
To assess the performance of buildings in conditions of evolving climate change 
which is expected to feature increased warming effects, one of the important 
things is to identify an acceptable limit of thermal comfort. A thermal comfort 
standard is intended to help building designers to provide an indoor climate that 
building occupants will feel comfortable in. The definition of good thermal 
comfort is important to buildings, not only for achieving comfort, but also 
because of its influence in sustainability in terms of energy consumption and 
carbon dioxide emission. 
International standards (ASHRAE, 2004; ISO, 2005a) have been established to 
describe comfortable internal thermal environments based on theoretical 
analysis of human heat exchange with the environment calibrated using the 
results form experiments in special climate-controlled laboratories or climate 
chambers. The ISO 7730 standard (ISO, 2005a) suggests the use of Fanger’s 
Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) indices which express the mean value of the votes 
of a large group of people on the ISO thermal sensation scale (+3=hot; 
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+2=warm; +1=slightly warm; 0=neutral; −1=slightly cool; −2=cool; −3=cold). The 
predicted percentage dissatisfied (PPD) is the predicted percent of dissatisfied 
people at each PMV (Fanger, 1970). As PMV changes away from zero in either 
the positive or negative direction, PPD increases.  
The PMV indices have been used to help setup the thermal comfort standard 
for cooling and heating system since the 1970s.  CIBSE guide A (CIBSE, 2006) 
lists heating and cooling design criteria for different room types. The 
recommended comfort (operative) temperature ranges correspond to a PMV of 
േ 0.25, and the temperature ranges may be widened by approximately 1 °C at 
each end if a PMV of േ 0.5 is acceptable. 
Fanger (1982) indicated that people cannot adapt to preferring warmer or colder 
environments, and therefore the same comfort conditions can likely be applied 
throughout the world. However, it is thought that many people can acclimatize 
themselves by exposure to hot or cold surroundings. A recent study (Heidari & 
Sharples, 2002) shows that the people of Iran could achieve comfort at higher 
indoor air temperatures than would be recommended by international standards 
like ISO 7730, and, more importantly, the variability of acceptable conditions at 
different times of the year. Therefore, the Adaptive Comfort Model (ACM) has 
been developed as an alternative comfort limit.  
The notion of ACM is that thermal comfort is related to climate and that 
occupants within buildings are comfortable at a greater spread of indoor 
temperatures than predicted by the PMV (de Dear & Brager, 2002; Nicol & 
Humphreys, 2002). By changing heating and cooling systems sufficiently slowly, 
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people will adjust their clothing to suit the weather. The indoor comfort 
temperature will naturally change with the seasons. This idea, called an 
‘adaptive algorithm’ (Nicol, 1995), will significantly reduce energy use (Nicol & 
Humphreys, 2002). 
Adaptive comfort models include some variations of outdoor climate for 
determining indoor thermal comfort. The adaptive comfort models commonly 
used by practitioners are American National Standards Institute (ANSI)/ 
American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning Engineers 
(ASHRAE) adaptive standard (ASHRAE, 2004), European adaptive standard 
BS EN 15251:2007  (British Standards Institution, 2007a) and the adaptive 
limits mentioned in CIBSE Guide A (CIBSE, 2006). 
European and CIBSE adaptive comfort limits are based on a daily running 
mean outdoor temperature (Equation 2-1), and the ANSI/ASHRAE adaptive 
comfort limits are based on monthly mean outdoor air temperature (Equation 2-
2). The daily running mean outdoor temperature could be calculated by 
Equation 2-3. 
For the last term of Equation 2-1, constant 2, 3 or 4 would be used for different 
levels of comfort expectations. For a group with high level of comfort 
expectation, such as very sensitive and fragile occupants with special 
requirements like handicapped, sick, very young children and elderly persons, 
constant 2 would be used. The constant 3 would be used for new buildings with 
normal level of thermal expectation, and constant 4 would be used for existing 
buildings with an acceptable, moderate level of thermal expectation. 
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 ݐ ൌ 0.33ݐ௥௠ ൅ 18.8 േ ሺ2~4ሻ Equation 2-1 
 
 ݐ ൌ 0.31ݐ௠௠ ൅ 17.8 േ 2.5 Equation 2-2 
 
 ݐ௥௠ሺௗሻ ൌ ሺ1 െ ߙሻݐ଴ሺௗିଵሻ ൅ ߙݐ௥௠ሺௗିଵሻ Equation 2-3 
Where 
ݐ௥௠ ൌ ݈݀ܽ݅ݕ ݎݑ݊݊݅݊݃ ݉݁ܽ݊ ݋ݑݐ݀݋݋ݎ ݐ݁݉݌݁ݎܽݐݑݎ݁ 
ݐ௠௠ ൌ ݉݋݊ݐ݄݈ݕ ݋ݑݐ݀݋݋ݎ ܽ݅ݎ ݐ݁݉݌݁ݎܽݐݑݎ݁ 
ߙ ൌ 0.8   ݎݑ݊݊݅݊݃ ݉݁ܽ݊ ܿ݋݊ݏݐܽ݊ݐ 
ݐ଴ሺௗିଵሻ ൌ ݈݀ܽ݅ݕ ݉݁ܽ݊ ݋ݑݐ݀݋݋ݎ ݐ݁݉݌݁ݎܽݐݑݎ݁ ݂݋ݎ ݌ݎ݁ݒ݅݋ݑݏ ݀ܽݕ 
ݐ௥௠ሺௗିଵሻ ൌ ݈݀ܽ݅ݕ ݎݑ݊݊݅݊݃ ݉݁ܽ݊ ݐ݁݉݌݁ݎܽݐݑݎ݁ ݂݋ݎ ݌ݎ݁ݒ݅݋ݑݏ ݀ܽݕ 
Comfort studies on different age groups (ages 21 to 84) in Denmark and the 
United States were conducted by Fanger (1982), Langkilde (1979), Rohles and 
Johnson (1972). The studies revealed that the thermal environments preferred 
by older people do not differ from those preferred by younger people, because 
the low metabolism in older people is compensated for by a lower evaporative 
loss (Collins & Hoinville, 1980). However, the fact that young and old people 
prefer the same thermal environment does not necessarily mean that they are 
equally sensitive to cold or heat. In practice, the ambient temperature level in 
the homes of older people is often higher than that for younger people 
(ASHRAE, 2001). Both ASHRAE and the European standard defined different 
adaptive standard limits for different occupancies or building types. 
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McGilligan et al. (2011) introduced the concept of the Adaptive Comfort Degree-
Day as a means of comparing energy savings from Adaptive Comfort Model 
standards by quantifying the extent to which the temperature limits of the 
thermal comfort zone of the Predicted Mean Vote Model can be broadened.  
They also compared the potential energy saving from the ASHRAE 55 standard 
and the BS EN 15251 standard. 
The Heat Stress Index (HSI) (Belding & Hatch, 1955) was introduced for health 
and safety purposes in industrial buildings. It  is based on the physical analysis 
of heat exchange developed by Machel and Hatch (1947) and later applied to 
industrial situations (Haines & Hatch, 1952). When HSI > 0, body heating 
occurs; when HSI < 0, body cooling occurs. For steady state conditions, when 
HSI is 50, workers are physically fit, but break times are required. The working 
conditions are unsuitable for activities requiring sustained mental effort. When 
HSI is over 70, very severe stress can be expected; only a small percentage of 
the population may be expected to qualify for work in an environment like this. 
They should be subjected to medical examination or tests during work and after 
acclimatization (Mark, 2009). 
In conclusion, the PPD-PMV Index is well accepted by the industry and 
academics. Adaptive thermal comfort is an approach to develop sustainable 
thermal comfort standards, potentially widening a currently-accepted thermal 
comfort range. The heat stress Index can used to predict health-related 
impacts.   
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2.4 Insulation standards 
To investigate building thermal performance over an extended time horizon, it is 
necessary to consider the evolving standards of thermal insulation likely to be 
used in buildings constructed in the past and refurbished in the future. 
The U-values of the exterior envelope of a building is a major factor to the 
thermal performance of a building. It is a measure of the rate of heat transfer by 
conduction between the inside and the outside via the building fabric. Chow and 
Levermore (2010) summarised the standard maximum permitted U-values of 
construction elements and glazing types and percentages of façade in UK 
building regulations from 1965 to 2002 for non-domestic buildings in following 
table.  
Table 2-1 Comparison of standard maximum permitted U-values of 
construction elements specified in UK Building Regulations from 1965 to 
2002 and glazing type and percentage of facade glazed used in analyses 




U-Values (Wm-2K-1) Glazing used 
Wall Window Floor Roof Door Glazing type % 
façade 
glazed 
1965 1.7 5.6 1.42 1.42 3 Single 60 
1976 1 5.6 1 0.6 3 Single 60 
1985 0.45 3.3 0.45 0.25 3 Double 35 
1995 0.45 3 0.35 0.2 3 Double 34 
2002 0.35 2.2 0.25 0.2 2.2 Double (K-coating) 36 
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L 1A 2010 0.2 0.3 0.25 2 
worst acceptable 
standard 
L 1A 2006 0.25 0.35 0.25 2.2 






L 2A 2010 0.25 0.35 0.25 2.2 
worst acceptable 
standard 
L 2A 2006 0.25 0.35 0.25 2.2 






0.18 0.28 0.22   
standards for new 
thermal elements 
0.35 0.7 0.7   
threshold for retained 
thermal elements 
0.18 0.3 0.25   




0.25 0.35 0.25 2.2 
area weighted average 
value 
 
Unlike the previous building regulations, building regulation part L 2006 (Office 
of the Deputy Prime Minister, 2006a; c) and 2010 (HM Government, 2010a; c) 
for new buildings do not specify U-values for the building elements. Instead they 
define a building carbon dioxide Emission Rate (BER) that must be achieved. 
The CO2 emissions target in Part L1A (2010) is a reduction by 25% over the 
Part L1A (2006) level. This is a 40% improvement for a dwelling built to the 
2002 regulations. In general, achievement of the target emission rate is likely to 
require better fabric performance than set out in following table which defined 
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‘notional’ values to be used in target-setting. The last column of the table notes 
the usage of the U-values. For existing buildings, building regulation 2010 (HM 
Government, 2010b; d) listed standards of U-values for new elements, 
thresholds for retained elements and improved values for retained elements. 
Building regulation 2006 (Office of the Deputy Prime Minister, 2006b; d) only 
gave the area weighted average U-value for a whole building.  
U-values shall be calculated using the methods and conventions set out by BRE 
(Anderson, 2006), and should be based on the whole element or unit (including 
frame). In the case of windows, the U-value should be the smaller of the two 
standard windows defined in BS EN 14351-1 (British Standards Institution, 
2006) or a calculated value based on the BRE method (Anderson, 2006) or the 
actual value (if known). 
The target carbon dioxide emission rate (TER) is the emission rate of a notional 
building which has same shape as the actual building, but with thermal 
properties defined according to a concurrent specification. The National 
Calculation Method (NCM) modelling guide (for buildings other than dwellings in 
England and Wales) 2010 editions (DCLG, 2010b) specified the U-values for a 
notional building meeting the concurrent specification, and the information is 
listed in the following table. The calculation of target emission rate only can be 
done by approved software (Building Energy Calculation Software Approval 
Scheme, 2011). One basis is called the Simplified Building Energy Model 
(SBEM) (DCLG, 2010a). 
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Table 2-3 U-values for notional building in NCM guide 2010 (DCLG, 2010b) 
Element U-values (Wm-2K-1) 
Roof 0.18 
Walls 0.26 
Windows, roof windows and roof lights 1.8 
Vehicle access and similar large doors 1.5 
Pedestrian doors 2.2 
 
The current mandatory house standard in UK is the Code for Sustainable 
Homes (DCLG, 2006). The Code aims to protect the environment by providing 
guidance on the construction of high performance homes built with sustainability 
in mind. As one of the key issues, building materials are designated according 
to the level which future house building standards should achieve.  However, 
the current highest level ‘net-Zero Carbon’ is only a target for 2016 (pending 
further review (DCLG, 2010c) ).  It is clear from the Code that UK new houses 
are targeted to pursue a gradual tightening of standards which will converge 
with the best practice in Europe (a stated aim of the Energy Performance of 
Buildings Directive) which is the so-called ‘Passive house’ standard. This 
standard results in net space and ventilation air heating energy usage which 
approaches zero for new-build houses. However, building constructed to such 
standards tend to exhibit a greater tendency to summertime overheating which, 
when coupled with creeping global warming, suggests a future emphasis on 
cooling rather than heating for buildings.  It is also noted that refurbished 
buildings will frequently be unable to adopt full ‘net-zero’ standards of this kind 
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for practical reasons and so these types of buildings will exhibit different 
behaviour.  
2.5 Building heat transfer and cooling load calculation 
method 
A cooling load may be defined as the amount of heat that must be removed to 
maintain a constant room air temperature. The peak or design cooling load, 
which is used to determine the size of ducts and equipment, is an important 
parameter for building services system designers. The calculation of cooling 
loads usually involves the calculations of heat transfer through the opaque 
building envelope, heat transfer through transparent elements, internal heat 
gain (people, lighting and heat-producing equipment), infiltration and latent 
loads. 
There are three modes of heat transfer: conduction, convection and radiation 
which occur simultaneously. Conduction heat transfer through building envelope 
is an important contribution to the building load and room thermal response. 
The calculation of conduction heat transfer can be treated in two ways: steady-
state model and transient model.  
In the United States, the cooling load calculation methods were first introduced 
in the 1933 ASHVE (American Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers, 
predecessor of ASHRAE) Guide. It was noted that a customary rule-of-thumb 
was to ‘add 14 K to the outside dry bulb temperature in calculating the heat 
transmission through walls, glass and roof, which may be exposed to the sun 
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for some time’. This semi-empirical approach was based on measured surface 
temperature and conductance data.  Some time later, the sol-air temperature 
concept was defined and used to calculate heat gain through building fabrics by 
Mackey and Wright (1943), and their method for homogeneous constructions 
was included in the 1947 ASHVE Guide.  However this method was thought to 
be too complex for practical application at that time. 
The method of calculating ‘equivalent temperature differentials’ for different 
materials and hours of the day was developed by Stewart (1948). The 
conduction heat gain simply equals to equivalent temperature difference 
multiplied by the U-value. The concept of this method formed the ‘Total 
Equivalent Temperature Difference / Time Averaging’ method and ‘Cooling 
Load Temperature Difference / Solar Cooling Load / Cooling Load Factor’ 
method described in the 1997 ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals. 
All of the above methods are based on a steady-state model. As digital 
computers were introduced to calculate building thermal response in the US in 
the late 1960s (Brisken & Reque, 1958), various ways could be used to solve 
partial differential equations for describing transient heat conduction in 
conjunction with the boundary conditions at two surfaces of the fabric elements, 
such as the Z-transform method (Mitalas, 1978), numerical method (Underwood 
& Yik, 2004) and lumped parameter method (Lorenz F. & Masy G., 1982). 
Methods based on Z-transform theory include response factors (Stephenson & 
Mitalas, 1967), conduction transfer functions (Stephenson & Mitalas, 1971) and 
the periodic response factors method. These methods have a high degree of 
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accuracy and are computationally efficient. They are used widely in building 
simulation today.  
The response factors method was first proposed by Stephenson and Mitalas 
(1967). These response factors were used to define the response of a particular 
wall or roof construction to a unit temperature pulse. In this method, the room 
thermal response factors need be calculated only once for any room, and then 
they could be used to calculated surface temperatures, room air temperature, 
room heating and cooling load. It was computationally efficient at the time of 
development (1960s), because of limitations in computer power at that time. 
The time interval usually is 1 hour for long term building simulation, and the 
interval would be shorter if needed for plant modelling. The shorter interval led 
to a larger number of response factors. 
Stephenson and Mitalas developed the response factors method further in 1971 
to allow the heat transfer through building envelopes to be determined more 
efficiently. The method is called Conduction Transfer Function method 
(Stephenson & Mitalas, 1971). It has been successfully employed in the TARP 
(Walton, 1983), BLAST (1986) and EnergyPlus (US Department of Energy, 
2011a) programs.  
Although the usage of response factors and the conduction transfer function 
method are relatively straightforward, the calculation of the factors themselves 
is more difficult. Spitler (1996) cited a number of other methods, of which the 
most common are the Laplace method and the state-space method (Seem et 
al., 1989). Recently time-domain (Davies, 1996) and frequency-domain 
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regression methods (Wang & Chen, 2003) have been developed making it  
possible to derive response factors or conduction transfer function coefficients, 
although they are not usually used as a precursor to simulation. 
Periodic response factors (Hensen & Lamberts, 2011) are used for hourly heat 
gain calculations needed by the Radiant Time Series Method (RTSM) for 
cooling load calculation. Periodic response factors can be calculated with the 
same methods as conduction transfer functions.  
The response factor method and conduction transfer function method are 
analytical methods for solving the governing partial differential equations. An 
alternative approach is to use a numerical method which includes finite 
difference and finite element methods. These methods can have a high level of 
accuracy if parameterised appropriately but are typically less computationally 
efficient than Z-transform methods. However they offer more flexibility for 
radiation across air gaps and phase change materials. ESP-r (Hand, 2011) and 
ApacheSim (Intergrated Environmental Solutions, 2010) are examples of 
simulation programs that use numerical methods. 
Lumped parameter methods treat wall and roof elements as discrete 
resistances and lumped capacitances. The first-order lumped parameter 
method has been used since the late 1970s to model buildings when a fast and 
easily maintained computer code is required. Due to its poor dynamic 
performance for high thermal capacity spaces, a second-order model lumped 
parameter model was developed at the University of Liège by adding one node 
of building fabric mass and one air mass node (Lorenz F. & Masy G., 1982). 
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Although this was shown to give an improvement, it can fail badly when it is 
used to model a very high thermal capacity space with large temperature 
swings (Tindale, 1993). Therefore, a third-order model was developed by 
Tindale (1993). The third-order model still retains reasonable simplicity and can 
be solved at each time step without iteration and provides sufficient accuracy for 
modelling very high thermal capacity spaces. One application of the third-order 
model is the DBsim calculation engine which has been recently developed by 
DesignBuilder software Ltd.(2011).  
The heat transferring though transparent surfaces, such as windows, is another 
key component of the cooling load. It includes reflection, absorption and 
transmission of direct and diffuse solar radiation, conduction and convection 
due to a temperature difference between the internal and external 
environments. To simplify the calculation, the thermal resistance of the glass is 
often ignored. 
A validated model of calculating optical and long-wave radiation characteristics 
of slat-type blinds was presented in the ISO standard 15099 (ISO, 2003). A 
simple window model was developed later by Lawrence Berkeley National 
Laboratory (Arasteh, Kohler & Griffith, 2009) to match the requirement of 
practitioners. This model only needs the U-value and Solar Heat Gain 
Coefficient (SHGC) to translate these into the detailed properties for a 
‘representative layer’. Once the representative layer is defined, the calculation 
method in the ISO 15099 standard is applied to model the layer. For example, 
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the total solar gain from direct radiation can be calculated using the following 
equation: 
 ܶ݋ݐ݈ܽܵ݋݈ܽݎܩܽ݅݊ ൌ ܧௗ כ ܵܪܩܥ Equation 2-4 
where 
ܧௗ is incident solar spectral irradiance, W/m2 
The Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (SHGC) is the fraction of incident beam solar 
radiation that enters the room. It includes the transmitted solar radiation and the 
inward flowing heat from the solar radiation that is absorbed by the glazing. 
SHGC applies only to the centre of the glazed part of a window construction; it 
does not include the effect of beam solar radiation absorbed by a window frame 
or divider. Whilst glass manufacturers often describe the SHGC as calculated at 
standard summer condition, such as, 23.9 °C inside air temperature, 31.7 °C 
outside air temperature, 3.35 m/s wind speed and 783 W/m2 incident beam 
solar radiation normal to glazing, the real value of SHGC is depended on the 
sun angle and wavelength. 
For cooling load calculations, strong daily variations in solar radiation and 
outdoor air temperatures should not be ignored, because of the thermal storage 
capacities of building elements. In the most recent ASHRAE Handbook of 
Fundamentals (Mark, 2009), the Radiant Time Series Method (RTSM) (Spitler, 
Fisher & Pedersen, 1997) and Heat Balance Method were recommended to 
practitioners to conduct cooling load calculations (Pedersen, Fisher & Liesen, 
1997). 
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The Radiant Time Series Method (RTSM) is a simplified method (i.e. may be 
used for manual calculations in principle) in which the calculation of heat 
storage and release in the zone is based on a set of predetermined thermal 
response factors, called radiant time factors. The transient conduction 
calculation is approximated using another set of predetermined thermal 
response factors, called periodic response factors. The procedure of RTSM can 
be summarised  as follows (Iu, 2002): 
1. Calculate hourly internal heat gains; 
2. Calculate hourly conduction heat gain for each surface using periodic 
response factors; 
3. Calculate hourly solar heat gains through glazed surfaces; 
4. Split all heat gains into convective and radiative portions; 
5. Calculate hourly infiltration heat gains and add them to the convective 
portion of heat gain; 
6. Convert radiant heat gains into hourly cooling loads using radiant time 
factors; 
7. Sum the resulting hourly convective heat gains from step 5 with the 
converted hourly cooling loads from step 6. 
The Heat Balance method involves the calculation of the outside face heat 
balance, transient heat conduction of walls, inside face heat balance and air 
heat balance. The wall conduction process may adopt one of the following 
methods: numerical finite difference, numerical finite element and Z-transform 
methods. All detailed equations are shown in ASHRAE Handbook 
Fundamentals (Mark, 2009). The advantages are that it contains no arbitrarily 
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set parameters, and no processes are hidden from view, and the only 
disadvantage of the Heat Balance method is that it requires detailed input and a 
computer implementation to solve the hourly simultaneous heat balance 
equations. 
In the United Kingdom, the admittance method was originally developed to 
calculate maximum temperatures in natural and mechanically ventilated 
buildings (Danter, 1960), because air conditioned buildings were not popular in 
UK architectural practice at that time. This method was to deal with heat flow 
transmitted through the structure driven by sinusoidal external excitation (24-
hour cyclical basis). In the 1970s, with the help of the digital computer, fabric 
admittance and related surface factors were introduced to indicate time 
lead/lags of temperature inside the zone (Milbank & Harrington-Lynn, 1974). 
The admittance method is not suitable for buildings with a large thermal 
capacity or the effects of rapid changes in load (CIBSE, 2006), but it is the 
simplest of the dynamic methods available (Milbank & Harrington-Lynn, 1974). 
The method is given further justification by Davies (1994). The required input 
data for the admittance method are latitude of the building, internal design 
temperature, hourly dry bulb temperature, hourly values of direct and diffuse 
solar radiation, dimensions of the space, building material properties, internal 
heat gains, infiltration rate/ventilation rate, boundary conditions for internal 
surfaces and times of plant operation. 
The calculation procedures of the computer based admittance method can be 
summarised  as follows (CIBSE, 2006): 
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1. Calculate U-value, thermal admittance, decrement and surface factor 
for all fabric elements; 
2. Calculate the position of sun and obtain direct and diffuse radiation 
normal to the sun; 
3. Obtain hourly dry bulb temperatures; 
4. Calculate the sol-air temperature for all external surfaces; 
5. Calculate the radiation transmitted through, and absorbed within, the 
glazing; 
6. Calculate solar, infiltration/ventilation, fabric and internal gains for 
environmental and air node; 
7. Sum the gains and determine the cooling load for 24-hour plant 
operation; 
8. Apply correction for intermittent plant operation. 
For manual calculation of the admittance method, the thermal response, 
admittance, decrement factor, surface factor, and solar gain factor would be 
obtained from a design guide. 
In the admittance method, the response of a space is the sum of two 
components: a daily mean value and a cyclic value (the difference between the 
instantaneous value and the mean value; often called the ‘swing’). For example, 
the cooling load due to conduction is decomposed into two components: a 
steady component and a fluctuating component.  
The steady (mean) component heat gain is calculated using following equation: 
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 ׎௠௘௔௡ ൌ ܨ௖௨ߑሺܣܷሻሺ ௘ܶ௢ െ ௖ܶሻ Equation 2-5 
Where  




 Equation 2-6 
ܨ௖௨ is the room conduction factor with respect to operative 
temperature 
ܥ௩ is the ventilation loss, W/K 
ܣ is the area of the surface through which heat flow occurs, m2 
ܷ is the thermal transmittance of the surface, W/(m2•K) 
௘ܶ௢ is the mean sol-air temperature, °C 
௖ܶ is the mean operative temperature, °C 
The fluctuating component which is cyclic variation about the mean is given by: 
 ׎௩௔௥ ൌ ܨ௖௬ߑሺܣܷሻ݂ ௘ܶ௢ሺ௧ି׎ሻ Equation 2-7 
Where 




 Equation 2-8 
ܨ௖௬ is the room admittance factor with respect to operative 
temperature 
ܻ is thermal admittances, W/K 
݂ is decrement factor 
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௘ܶ௢ሺ௧ି׎ሻ is the swing in sol-air temperature at timeሺݐ െ ׎ሻ where ׎ is 
the time lag associated with decrement factor 
The sol-air temperature is expressed as a sinusoidal wave with a period of 24 
hours.  The method can be used to make a rapid assessment of peak 
summertime temperatures, space cooling loads and preheat requirement. 
However, due to the assumption of periodic excitations, the admittance method 
is useful for determining design cooling loads based on a fixed daily pattern of 
outdoor conditions, but would be cumbersome to use for predicting cooling 
loads of buildings based on actual weather conditions. The detailed information 
on the calculation of admittances and related parameters is defined in BS EN 
ISO 13786 (British Standards Institution, 2007b). 
A series of analytical comparisons and experimental validation (Rees, Spitler & 
Haves, 1998; Spitler & Rees, 1998; Rees et al., 2000a; Rees et al., 2000b; Iu, 
2002) were conducted to compare the difference between Heat Balance 
method, Radiant Time Series Method and Admittance method. The conclusion 
was made that there could be considerable convergence in these methods; the 
admittance method does not always give conservative results relative to the 
Heat Balance Method, and Radiant Time Series Method resulted in an over-
prediction of cooling loads, compared to the Heat Balance method.  
All the methods discussed above are theoretical models which reached a 
considerable degree of maturity. Another key element to achieve a good 
estimation of a peak cooling load is reliable input data including building 
characteristics, occupancy profiles and weather data. Domínguez-Muñoz et al. 
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(2010) conducted a sensitivity analysis to identify the most important 
uncertainties among input data, however weather data was not included in their 
research. 
2.6 Summary 
This chapter reviewed developments in weather data formats, future climate 
data and its use in predicting the future performance of buildings, thermal 
comfort (particularly in relation to summertime overheating), evolving British 
standards of building thermal insulation; and sustainable methods of delivering 
air conditioning to mitigate summertime overheating. 
The review shows that it is necessary to evaluate weather data evolving from 
UKCP09 in a wider range of building types and to gain better understanding of 
climate change impacts on building performance, particularly on cooling design 





3 Selection of case study buildings and preliminary 
simulation studies 
The main purpose of this preliminary study is to select, define and evaluate a 
range of case study buildings. Note that UKCP09 projections was not yet 
available at the time when this research was conducted, therefore CIBSE 
Future Design Summer Year data (CIBSE, 2008) were then used for an 
evaluation as a ‘benchmark’ method because they are in current use and there 
were published outputs based on their use which could be used for comparison 
and verification. CIBSE future weather data were generated using historical 
weather patterns with UKCIP02 (UK Climate Impacts Programme, 2002) 
projections.  Fourteen non-dwelling buildings were selected as case studies to 
estimate how internal operative temperatures of these building are likely to 
change without air conditioning during the next 70 years. The simulations were 
conducted by using building simulation package EnergyPlus Version 4 (US 
Department of Energy, 2011a). 
3.1 Exemplar buildings 
The intention was to select ‘real’ buildings that either exist or have received 
planning consent and are therefore likely to be built, as well as to capture a 
range of construction styles and activity levels that would ensure contrasting 
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thermal comfort and energy demand results. The selected buildings were 
chosen with reference to the following criteria: 
• Range – to ensure a contrasting spread of non-dwelling building types.   
• Realism – to use only recently constructed buildings, or buildings that 
had recently been given planning consent (and would, therefore, most 
likely get built). Note that there was no intention to include alternative 
insulation standards because, for a consistent comparison of the results, 
all selected buildings were ‘standardised’ as the nominal standards of 
thermal insulation and leak tightness. 
• Treatment – to ensure buildings that, at least in UK terms, could 
conceivably been designed to operate without any specific requirement 
for air conditioning based on current climate data. 
• Usage – to ensure a range of usage patterns; some buildings in 
continuous use and others operated during normal business hours only. 
• To include buildings occupied by comfort-vulnerable groups such as 
children and the elderly. 
Accordingly, details of 14 buildings were obtained from stakeholders of COPSE 
project to form the basis of the modelling and, though most of these buildings 
actually exist in different towns and cities in the UK, they were all exposed to 
the same climate data which allows direct comparisons to be made. The 
COPSE stakeholder group was very helpful in choosing these buildings and the 
selection of buildings also reflects their interests.  
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The aged persons’ accommodation, primary school and secondary school were 
selected because these buildings are used by vulnerable social groups with 
sensitivity to extremes in thermal comfort standards.  The international airport, 
hotel, students’ accommodation and prison are in continuous use by a wide 
range of social group types. The museum, archive building, theatre and library 
are buildings open to public with special requirements for lighting, ventilation 
and comfort standards dependent on internal processes as much as for human 
comfort. Three typical types of office buildings including multi-cellular offices, 
open-plan offices and hybrid (i.e. part open-plan, part cellular) offices were 
selected because they represent a very common group of office building types.  
Note that there are atria inside the museum and prison buildings with fully-
glazed roof. Fully glazed glass curtain walling is in use in the east and west 
façades of the top floor of the museum. High levels of glazing are also used in 
the reception area of the aged person’s accommodation and in sight-seeing 
areas of the hotel. 
Thumbnail summaries of the buildings are shown in figure 3-1 and further 
detailed information is given in table 3-1. Note that building 15 (the hospital) 
was not included in this preliminary study because the building model was not 
available at this stage in the research, but it was included in further studies in 
Chapter 5 and Chapter 7. 
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Figure 3-1 Exemplar buildings 
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1  51  5683  5345  425 
2  77  49795  37445  305 
3  51  21275  17910  338 
4  40  12802  10518  300 
5  36  4269  2977  466 
6  24  3779  2632  476 
7  22  8682  6172  357 
8  25  4870  2844  285 
9  67  10063  9411  500 
10  23  2347  2201  470 
11  64  13200  8259  397 
12  86  9256  6053  503 
13  14  1257  1010  409 
14  64  20289  18530  348 
15  145  21897  12786  259 
 
KEY:  GFA gross floor area     TFA occupied/treated floor area     CEff  effective thermal 
capacity per unit GFA 
Most of the buildings have been either newly built or refurbished to recent 
standards – either the 2002 edition of the UK Building regulations, Part L, or the 
2006 edition.  Briefly, the 2002 edition sets minimum standards of u-values for 
external walls and roofs of 0.35Wm-2K-1 and 0.20 Wm-2K-1 respectively, and 
external elevations glazed to a maximum of 36% of the overall envelope area 
using double air-cavity glazing (The Stationery Office, 2002).  The maximum 
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building leakage to be equivalent to 10m3h-1m-2 of facade at 50Nm-2.  The later 
2006 edition of the Regulations sets the same ‘notional’ standard but goes on to 
require a 23-28% reduction in carbon emission beyond that standard.  Buildings 
(2) and (7) were constructed to earlier standards; the main differences of which 
were slightly higher u-values in external elements (i.e. external walls and roofs). 
Buildings (4) – (8), (10), (11), (13) and (14) were scheduled to operate during 
normal business hours with, in some instances, additional weekend opening 
such as in the cases of the library and theatre.  All other buildings were 
scheduled for continuous use.  Allowances were made for occupancy density 
and casual heat gains due to electrical equipment and lighting using loadings 
typical for the building types involved.  During summer, all buildings were 
excited with a scheduled natural ventilation rate of 3 air changes per hour plus a 
constant allowance for infiltration of 0.5 air changes per hour. This air change 
rate is considered to be a typical value that might be expected for mainly single-
sided building spaces on still, or virtually still, warm summer days (Underwood, 
2010). Thus, it might be considered as a ‘worst case’ ventilation scenario. 
The thermal capacity of each zone was calculated using the simplified method 
set out in ISO 13786:2007 (British Standards Institution, 2007b) based on a 
maximum effective element thickness of 0.1m.  Total values for each zone were 
added to give a building total and this value was then divided by the gross 
building floor area for comparative purposes.  The construction element heat 
capacities ranged from 3.8kJm-2K-1 to 312.8kJm-2K-1 for all buildings. 
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3.2 Modelling assumptions 
The completed building models were simulated in EnergyPlus version 4 (US 
Department of Energy, 2011a). EnergyPlus is an energy simulation program 
developed by the US Department of Energy and has been subjected to a series 
of verification tests and evaluations. A series of tests were conducted to 
maintain the accuracy and reliability of the software. The tests include analytical 
tests (such as HVAC tests based on ASHRAE research project 865 and 
building fabric tests based on ASHRAE research project 1052) and comparative 
tests, such as ASHRAE Standard 140-2007. 
Another reason of choosing EnergyPlus is that the method and tool of 
generating weather data in EPW format (needed for EnergyPlus) is open to 
public access (i.e. EnergyPlus and its supported data and databases is a 
freeware facility), whereas the tools of generating weather file in other formats, 
such as FWT (used in IES) format or WEA (used in Ecotect), are commercial 
tools with restricted access to certain data and databases. Despite IES being 
able to read EPW files downloaded from the EnergyPlus website, it is not 
readily possible to read EPW files created by other users at this moment. 
The following alternative weather files from the CIBSE future weather data set 
were used for simulations of summertime overheating with the essential 
assumption that all buildings were naturally ventilated in summer. 
• Control data: London design summer year 
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• Future set 1:  London 2020 design summer year predictions based on 
‘low’, ‘medium low’, ‘medium high’ and ‘high’ carbon emission scenarios 
• Future set 2:  London 2050 design summer year predictions based on 
‘low’, ‘medium low’, ‘medium high’ and ‘high’ carbon emission scenarios 
• Future set 3:  London 2080 design summer year predictions based on 
‘low’, ‘medium low’, ‘medium high’ and ‘high’ carbon emission scenarios 
The CIBSE future design summer years data are based on the use of the UK 
Meteorological Office’s general circulation model results of predictions of 
changes in monthly average values of climate variables for the period 1962-
2100 based on four future carbon emission scenarios (‘low’, ‘medium low’, 
‘medium high’ and ‘high’).  These were firstly published under the United 
Kingdom Climate Impacts Programme in 2002 (UK Climate Impacts 
Programme, 2002).  To obtain annual sets of hourly time series data required 
for energy simulations, the mean monthly predictions of changes to climate 
variables were used to generate time series adjustments (sometimes called 
’morphing’) to current time series weather data.  These adjustments involved 
‘stretching’ (i.e. scaling) and ‘shifting’ (i.e. time-adjusting) the current climate 
values of variables so that they have the same monthly average statistics as the 
predicted climate change variables.  Full details of the method can be found in 
Belcher et al. (2005). 
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3.3 Simulation results and analysis 
Results of simulated internal temperatures (Toi, Tai denoting operative and air 
temperatures respectively) are plotted against external (peak) temperature 
change, ΔTe in figures 3-2, 3-3 and 3-4. 
Figure 3-2 illustrates building internal overall peak operative temperatures in 
July against external peak temperature changes in July from the control period 
to 2080 (high carbon emission scenario). The ‘overall peak’ for each building is 
the maximum of peaks for all zones in that building in July. 
Figure 3-3 shows internal averaged zone peak operative temperatures in July 
against external peak temperature changes in July from the control period to 
2080 (high carbon emission scenario). The ‘averaged zone peaks’ is the 




Figure 3-2 Internal overall peak operative temperature against external 
peak temperature change 
 
Figure 3-3 Predicted operative temperature – internal averaged zone 
peaks against external peak temperature change 
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Figure 3-4 Comparison of predicted average dry bulb (bottom) and 
operative temperatures (top) against external average temperature change 
Figure 3-4 shows average (over all zones and time period in July) internal 
operative temperature and air temperature changes against external average 
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dry bulb temperature changes from the control period to 2080 (high carbon 
emission scenario). 
A strong linear relationship between internal operative (or air) temperature and 
external air temperature is evident in all results obtained (figures 3-2, 3-3 and 3-
4).  The reason of strong linear relationship is considered to be due to the way 
in which the future weather data were generated. The ‘morphing’ method did 
not change the hourly pattern of weather variables, therefore the pattern of 
internal operative or air temperature remain similar in future.  
For short time period, such linear relationship between external and internal 
temperature should have vary due to the dynamic characteristics of the building 
materials. However for relatively long time period (from control across which 
these results are presented), the variation has been suppressed. 
Figure 3-4 shows that the operative temperatures are generally slightly higher 
than the internal air temperatures as might be expected due to elevated internal 
surface temperatures arising from higher rates of solar radiation absorbed into 
these surfaces in summer. 
One of the reasons for presenting these preliminary results in this format is that 
similar work had previously been done by Coley and Kershaw (2010) for a 
much smaller range of building types and it is therefore considered appropriate 
to use their results to verify preliminary modelling results of the present work.  










Δ Δ= =Δ Δ
 Equation 3-1 
 
(where ΔTi,mean, ΔTi,max is the difference in internal air or operative temperature 
at some time in the future based on mean and maximum values respectively 
and ΔTe is the corresponding difference in external air temperature).  Evidently, 
this is essentially the gradient of the slopes given in figures 3-2, 3-3 and 3-4 
based on either internal air temperature or operative temperature as 
appropriate. 
Coley and Kershaw (2010) dealt with houses, schools, apartments and offices.  
For their housing sample, they obtained results with the same linear 
characteristics as obtained in this work with warming gradients of between 
0.817 and 0.958 (based on internal air dry bulb temperature only).  In this work, 
a much wider range of commercial building types has been considered and the 
operative temperature was used as a better index for thermal comfort sensation 
(defined in this work as the average of the air dry bulb temperature and mean 
radiant temperature).  A mean warming gradient of 0.882 (standard deviation: 
0.045) has been obtained based on the peak (over all zones) operative 
temperature; 1.009 (standard deviation: 0.037) based on the overall average 
internal operative temperature for July; and 0.846 (standard deviation: 0.029) 
based on the average of the individual zone peak operative temperatures for 
July.  Differences between internal overall average air dry bulb temperature and 
overall average operative temperature gradients were found to be very small.   
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3.4 Summary 
The response in internal operative temperature to a warming climate by 
commercial buildings in the UK has been addressed in this chapter. Overall 
maxima, overall July averages, and the July average of zone peak temperature 
increases were obtained.  Results indicate a strong linear relationship between 
internal operative temperature increase and corresponding external dry bulb 
temperature increase.  The gradient of this increase was found to vary between 
0.767 and 1.009 for a wide range of contrasting commercial building types with 
differing constructions and were consistent for either dry bulb or operative 
temperature results.  The results were found to agree with similar findings of an 
earlier study which dealt with housing, schools and offices (Coley & Kershaw, 
2010). The results of this (and the earlier) work provides valuable information to 
predict a timeline for the introduction of air conditioning in existing buildings as 
the climate warms.   
The work in this chapter forms the preliminary stage of a larger study to develop 
design procedures and gain a better understanding of comfort and internal 
warming using United Kingdom Climate Projections. It also helps to verify 
building models created by author. The next chapter will focus on the 
development of Test Reference Year based on the latest climate projections 
(UKCP09) which represents a radically new way of assessing future climate 
impacts.    
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CHAPTER 4 
4 Method 1: Development of Test Reference Years 
In this chapter, the ISO 15927-4 (ISO, 2005b)  method of generating Test 
Reference Year (TRY) data was adapted to generate TRYs from the UK climate 
projections 09 Weather Generator (UK Climate Projections, 2010). The method 
was compared with other methods proposed by research groups at Exeter 
University and Manchester University and also with the earlier UKCIP02 results 
forming the CIBSE FWYs (Chapter 3). To distinguish the methods and results 
proposed and described in this thesis, the method proposed here is named the 
Northumbria TRY method and the data generated by this method is named 
Northumbria TRY data. Similarly, TRY data forming  the CIBSE FWYs, and the 
Exeter University and Manchester University data are named CIBSE TRY data 
(CIBSE, 2008), Exeter TRY data (Coley, Kershaw & Eames, 2011) and 
Manchester TRY data (Watkins, Levermore & Parkinson, 2011) respectively. 
4.1 Method of generating Northumbria Test Reference Years 
The method adopted to generate TRYs is broadly described in British Standard 
BS EN ISO 15927-4:2005 (ISO, 2005b).  The standard requires a minimum of 
10 years (normally, but preferably more) of measured data though, in this case, 
the raw data were modelled. The UKCP09 Weather Generator (UK Climate 
Projections, 2010) provided an opportunity to generate TRYs for the future 
because the Weather Generator can produce a set of raw data consisting of 30 
years of hourly weather data (further details of the Weather Generator are given 
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in Kilsby et al. (2007)).  The time slices available from Weather Generator are 
summarised in table 4-1. 











In this work, the nominal time periods of 2030s, 2050s and 2080s were chosen 
together with the control period data; the former representing a sample of future 
time slices looking sufficiently far towards a time horizon likely to be of interest 
for the life span of buildings currently under development and construction.  The 
number of probabilistic variations (or change factors) used by the UKCP09 
Weather Generator for hourly data is 100.  Thus, for each 30-year band of 
climate data, 3000 annual files of hourly and daily weather data were extracted 
to represent each of the 4 selected time slices (including the control data) at 
each of three carbon emission scenarios.  The following procedure was then 
used: 
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1. The average of daily maximum and minimum dry bulb temperature, T 
(oC), and relative humidity, H, and the total daily horizontal solar 
radiation, I (Whm-2), were captured from the 3000 daily weather files. 
2. For each calendar month in all years of data, the daily values of each 
variable from (1) were ranked in increasing order and the following was 
evaluated in order to arrive at a cumulative distribution function of the 
daily means for all years in the data set and for each variable 
( ), , ,, ,m i m i m if T I H : 
 ( ) ( ), , ,, , 1m i m i m i K if T I H N= +
 Equation 4-1 
 
 (where K(i) is the rank order of the ith value of the daily mean within that 
calendar month across the entire data set, N is the total number of days 
for that calendar month in the whole data set and m is the month number 
in the year). 
3. For each month in each year the cumulative distribution function of the 
daily mean of each variable within each calendar month, 
( ), , , , , ,, ,y m i y m i y m iF T I H , was then obtained by ranking the variables in 
each month in increasing order and then applying the following: 
 ( ) ( ), , , , , ,, , 1y m i y m i y m i J iF T I H n= +
 Equation 4-2 
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 (where J(i) is the rank order of the ith daily mean within a calendar month 
in one year, y is the year number and n is the number of days in each 
individual month). 
4. For each month in each year of the data set, the Finkelstein-Schafer 
statistic, ( ), , ,, ,y m y m y mFS T I H , was then obtained: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ), , , , , , , , , , , ,
1
, , , , , ,
n
y m y m y m y m i y m i y m i m i m i m i
i






5. The FS statistic of each variable in each individual month for the whole 
data set was then ranked in an ascending order and, for each month in 
each year, the individual variable rank values were added. 
6. For the 3 months with the lowest total ranking, the deviation of the 
monthly mean wind speed from the corresponding mean value for each 
set of calendar months in the data set was obtained and the month with 
the lowest deviation in wind speed was selected to be included in the 
Test Reference Year.  
The release of UKCP09 data excluded daily or hourly wind speed data.  
However, evapotranspiration rates were provided from which daily wind speed 
can be obtained by the Penman-Monteith equation (Allen et al., 1998) which is 
re-arranged here for that purpose:  
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E reference evapotranspiration (mm/day) 
Pv vapour pressure (kNm-2) 
Pvs saturation vapour pressure (kNm-2) 
T mean daily temperature at 2m height (oC) 
G surface heat flux density (MJm-2day-1) 
R net radiation at the surface (MJm-2day-1) 
δ slope of the vapour pressure curve (kNm-2K-1) 
γ psychrometric constant (kNm-2K-1) 
Watkins et al. (2011) evaluated the reliability of extracted wind speed data from 
evapotranspiration using Equation 4-4 based on a (non-UKCP09) dataset 
containing evapotranspiration rates and wind speed.  The authors obtained a 
good agreement between Equation 4-4 wind speeds and the wind speeds in the 
measured data (coefficient of determination 0.94).  They also concluded small 
instances of negative wind speeds (affecting less than 5% of the data).  In the 
present work, negative wind speed results were set to zero and the very small 
instances of implausibly-high wind speed were cropped at 20ms-1. The 20 ms-1 
threshold was used because historical daily winds (CIBSE, 2008) speed rarely 
exceeded this value. 
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Because each TRY consists of different statistically-representative months 
‘stitched’ together to form one year, there were inevitable step transitions in the 
values of certain variables at midnight on the last day of each calendar month.  
These transitions were smoothed using cubic-spline fitting.  The fitting interval 
used was a 16-hour period centred at the relevant midnight instants as 
recommended in BS EN ISO 15927-4:2005 standard.  The variables affected 
were dry bulb temperature, vapour pressure and relative humidity. 
In order to carry out a variety of energy simulations using in simulation package 
EnergyPlus (version 6) (US Department of Energy, 2011a), the weather data 
generated as described above were adjusted to meet the formatting and 
content requirements of the ‘EnergyPlus Weather’ (‘EPW’) file format. The 
procedures were followed: 
7. Disjointed dry bulb temperature, vapour pressure and relative humidity 
values at midnight on the last day of each month were smoothed using a 
cubic-spline interpolation.  
8. The EPW format requires the hourly dew point temperatures.  This was 
calculated using hygrometric properties of humid air based on the known 
TRY dry bulb temperature, vapour pressure and relative humidity values. 

















ܶ݁݉݌݁ݎܽݐݑݎ݁ௗ௥௬௕௨௟௕= dry bulb temperature (oC) 
ܴܪ= relative humidity (%) 
9. The direct-normal solar radiation (also required by the EPW format) was 
obtained from the known direct-horizontal radiation using standard solar 
geometry calculations. The equations (Szokolay, 2008) are as follows:  





ܦ݅ݎ݁ܿݐܰ݋ݎ݈݉ܽ = Direct normal solar radiation intensity (Whm-2) 




כ sinሺܮܣܶሻ ൅ cosሺܮܣܶሻ
כ cos ሺܪܴܣሻሻ













כ ሺ0.33281 െ 22.984
כ ܿ݋ݏሺܰሻ ൅ 3.7872 כ ݏ݅݊ሺܰሻ
െ 0.3499 כ ܿ݋ݏሺ2 כ ܰሻ ൅ 0.03205
כ ݏ݅݊ሺ2 כ ܰሻ െ 0.1398 כ ܿ݋ݏሺ3 כ ܰሻ









ܦܽݕܰݑܾ݉݁ݎ ൌ The number of the day in that year (1-365) 
ܵ݋݈ܽݎܦ݈݁ܿ݅݊ܽݐ݅݋݊ = Solar Declination (between the earth-sun 
line and the equator plane), in radians 
ܪ݋ݑݎܰݑܾ݉݁ݎ = hour number at that day (0-23) 
ܪܴܣ = Hour angle from solar noon, 15 degree per hour, in 
radians 
ܮܣܶ = Latitude of the location, in radians 
10. The cloud cover was converted in tenths based on the known sunshine 
hours. The night-time cloud cover was linear interpolated by using the 
cloud cover values at sunrise and sunset. 
11. The EPW format requires the horizontal infrared radiation flux.  This was 
obtained by first calculating the sky emissivity from the opaque cloud 
cover (in tenths) and the dew point temperature and then multiplying the 
sky emissivity by the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and the hourly dry bulb 
temperature (K) to the fourth power (US Department of Energy, 2010). 
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Very little information is available regarding UK opaque cloud cover 
values and this is clearly an avenue for further work.  In the present work, 
it was assumed to be constant at 0.5 of the cloud cover value as 
previously used by Jentsch et al. (2008). The equations (US Department 
of Energy, 2010) are as follows:  
 












൅ 0.0224ܰ ൅ 0.0035ܰଶ ൅ 0.00028ܰଷሻ 
Equation 
4-13 
ܪ݋ݎ݅ݖ݋݊ݐ݈ܽூோ= horizontal infrared radiation intensity from sky 
(Wh/m2) 
ܵ݇ݕ௘௠௜௦௦௜௩௜௧௬= sky emissivity 
ܵ݅݃݉ܽ =Stefan-Boltzmann constant= 5.6697e-8 (W/m2K4) 
ܶ݁݉݌݁ݎܽݐݑݎ݁ௗ௥௬௕௨௟௕= dry bulb temperature (K) 
ܶ݁݉݌݁ݎܽݐݑݎ݁ௗ௘௪௣௢௜௡௧= dew point temperature (K) 
ܰ = opaque sky cover (tenths) 
The above procedure was coded into Matlab scripts.  Processing times for 3000 
years of input files to a single TRY were typically less than 5 minutes on a 
conventional personal computer. By using Matlab scripts, one hundred daily 
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files were read into Matlab using the ‘dlmread’ function, and the data were 
treated as a pre-allocated array resulting in a significant reduction of 
computation time. Two user-defined functions were created to calculate the 
ranks and cumulative distributions of a series of numbers according to the 
definitions in ISO 15927-4:2005 standard. The user-defined functions can 
significantly reduce the computation time because Matlab creates a local 
workspace for a function’s local variables every time the M-file is called. All 
intermediate results were saved as MAT-files resulting in a significant increase 
of reading/writing speed. Programming technologies such as array pre-
allocation and vector-based calculations also help reduce the computational 
time. Batch processing was also used. The names and descriptions of all scripts 
developed in this work are listed in table 4-2 and the full script listings are given 
in appendix D. 
Table 4-2 Matlab scripts and input files list 
File name File description 
runcontrol.m used for batch processing 
TRYDRY_Hu.m main script generating TRY data for future time line 
TRYDRY_Hu_control.m main script generating TRY data for control period 
rankt.m user-defined ranking function 
CDFiso.m user-defined function for calculating CDF 
GenDef.m generating DEF file for converting data into EPW format 
filename.mat input file names 
fileslist.xlsx input file folders 
list.lst used for batch converting CSV to EPW 
 
Users need to setup the locations of their UKCP09 raw data by editing the files 
highlighted in bold font in above list. A CSV file (TRY.csv) and a DEF file 
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(TRY.def) will be generated as outputs of these Matlab scripts. The EPW format 
of weather data can be produced by inputting the CSV and DEF files into the 
EnergyPlus Conversions tool which comes with the EnergyPlus simulation 
package. The ‘list.lst’ file can be used as input for batch converting CSV files 
into EPW files. 
4.2 Verification 
Verification of the results of Northumbria TRY data sets generated in the 
present work was carried out with reference to two alternative sets of methods: 
1. The CIBSE Future Test Reference Year data (CIBSE, 2008). 
2. Alternative generations of TRY data based on UKCP09 carried out by 
Exeter University (Eames, Kershaw & Coley, 2010a) and Manchester 
University (Watkins, Levermore & Parkinson, 2011).    
Table 4-3 Timelines and carbon emission scenarios of TRYs 
 C 2020s 2030s 2050s 2080s 
CIBSE TRY C L ML MH H / L ML MH H L ML MH H
Exeter TRY C / / M H / M H / M H
Manchester TRY C L / H / L / H L / H
Northumbria TRY C / L M H L M H L M H
 
CIBSE, Exeter University, Manchester University and Northumbria University 
produced weather data for different timelines and carbon emission scenarios. 
Table 4-3 illustrates distribution details. ‘C’ indicates control or current period. 
‘L’, ‘M’, ‘H’, ‘ML’ and ‘MH’ indicate low, medium, high, medium low and medium 
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high carbon emission scenarios respectively. The ‘/’ indicates that weather data 
is unavailable for that timeline and carbon emission scenario. 
The CIBSE Future Weather data forms an important reference point because it 
is the currently-available data in use by practitioners.  These data were 
generated using the climate change scenario data forming the earlier UKCIP02.  
Because these scenarios were presented in the form of monthly data, it was 
necessary to decompose the data into hourly time series suitable for building 
simulation such that the hourly data preserves the same statistical distribution 
as the original monthly data.  This was done using a technique called morphing 
full details of which can be found in Belcher et al. (2005).  Briefly, files of 
existing CIBSE TRY climate data each consisting of ‘typical’ months derived 
from 1983-2004 records of actual weather data were used.  These files were 
used to generate projected future weather data by either ‘shifting’, ‘stretching’ or 
shifting and stretching each existing climate variable.  A shift involves adding 
the absolute mean change (from the UKCIP02 scenario data) to each existing 
hourly value for the relevant month and is applied when the climate change 
scenario is in the form of an absolute change to the monthly mean.  A stretch 
involves a multiplicative adjustment of the existing variable based on the 
fractional change in the monthly mean value for the relevant month and is used 
when the scenario data is defined as a fractional or percentage change.  A 
combination of shift and stretch is applied when both the mean and variance are 
required (e.g. a daily mean and its maximum and minimum values).    
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In the selection procedure applied by Exeter University (Eames, Kershaw & 
Coley, 2010a), 100 ‘typical’ years from 100 samples of each year in each 30 
year band were captured using the Finklestein-Schafer (FS)  statistic (using a 
procedure similar to that described above but involving different variables).  
Each set of 100 months was then ranked based on ascending values of the 
mean monthly temperatures.  They then select each month based on the same 
chosen percentile value (e.g. 10th, 33rd, 50th, 66th, and 90th).  Thus, the 50th 
percentile January is joined by the 50th percentile February and so on to form a 
complete year.  This two-stage process places a strong emphasis on dry bulb 
temperature which, it is argued, will form greater coherence between variables 
in each month.  However, there is virtually no concurrency between months with 
this method (i.e. there is a negligible chance that a January from the original set 
of 100 Januarys will be joined by the corresponding February in the February 
set).  Step changes in variables occurring at midnight on the last day of each 
month were smoothed by taking the average of the 5 hours of data either side 
of midnight.  In following work, the 50th percentile weather files from Exeter were 
used as Test Reference Years with the assumption that they would be most 
‘typical’.   
The method used by Manchester University (Watkins, Levermore & Parkinson, 
2011) is very similar to that used in the present work. Both Manchester 
University and Northumbria University used the method recommended in BS 
EN ISO 15927-4:2005, but applied the method directly to 3000 years of weather 
data (100 probabilistic sets of 30 years data).  There are two significant 
differences between this method and the method used by Exeter University.  
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First, Exeter University applied the FS statistic equally to dry bulb temperature, 
global horizontal solar irradiation and wind speed, whereas this method applied 
the FS statistic to dry bulb temperature, global horizontal solar irradiation and 
relative humidity (step 4 above) to select three candidate months, and then one 
month out of the three with lowest wind speed deviation was selected as the 
‘best’ month to be included in the Test Reference Year.  The second difference 
was the method of ranking.  The method reported here added the separate 
ranks of the FS statistic values of the three climate variables together then 
chose three months with lowest total rank, while Exeter added absolute values 
of FS statistic of their three climate variables together, then chose the month 
with lowest total FS statistic value.  In terms of interpretation, users may choose 
an Exeter file with a high percentile (e.g. 90th) to factor in risk.  In the present 
work, design and risk are dealt with by using an alternative Design Reference 
Year (DRY) file of climate data which involves selections of candidate months 
using probabilistic percentiles.  The detailed information of DRY will be reported 
in Chapter 6 and 7.     
As to the relatively minor differences between the Manchester and Northumbria 
approaches, Manchester University implemented the ISO method in Turbo 
Pascal using conventional programming based on element-wise calculations, 
while Northumbria University applied the same method in Matlab to take 
advantage of superior array-handling, resulting in a significant reduction of 
computation time.  The results of both methods were cross checked and there 
are two minor differences in calculation procedures.  First, Manchester included 
weather data of the 29th February in leap years whereas Northumbria did not 
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include these days in order to compare the annual energy consumption among 
365-day years only. Second, Manchester used 15ms-1 as an upper limit when 
generating daily wind speed from Equation 4-4, whereas Northumbria used 
20ms-1 after examining the typical distribution ranges of wind speeds in 
historical UK weather data. The two differences will occasionally cause different 
selections of ‘typical’ months when precisely the same raw data are used, so 
they are not expected to give exactly the same climate data, but both will result 
in reasonably comparable ‘typical’ climate data files. 
Results of two key weather variables are compared in figures 4-1 and 4-2 for 
three UK cities (Edinburgh (55.95N, 3.34W), Manchester (53.36N, 2.28W) and 
London (51.48N, 0.45W)), a variety of future time slices and carbon emission 
scenarios.  Figure 4-1 shows air dry bulb temperatures and Figure 4-2 shows 
global horizontal solar radiation. The definitions of symbols used in following 





Figure 4-1 Comparison of data sets: dry bulb temperature 
 
Figure 4-2 Comparison of data sets: solar radiation 
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C Control data (1983-2004) 
2L 2020s low carbon emission scenario 
ML 2020s medium low carbon emission scenario 
MH 2020s medium high carbon emission scenario 
2H 2020s high carbon emission scenario 
5L 2050s low carbon emission scenario 
ML 2050s medium low carbon emission scenario 
MH 2050s medium high carbon emission scenario 
5H 2050s high carbon emission scenario 
8L 2080s low carbon emission scenario 
ML 2080s medium low carbon emission scenario 
HL 2080s medium high carbon emission scenario 










C Control data (1961-1990) 
3M 2030s medium carbon emission scenario 
3H 2030s high carbon emission scenario 
5M 2050s medium carbon emission scenario 
5H 2050s high carbon emission scenario 
8M 2080s medium carbon emission scenario 











 C Control data (1961-1990) 
2L 2020s low carbon emission scenario 
2H 2020s high carbon emission scenario 
5L 2050s low carbon emission scenario 
5H 2050s high carbon emission scenario 
8L 2080s low carbon emission scenario 













C Control data (1961-1990) 
3L 2030s low carbon emission scenario 
3M 2030s medium carbon emission scenario 
3H 2030s high carbon emission scenario 
5L 2050s low carbon emission scenario 
5M 2050s medium carbon emission scenario 
5H 2050s high carbon emission scenario 
8L 2080s low carbon emission scenario 
8M 2080s medium carbon emission scenario 
8H 2080s high carbon emission scenario 
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Additionally, the deviations from Northumbria data arising from the CIBSE TRY, 
Exeter and Manchester climate data are given in figures 4-3 and 4-4.   
 
Figure 4-3 Deviations from Northumbria data in external air temperature 
(Top: max, Middle: mean, Bottom: min) 
For dry bulb temperature, there is good agreement between the various data 
sets all of which support an increasing trend in temperature throughout this 
century the precise extent of which depends on the carbon emission scenario.  
The mean dry bulb temperatures of control period are notably higher for the 
CIBSE FWY data set than for all of the UKCP09-based results.  This is 
considered to be due to different definitions of time period.  Control data for the 
CIBSE FWY data is based on original data from the period 1983-2004 whereas 
all UKCP09-based methods use a control period from 1961-1990.  Whilst there 
is some inevitable scatter in predictions of absolute maximum and minimum 
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external dry bulb temperatures due to the differences in the methods described 
above. The deviations in mean external air temperature between those methods 
using UKCP09 are negligible (Figure 4-3).     
 
Figure 4-4 Deviations from Northumbria data in solar radiation 
(Top: max, Middle:mean, Bottom:min) 
For global horizontal solar radiation, there is again good agreement between 
the various data sets though the UKCP09-derived data all suggest higher peak 
radiation intensities than those predicted using the morphed UKCIP02-based 
data of the CIBSE FWYs (figure 4-2).  An inspection of the data suggests that 
UKCP09 tends to predict higher periods of bright clear sunshine than existing 
data would suggest as first reported by Tham and Muneer (2010).  Deviations 
between methods for those cases using UKCP09 are, however, very small 
(Figure 4-4).   
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In this chapter, the method of generating Test Reference Year data from 
UKCP09 Weather Generator was described, the data generated by this method 
was compared with data from other sources. The next chapter will focus on the 




5 Application of TRYs to building simulation 
The aim of this chapter is to test the TRY data generated in previous chapter 
and investigate the impacts of the UK Climate Projections 09 (UKCP09) on 
internal building comfort (operative) temperatures, and heating and cooling 
energy demands.  
Fifteen sample buildings have been simulated using a dynamic thermal 
modelling program (EnergyPlus Version 6) together with  4 sets of future Test 
Reference Year data which were produced by the UK Chartered Institution of 
Building Services Engineers (CIBSE, 2008), Exeter University (Coley, Kershaw 
& Eames, 2011), Manchester University (Watkins, Levermore & Parkinson, 
2011) and the present work. Heating and cooling energy demand of the sample 
buildings, overheat percentage, summer and winter average indoor operative 
temperatures, at three locations (Edinburgh, Manchester and London) under 
control and future climate conditions (time slices: 2020s/2030s, 2050s and 
2080s; carbon emission scenarios: low, medium and high) were simulated in 
order to compare the impacts of future weather data on building performance. 
The results for each individual building are given in appendices A1-A5. 
5.1 Building modelling 
The case study buildings used in this chapter are those described  in chapter 3 
with one further addition – that of a hospital building. The hospital building is a 
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recently-constructed oncology department which was selected due to extensive 
deep space planning and high internal heat gains due to scanning equipment, 
etc. The detailed information of the fifteen buildings was reported in chapter 3 
section 1. Thumbnails of the buildings modelled are in figure 3-1 and key 
physical attributes of each building are given in table 3-1. 
The models of fifteen sample buildings used for EnergyPlus simulation were 
built up in DesignBuilder software (DesignBuilder Software Ltd, 2011) and then 
the models were exported as IDF files which can be fed into EnergyPlus to 
conduct simulation. The reason of doing it in this way is that EnergyPlus 
(version 6) supports multi-core computer and batch simulation applications. This 
can significantly reduce the time of simulation and the amount of work. The 
version 6 is the most up-to-date version and its calculation speed has up to 25-
40% execution time reduction in most simulations comparing with previous 
version. 
Three simulations were then carried out on all buildings using the TRY weather 
files from the present work and from the three other comparative sources 
described previously. Simulations were conducted for Edinburgh (55.95N, 
3.34W), Manchester (53.36N, 2.28W) and London (51.48N, 0.45W) from the 
control period to the 2080 high carbon emission scenario.  The three 
simulations were: 
• A ‘freefloat’ simulation to generate hourly operative temperatures for 
each building under conditions of natural ventilation.  In all cases, a 
natural ventilation rate of 4 air changes per hour was used and this was 
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switched to become active in any zone when the internal operative 
temperature reached 25oC.  Results from these simulations were 
extracted during the warmest summer months (June through August) 
and coldest winter months (December through February).  In practice, 
the summer results would be used to help inform design decisions 
regarding the need for zone air conditioning, and the winter results could 
indicate how building performance without heating system. 
• A cooling simulation in which it was now assumed that all treated zones 
would be air conditioned to a nominal set point temperature (range from 
21-25oC dry bulb depending on type of room).  Results from these 
simulations include both hourly time series cooling demands as well as 
annually-integrated total cooling energy demands. 
• A heating simulation with all treated zones heated to set points of 
between 19oC and 21oC (depending on the nature of usage).  Again, 
results from these simulations include both hourly time series heating 
demands as well as annually-integrated total heating energy demands.  
The occupancy densities, occupied period profiles, equipment and lighting gain, 
heating and cooling setting points of all zones were configured according to the 
UK National Calculation Method database (DCLG, 2008). 
The computer running time for a single simulation varies from 1 minute to 2 
hours depending on the complexity of building models (mainly the number of 
zones), and the input and output settings. The total simulation time of all 4995 
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cases (15 buildings x 3 operation modes x 37 sets of weather data x 3 locations) 
lasted 4-6 days on an 8-core Windows workstation. 
In the cooling simulation cases, the winter heating was not activated which had 
the advantage of reducing simulation running times slightly.  In practice the 
heating would in any case be inactive outside the normal heating season 
periods (typically from May through to October).  Therefore, at least one month 
will elapse from the end of the heating cycle and the start of cooling or peak 
summertime temperature cycle such that the heating cycle is unlikely to 
influence the cooling cycle significantly. 
A constant effective mean allowance for infiltration of 0.5 air changes per hour 
was applied to all buildings and, additionally an allowance for 
natural/mechanical fresh air ventilation during occupied hours only of 10Ls-1 per 
person was applied. There are few zones having special requirements of 
ventilation, such as laboratories and treatment rooms in the hospital. The 
setting of these zones was configured according to the UK National Calculation 
Method database. 
The simulation results of hourly indoor operative temperatures, cooling and 
heating loads were saved as a CSV format by EnergyPlus. A Matlab script was 
written to read the results and capture the essential results (i.e. building cooling 
and heating annual energy demands and freefloat operative temperatures). The 
operative temperature was chosen instead of air temperature because it forms 
the normal basis for assessing thermal comfort. The operative temperature was 
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calculated as the average of the air dry bulb temperature and of the mean 
radiant temperature in each room or zone. 
Five figures were generated for each building: summer indoor average 
operative temperature during occupied hours; the percentage of occupied hours 
over an operative temperature of 28°C; the winter indoor average operative 
temperature during occupied hours (no heating and cooling present for three 
sets of results above); the annual cooling energy demand and the annual 
heating energy demand. All figures are presented in appendices A1-A5. A 
summary of a key sample of the results is given in the following sections.  This 
summary deals with a sample of 4 of the 15 buildings; the aged person’s 
accommodation, the multi-cellar offices, the secondary school and the hospital.  
5.2 Results of freefloat simulation 
Hourly operative temperatures for all occupied zones in conditions of natural 
ventilation condition were produced by an EnergyPlus ‘freefloat’ simulation. 
These results were generated by assuming natural ventilation at a constant rate 
of 4 air changes per hour would be introduced to each zone when the zone 
internal operative temperature exceeds 25oC and the external dry bulb 
temperature is less than the zone dry bulb temperature.   
In order to assess the overheating risk, the percentage of annual occupied 
hours over an operative temperature of 28 ºC was chosen as the criterion. The 
CIBSE Guide A (CIBSE, 2006) currently recommends that if this percentage 
exceeds 1%, air conditioning should be considered. 
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Figure 5-1 demonstrates the potential overheating situation for multi-cellar 
offices. The top, middle and bottom rows show simulation results of the building 
at the Edinburgh, Manchester and London locations respectively.  The figure 
was broken into 4 columns to represent results based on all 4 weather data 
sources including the present work (CIBSE FWY, Exeter University, Manchester 
University and Northumbria University, ordered from left to right in the figure).  
Labels under the X axis indicate timelines and carbon emission scenarios listed 
in table 4-3. 
The symbol ‘x’ in the figure indicates the percentage of annual occupied hours 
over an operative temperature of 28 ºC for each zone, and the bar in the figure 
indicates the average of percentages of all occupied zones in the building. The 
pink, green and red bars in the figure highlight control, 2050 high emission 
scenario and 2080 high emission scenario results respectively.  
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Figure 5-1 Overheat percentage of occupied hours (reference: 28 °C) 
This pattern of visualising the results was also used in all figures in appendix 
A3, A4 and A5. The only difference is that symbol ‘x’ indicates different values.  
For example, it means zone summer average temperature during occupied 
hours at natural ventilation conditions in appendix A3. 
Figure 5-1 shows that the duration of overheating by the end of this century will, 
typically, involve a fourfold increase. It is also shown that UKCP09 (for Exeter, 
Manchester and the present work weather file samples) and UKCIP02 
Projections (CIBSE FWY data) in London indicate similar overheat percentages, 
but for the northern city Edinburgh, UKCP09 indicates a higher overheat risk in 
the late part of this century than UKCIP02. The overheat percentage from 
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Exeter data is significantly higher than the percentages predicted by the present 
work and the Manchester University data sample. 
In order to view the performance of more buildings, figure 5-2 plots the average 
of overheat percentages for four case study buildings (i.e. individual zone 
values are excluded in this case). In general the trend lines for advancing time 
(and carbon emission intensity assumption) suggest a smoother growth in 
values due to the scaled and stretched CIBSE TRY data than is the case with 
the probabilistic data from UKCP09.  
The Manchester and Northumbria results are generally in reasonably close 
agreement but there are minor anomalies due mainly to the different maximum 
wind speed assumptions used as detailed in Section 4.2.  The more 
pronounced differences between the Exeter results and those from both 
Manchester and Northumbria are due differences in the methods used to select 
climate data as discussed in detail in Section 4.2.  
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%  Max  Min  Max  Min  Max  Min  Max  Min
Control (1983-2004) 6.6 0.2  2.9 0.8 7.6 0.7  31.4  0.0
2020s low  7.7 0.5  3.4 1.2 9.0 1.0  34.3  0.1
2020s medium low  8.1 0.5  3.6 1.2 9.3 1.1  34.7  0.1
2020s medium high  8.1 0.5  3.6 1.2 9.3 1.1  34.7  0.1
2020s high  8.2 0.5  3.6 1.2 9.3 1.2  34.9  0.1
2050s low  9.9 0.8  5.0 1.8 12.1 1.9  38.0  0.1
2050s medium low  10.8 0.9  5.7 1.8 12.9 2.3  39.1  0.2
2050s medium high  11.2 1.1  6.1 2.0 14.1 2.4  39.6  0.2
2050s high  11.8 1.3  7.3 2.6 15.5 3.0  41.1  0.3
2080s low  11.3 1.2  6.6 2.3 14.7 2.7  40.6  0.2
2080s medium low  12.7 1.3  7.7 2.8 16.0 3.1  41.9  0.3
2080s medium high  16.6 2.5  10.8 4.5 22.2 5.2  45.8  0.8
2080s high  18.9 3.2  13.2 5.7 25.3 7.2  48.4  1.2
Control (1961-1990) 8.5 0.1  4.3 1.0 11.2 0.4  34.8  0.0
2030s medium  13.3 0.3  11.2 3.3 20.1 2.6  41.6  0.1
2030s high  13.1 0.1  9.7 1.5 18.4 1.1  43.2  0.0
2050s medium  18.4 0.7  16.1 5.3 25.8 5.7  45.4  0.3
2050s high  18.0 0.4  14.7 5.2 26.1 4.1  46.6  0.5
2080s medium  16.5 0.8  13.8 4.1 24.7 3.7  50.4  0.6
2080s high  21.7 1.4  20.3 7.6 32.7 8.3  52.3  1.0
Control (1961-1990) 6.5 0.0  2.7 0.1 7.0 0.1  33.6  0.0
2020s low  11.5 0.0  6.7 1.2 13.0 0.5  42.2  0.0
2020s high  9.7 0.2  6.6 1.3 14.0 0.9  40.0  0.0
2050s low  13.0 0.5  8.8 2.5 17.0 2.5  44.9  0.2
2050s high  14.4 0.3  11.1 2.6 23.2 1.6  46.8  0.1
2080s low  15.6 0.9  11.1 3.6 20.5 3.0  46.7  0.6
2080s high  20.3 3.2  18.7 9.2 29.8 8.6  54.1  1.6
Control (1961-1990) 6.4 0.0  2.9 0.3 6.7 0.0  33.2  0.0
2030s low  9.8 0.2  5.5 1.0 10.9 0.7  41.8  0.0
2030s medium  10.3 0.1  5.8 0.6 11.5 0.6  42.5  0.0
2030s high  10.9 0.1  6.7 0.8 14.2 0.1  41.5  0.0
2050s low  11.0 0.2  7.6 1.0 15.2 0.9  42.3  0.0
2050s medium  13.4 0.3  10.0 3.3 16.1 2.3  44.4  0.2
2050s high  14.3 0.6  11.4 5.0 19.4 2.9  46.0  0.3
2080s low  15.4 0.9  10.3 3.2 17.8 2.3  46.6  0.4
2080s medium  15.1 0.6  12.3 4.3 20.4 3.1  48.6  0.3
2080s high  19.2 2.6  17.0 7.1 27.2 6.6  52.4  1.2
Figure 5-3 Max and min of overheat percentages 
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Figure 5-4 Averages of summer average operative temperature during occupied hours 
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Figure 5-5 Averages of winter average operative temperature during occupied hours
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Figure 5-2 also shows that the difference between UKCP09 and UKCIP02 in 
Edinburgh is in evidence in other building types.  
The spreads of overheat percentages of different zones in each building are 
listed in figure 5-3. This shows the zone with biggest overheat percentage and 
the zone with smallest overheat percentage. The percentages are scale-
coloured. As shown in the figure, the percentages of zones in the hospital are 
distributed more widely than in other building types due to the unusual features 
of this building – most particularly high internal process gains. The hospital is a 
deep-plan building with 145 zones for a high variety of usages. 
Figure 5-4 shows averages of summer average zone operative temperatures 
during the warmest summer months (June, July and August) for four buildings 
in all selected UK cities, all TRY data sets, time slices and carbon emission 
scenario assumptions.  All data sets for all city locations chosen are suggesting 
internal comfort temperature growth of around 4K through to the end of the 
present century from typical control data values of 22-25oC. In particular, the 
secondary school in London is exhibiting average operative temperatures in 
excess of 28oC from the middle of this century which has major implications for 
a trend towards at least partial air conditioning. All data tend to point to a higher 
degree of warming in London towards the end of the century than is the case in 
the two northern cities chosen. 
The increase rate of temperature for the aged persons’ accommodation 
appears to be lower than other buildings due to smaller spaces, traditional 
construction, and low internal heat gains. 
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Figure 5-5 shows averages of winter average zone operative temperatures 
during the winter months (December, January and February) for the four 
sampled buildings in all selected UK cities, all TRY data sets, time slices and 
carbon emission scenario assumptions. Note that heating systems do not 
present in this case. The temperatures here indicate how building performance 
in winter without heating system. It is evident that there is a warming trend in 
winter as well, but the increase in winter is less than the increase in summer.  
This figure also indicates the spread of the average winter temperature of the 
buildings is wider than the spread in summer. The school example suggests a 
slower growth trend due to the operational assumption of it being unoccupied 
during Christmas and the New Year holiday. The higher average internal 
temperatures evident in the hospital example reflect high internal heat gains in 
this case due to the deep plan nature of this building and the high process heat 
gains. 
5.3 Results of cooling and heating simulation 
Figure 5-6 shows results of simulated building (sensible) cooling loads. The 
building cooling load expressed as the peak of the sum of simultaneous zone 
cooling loads divided by the treated floor area of the building.  The much higher 
peak cooling loads evident in the hospital example reflects high internal heat 
gains in this case due to scanning, diagnostic and radio therapy equipment. The 
trend lines for advancing time (and carbon emission intensity assumption) 
suggest a smoother growth in values due to the scaled and stretched CIBSE 
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TRY data than is the case with the probabilistic data from UKCP09. (Further 
studies are presented in chapters 7 and 8 using Design Reference Year data). 
Figure 5-7 gives the simulated annual zone sensible cooling energy demand 
(whole building) expressed in kWh per unit of treated floor area.  Sensible room 
(zone) cooling demands can be expected to increase throughout this century 
towards 100Wm-2 from control values of around 50Wm-2 for conventional 
narrow-plan buildings and from 100Wm-2 towards 150Wm-2 for the high intensity 
deep plan hospital building used in this work.  However, the impact on annual 
cooling energy demand is, if anything, even more pronounced with most results 
suggesting a near doubling in annual energy use for room cooling in air 
conditioned buildings with reference to control data.   
Figure 5-8 shows results of the spread of simulated zone heating design loads, 
again expressed as the peak of the sum of simultaneous zone heating loads 
divided by the treated floor area of the building.  Note that the high heating 
design loads evident in the hospital example do not conflict with the high 
average temperature in winter evidenced in figure 5-5, because the thermal 
performances of 145 zones in the building varies and the averages could not 
reflect all information for individual zones. Also note that the heating design 
loads simulated using all of the weather data samples do not have a clear 
decreasing trend. 
Figure 5-9 gives the simulated annual zone heating energy demand (whole 
building) expressed in kWh per unit of treated floor area.  Heating demand 
simulations tend to reduce by end of this century due to warmer winters if trends 
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in insulation and air tightness were to remain unchanged.  However, there are 
likely to be significant improvements in the latter over the course of the next few 
years if the UK is to meet its various carbon reduction targets and sharp 
reductions unrelated to climate change might be expected as existing buildings 
receive refurbishment and future new buildings roll through. Though the peak 
heating loads (figure 5-8)  are barely affected by the climate change features 
captured in results, the annual energy demand due to heating shows a marked 
reduction (figure 5-9) of, typically, 50% of the control values.  This would seem 
to suggest that a need towards radical improvement in thermal insulation 
standards in the UK as mentioned above may require to be considered in a 
measured and incremental manner. 
In summary, all of the results point to a generally good predictive agreement 
between simulation results obtained using the former (UKCIP02) climate 
change scenario data which forms the CIBSE TRY set, and methods that draw 





Figure 5-6 Simulated peak of the total zone cooling loads per unit of treated floor area 
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Figure 5-7 Simulated annual building sensible cooling energy demand 
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Figure 5-8 Simulated peak of the total zone heating loads per unit of treated floor area 
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Figure 5-9 Simulated annual building heating energy demand 
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5.4 Conclusions 
Data from the new UKCP09 climate change projections can be more easily and 
directly translated into future test reference years suitable for building energy 
simulation than was the case with previous data sets of this kind.  In this work, 
test reference year data have been generated for a range of future time slices 
based on UKCP09 and used to simulate the future response of 15 contrasting 
building types from which a sample of 4 has been presented and described in 
detail in this chapter.  The results have been compared with future weather data 
produced by other research groups including the CIBSE Future Test Reference 
Years which forms the basis of current practice as far as the simulation of future 
building behaviour is concerned.  The results of this work show that UKCP09 
produces simulated building performances that give a good agreement with 
those obtained from the CIBSE Future Test Reference Years in spite of 
radically different methods being used to generate the two data sets.  Results 
also confirm the findings of a growing number of studies which point to steady 
increases in comfort temperature throughout this century for buildings without 
air conditioning and increased cooling peak load and annual cooling energy 
demand for buildings with air conditioning. Though the results also point to 
negligible reductions in peak winter heating load through this century due to 
climate change alone, they do suggest a significant reduction in overall 
seasonal heating energy demand. In overall summary, the results of 15 
buildings show that there will be a 51% decrease in heating energy demand by 
2080 under the high carbon emission scenario (based on control value of 
44.6kWh/m2). However there will be an increase in cooling sensible energy 
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demand of 116% by 2080 under the high carbon emission scenario assumption 
from a control value of 18.8kWh/m2. 
In this chapter, a clear insight of building performance under future TRY data 
was obtained by modelling 15 buildings. However the simulation results using 
future TRY data are not able to reflect future plant and equipment design 
capacity. There is a need to construct alternative file types containing weather 
data that can be used for future plant and equipment sizing together with 
simplified methods for practitioners to use to help arrive at these design 





6 Method 2: Development of Northumbria Design 
Reference Years 
The previous chapter discussed the application of Test Reference Years to 
building performance and energy simulations. This chapter describes the 
development of future Design Reference Years which can be used to deal with 
design and risk analysis for buildings services systems. The method proposed 
in this chapter generates future Design Reference Year (DRY) data from the 
UKCP09 Weather Generator outputs for a variety of future time horizons and 
carbon emission assumptions.  The method selects three near-extreme summer 
months and three near-extreme winter months and weaves them into an 
existing Northumbria Test Reference Year.  A comparison is made with DRYs 
generated using alternative methods from other research groups.   
6.1 Available DRYs/DSYs 
CIBSE produced Design Summer Years data to enable designers to simulate 
building performance during a year with a hot, but not extreme, summer. The 
Design Summer Year consists of an actual 1-year sequence of hourly data, 
selected from the 21-year recorded data sets (typically 1983-2004) to represent 
a year with a third hottest summer (CIBSE, 2002). The selection is based on 
average dry bulb temperatures during the period April–September. Practitioners 
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predominantly use Design Summer Years to calculate the risk of overheating in 
a building in terms of percentage of occupied hours. This is used as a basis for 
deciding whether a building should implement air conditioning. It is therefore an 
important tool for building services engineering designers. 
Belcher et al (2005) and Jentsch et al (2008) both used the ‘morphing’ method 
with UKCIP02 climate change projection data to generate future Design 
Summer Years. However the use of this method does require some specialist 
expertise. The ‘ready-made’ data sets offered by CIBSE (2008) then became 
‘standard’ data for the industry, thereby providing a common platform for climate 
change impact assessments. CIBSE offers Design Summer Years for current, 
2020s, 2050s and 2080s timelines. For each future timeline, weather data 
based on four (low, medium low, medium high and high) carbon emission 
scenarios were made available. 
As the outcome of the PROMETHEUS (The Use of Probabilistic Climate 
Change Data to Future-proof Design Decisions in the Building Sector) project, 
Eames et al (2010b) at Exeter University developed a method for generating 
probabilistic Design Summer Years from UKCP09 climate change projections.  
In the selection procedure applied by Exeter University, for a specific location, 
timeline and carbon emission scenario, 100 Design Summer Years were 
captured from 3000 years data (100 samples of 30-year data) in a similar 
manner to the one used to deal with CIBSE observed data. The only difference 
was that Exeter chose the fourth warmest April to September period in the 30-
year band, while CIBSE chose the third warmest period in the 21-year recorded 
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data set. For each calendar month, the 100 months were then ranked based on 
the ascending order of the mean monthly temperatures. Then different calendar 
months at the same percentile (e.g. 10th, 33rd, 50th, 66th and 90th) were joined 
together to form the Exeter probabilistic Design Summer Years. For example, 
the 10th percentile January month was joined to the 10th percentile February 
month et cetera. 
Exeter University offers five Design Summer Years (at 10th, 33rd, 50th, 66th and 
90th percentiles respectively) for the control, 2030s, 2050s and 2080s timelines. 
For each timeline and percentile, weather data based on low and high carbon 
emission scenarios were made available. In this study, the 50th percentile and 
90th percentile DSYs weather files from Exeter were used as they are the 
middle and upper limit of their DSYs. 
As part of the COPSE (Co-incident probabilistic climate change weather data 
for a sustainable environment) project, Watkins et al (2011) at Manchester 
University also developed a method of generating future Design Reference 
Years (DRYs) from UKCP09 climate change projections. 
In the selection procedure applied by Manchester University, each calendar 
month of the DRY is derived separately from any other calendar month. 3000 
Januaries, 3000 Februaries... 3000 Junes, etc., are all assessed separately. 
The mean temperatures (or solar, or RH) for each calendar month of the 3000 
months are calculated, and the 3000 months are ranked by these monthly 
means. A 20-month band is taken centred at certain percentile (e.g. 87.5%, 
97.5% in their study) of 3000 months. Then a ‘typical’ month is chosen (via the 
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FS-stat method) taking into account all three parameters (Temperature, Solar, 
Relative Humidity – and wind) regardless of which primary selection parameter 
has been used  (Temperature, Solar or Relative Humidity). This month then 
becomes one of the 12 contributing months to the DRY. The process is 
repeated for the other 11 months.  
The whole process is then repeated for the other primary selection parameters 
(Solar and Relative Humidity). In its application, the RH-selected DRY is more 
likely to be used if there is going to be air conditioning, but of course it also 
affects comfort as well as plant load. It could be possibly less relevant in the UK 
climate. 
The Temperature-selected DRY and Solar-selected DRY would usually be 
required, with the worse case result being used. If solar gain were known not to 
be an issue (minimal or no glazing), the Temperature-selected DRY alone could 
be used. 
Manchester University offers three sets of DRYs (temperature, solar radiation 
and relative humidity) for the control, 2020s, 2050s and 2080s timelines. For 
each timeline and percentile (87.5% or 97.5%), weather data based on medium 
and high carbon emission scenarios were made available. 
6.2 Development of Northumbria Design Reference Years 
The following method was developed to generate Northumbria Design 
Reference Years from UK Climate Projections 2009. Raw data consisting of a 
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30-year period of hourly weather data was obtained from UKCP09 Weather 
Generator. The time period available are summarised in the table below: 
Table 6-1 Time periods of UKCP09 
Time Period Time Slice 









In this work, the nominal time periods of 2030s, 2050s and 2080s (bold in table 
above) were chosen together with the control period data; the former represents 
a sample of future time slices looking sufficiently far towards a time horizon 
likely to be of interest for the life span of buildings currently under development 
and construction. The number of probabilistic variations used in the UKCP09 
Weather Generator for hourly data output is 100. Thus, for each 30-year band 
of climate data, there are 3000 annual files. Hourly and daily weather data were 
extracted from 3000 files to represent each of the 4 selected time periods 
(including the control data) at each of three (low, medium and high) carbon 
emission scenarios.  The following procedure was used: 
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1. A Test Reference Year for each time period (including control) was 
generated using the method previously presented in Chapter 4 (also 
described in the journal paper (Du, Underwood & Edge, 2011)). 
2. Daily maximum dry bulb temperatures (Tmax) and daily minimum dry bulb 
temperatures (Tmin) were captured from the UKCP09 Weather Generator 
daily data for each complete time period, and daily mean dry bulb 
temperatures were then calculated from these by averaging. 
3. For the two three-month sets only: December-February and June-
August, the monthly mean dry bulb temperatures were calculated by 
averaging the daily mean dry bulb temperatures, and then for each of 
these calendar month sets, 3000 monthly mean temperatures were 
ranked in ascending order. 
4. For the June-August set, 30 of each of these months with the 31st – 60th 
highest monthly mean temperatures (i.e. 99th percentile) were selected, 
from which one of each was selected by applying the Finklestein-Schafer 
(FS) statistic to temperature, solar radiation and relative humidity as 
described by Du et al. (2011) and chapter 4.1 (steps 1-6). This resulted 
in the summer DRY month selections. 
5. Step 4 was repeated for the December-February set to obtain the lowest 
mean monthly mean temperature (1st percentile) and, again, one of each 
of these months was selected by applying the FS-statistic to obtain the 
winter DRY month selections. 
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6. The 3 summer and 3 winter months selections from steps 4 and 5 above 
were merged with 6 other months from the Test Reference Year (Step 1) 
to form the 99th percentile Design Reference Year. 
7. Steps 4-6 were repeated using the 451st – 480th highest monthly mean 
temperatures among the summer months and the 451st – 480th lowest 
monthly mean temperatures among the winter months to form the 85th 
and 15th percentile summer and winter DRYs respectively. 
8. To deal with spikes in the data at midnight (arising from non-
chronological months being joined), the last eight hours of each month 
and the first eight hours of the next month were smoothed by cubic-
spline interpolation.  This adjustment included the December-January 
connections so that the Design Reference Year could be used repeatedly 
in simulations. 
In the procedure reported above, weather data are selected at the 85th and 99th 
percentiles, because CIBSE design summer data has historically selected the 
third warmest period from 20 individual weather files (i.e. 3/20 = 0.15 or 15%) 
the 85th was chosen for consistency with this.  For comparison, for a much 
lower design risk of overheating, the 99th percentile was also used because it 
forms the medium-risk value of the three percentiles (98%, 99% and 99.6%) 
recommended for use in current practice for UK design cooling loads. 
Completion of each DRY file of data require further trivial completion steps 
before conversion to the relevant file format for use in a dynamic energy 
simulation program.  The precise nature of these would depend on what data 
fields were needed for the particular simulation program intended.  In this work, 
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the simulation program EnergyPlus (US Department of Energy, 2011a) has 
been used.  Completing steps for EnergyPlus EPW weather format required the 
following: 
9. Calculation of the hourly dew point temperature based on the existing 
hourly dry bulb temperature and relative humidity from the DRY file, 
using hygrometric properties of air. The equation 4-5 (in page 76) and 
equation 4-6 (in page 77) were used for the calculation. 
10. Calculation of the hourly direct-normal solar radiation based on the 
existing direct horizontal solar radiation from the DRY file using 
conventional sun-earth geometry procedures. The equations 4-7 to 4-11 
(pages 77 and 78) were used for the calculation. 
11. Translation of cloud cover into tenths using the sunshine hours data in 
the existing DRY file, and the addition of night-time cloud cover data 
which was assumed in this work to be based on a linear interpolation of 
sunset and subsequent sunrise values. 
12. Calculation of the hourly horizontal infrared radiation flux (US 
Department of Energy, 2010) in which the opaque cloud cover was 
assumed constant at 0.5 as previously used by Jentsch et al.(2008). The 
equations 4-12 and equation 4-13 (page 79) were used for the 
calculation.  
The entire procedure described above was carried out using bespoke Matlab 
scripts. Processing times to completion based on 3000 years of initial input files 
resulting in one TRY file and two DRY files (85th and 99th percentiles) were 
typically 6 minutes on a conventional personal computer. The names and 
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descriptions of all scripts for generating DRY were listed in the table 6-2 and full 
scripts were attached in appendix D. Two CSV files (DRY85.csv and 
DRY99.csv) and two DEF files (DRY85.def and DRY99.def) will be generated 
as outputs of these Matlab scripts. The EPW format of weather data can be 
produced by inputting the CSV and DEF files into the EnergyPlus Weather 
Statistics and Conversions tool which comes with the EnergyPlus simulation 
package. 
Table 6-2 Matlab scripts list for DRY 
File name File description 
DRY85_Hu_Part.m generating DRY data at 85 percentile for future time line 
DRY99_Hu_Part.m generating DRY data at 99 percentile for future time line 
DRY85_Hu_Part_control.m generating DRY data at 85 percentile for control period 
DRY99_Hu_Part_control.m generating DRY data at 99 percentile for control period 
 
6.3 Inter-method comparison 
A sample of control and future external dry bulb temperatures for the June-
August period are compared with results from other sources for DRY files at 
Manchester Ringway airport (53.36N, 2.28W).  The other sources are from the 
CIBSE future design summer year (CIBSE, 2008) (these data are based on the 
earlier UKCIP02 climate change scenarios), a sample of results from 
Manchester University (Watkins, 2011), and a sample of results from Exeter 
University (Eames, Kershaw & Coley, 2011).   
As described in section 6.1, the CIBSE data were generated using ‘morphing’ 
applied to existing Design Summer Year data, the latter consisting of the third 
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warmest April-September period based on average dry bulb temperature from a 
sample of 21 historical data sets.  Manchester University calculated monthly 
average temperatures for each calendar month (3000 Januaries, 3000 
Februaries, etc) and ranked them separately in ascending order.  For each 
calendar month, one month was then selected from 20-year bands at the 87.5th 
percentile using the FS-statistic.  Besides these dry-bulb temperature based 
files, Manchester also used a similar approach to select alternative DRY files 
based on relative humidity and solar radiation.  Exeter University captured 100 
design summer years from 3000 years of UKCP09 data (100 samples of 30-
year data) by choosing the fourth warmest April-September periods in each 30-
year band based on 6-monthly mean dry bulb temperatures.  They then ranked 
each 100 year month set based on ascending order of mean monthly 
temperatures and picked off each month in each set at the same percentile 
(10th, 33rd, etc through to 90th) and joined them together to form a complete year 
of data.  
Table 6-3 lists availability of Design Summer Year or Design Reference Year 
produced by CIBSE, Exeter University, Manchester University and Northumbria 
University. ‘C’ indicates control or current period. ‘L’, ‘M’, ‘H’, ‘ML’ and ‘MH’ 
indicate low, medium, high, medium low and medium high carbon emission 
scenarios respectively. The number in last column gives the total number of 
DSYs/DRYs for a specific location, timeline and carbon emission scenario. For 
example, Exeter produced 5 DSYs at 10%, 33%, 50%, 66% and 90% for a 
specific location, timeline and carbon emission scenario. Manchester generated 
3 DRYs for temperature, solar radiation and relative humidity respectively for a 
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specific location, timeline and carbon emission scenario. Northumbria produced 
2 DRYs at 99% and 85% for a specific location, timeline and carbon emission 
scenario. 
Table 6-3 Timelines and carbon emission scenarios of DSYs/DRYs 
 C 2020s 2030s 2050s 2080s N
CIBSE DSY C L ML MH H / L ML MH H L ML MH H 1 
Exeter DSY C / / M H / M H / M H 5 
Manchester 
DRY 
C L / H / L / H L / H 3 
Northumbria 
DRY 
C / L M H L M H L M H 2 
 
Note also that CIBSE and Manchester University data are not available for the 
2030s period but instead the 2020s period is included.  Also note that the 
control period of CIBSE DSYs is 1983-2004, whereas the control period of three 
universities’ DSYs/DRYs is 1961-1990.  
The results of dry bulb temperatures from the DRY file of Manchester Ringway 
(55.36N, 2.28W) created in this work (at the 85th and 99th percentiles) are 
compared with the DRYs from Manchester University (87.5th percentile) and 
DSYs from CIBSE and Exeter University (50th and 90th percentile) in Figure 6-1.  
The symbols used along the horizontal axis of following figures are as detailed 
in table 4-3 (page 86).   
Figure 6-1 illustrates the distribution of annual hourly dry bulb temperature of 
DSYs/DRYs from four organisations for Manchester Ringway airport. The X-
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axis shows timelines of DSYs/DRYs from four organizations, and the y-axis is 
hourly temperature. The ‘+’ signs indicate maximum hourly dry bulb 
temperatures during the whole year; the ‘-‘ signs indicate annual average dry 
bulb temperatures; the ‘x’ signs give minimum dry bulb temperatures during the 
whole year; and the blue bars show standard deviations of annual hourly dry 
bulb temperatures. As shown in the figure, the standard deviations from 
Northumbria are higher than others because the DRYs from Northumbria were 
also designed for heating system sizing and winter risks analysis. For the same 
reason, the minimum temperatures from Northumbria are lower than others. 
It also shows that the maximum temperature increases significantly along with 
time moving forward. The maximum temperatures from the Northumbria 99th 
percentile are significantly higher than the one from 85th percentile at the later 
part of this century. The results confirm a broad agreement among the four sets 
of data in the trends of the growth in dry bulb temperatures with advancing time 
and carbon emission scenarios. 
In similar ways, the distributions of hourly dry bulb temperature of June-August 
were plotted in the figure 6-2. The value of average dry bulb, minimum 
temperature and standard deviations are different with Figure 6-1 as this figure 
only shows summer conditions. Both summer’s average dry bulb temperatures 
and maximum temperature from the Northumbria 99th percentile are higher than 
the temperatures at the 85th percentile, therefore the 99th percentile weather 
data indicates higher risks of overheating. 
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The maximum, mean and minimum of the daily global horizontal solar radiation 
in June, July and August from four organisations were plotted in Figure 6-3. The 
distribution of average summer daily global horizontal solar radiation from 
UKCP09 is wider than the UKCIP02 projections. 
6.4 Conclusion 
In this chapter, the method of generating Northumbria Design Reference Year 
data from UKCP09 Weather Generator outputs has been described. The 
method selects three near-extreme summer months and three near-extreme 
winter months and weaves them into an existing Northumbria Test Reference 
Year. Two risk levels (85% and 99%) were used to select Design Reference 
Years. The advantage of the Northumbria DRY is that it provides an opportunity 
for evaluating heating design load and it adopts longer design periods in order 
to accommodate a wide spread in building thermal response. The data 
generated by this method was compared with DRYs/DSYs from CIBSE, Exeter 
University and Manchester University. The next chapter focuses on the 
application of these DRYs.  
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Figure 6-1 Comparison of alternative DSY/DRYs annual temperatures 
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Figure 6-2 Comparison of alternative DSY/DRYs summer temperatures 
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Figure 6-3 Comparison of alternative DSY/DRYs daily global horizontal solar radiation values 
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7 Application of DRYs to building design (load sizing) 
The aim of this chapter is to test the DRY data generated in the previous 
chapter and investigate the impacts of UK Climate Projections 09 on 
overheating risk and building heating/cooling design loads.  
Fifteen sample buildings have been simulated in a dynamic building 
performance simulation package (EnergyPlus Version 6) using Northumbria 
Design Reference Year data (produced in chapter 6). In order to investigate 
how Northumbria data differs from the alternative data sets, two of these 
buildings were also simulated using the future DRYs/DSYs produced by the UK 
Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers (CIBSE, 2008), Exeter 
University (Coley, Kershaw & Eames, 2011) and Manchester University 
(Watkins, 2011). It is assumed that all buildings studied in this chapter were 
based at the location of Manchester (53.36N, 2.28W). 
Two sets of Northumbria DRY data based on the 85th percentile and 99th 
percentile, two sets of Exeter DSY data based on the 50th percentile and 90th 
percentile, three sets of Manchester DRY data based on temperature-selection, 
solar-selection and relative humidity-selection and the widely used CIBSE DSY 
data were included in the comparison. 
The detailed information for the buildings has been presented in section 3.1. 
The examples cover a range of non-domestic building case studies selected 
from a widely varying mix of building types with some in continuous use and 
others in intermittent use.  The occupancy densities, occupied period profiles 
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and internal heat gain allowances for all zone types in all buildings were 
selected according to standard data presented in the UK National Calculation 
Method database (Shearer, 2008).  
The modelling assumptions were described in section 5.1. In brief, three modes 
of simulation were conducted in EnergyPlus for each building, including freefloat 
mode, heating mode and cooling mode. The percentage of occupied hours over 
an operative temperature of 28 °C and the cooling and heating design loads 
were captured by a Matlab script from the results of the three simulation modes 
respectively. 
The comparisons among four sets of DRYs/DSYs are presented in section 7.1. 
Results of the other buildings using the Northumbria data only are reported in 
section 7.2 and appendix B1, B2 and B3. 
7.1 Results using four sets of DSYs/DRYs 
Figures 7-1 and 7-2 demonstrate potential overheating situations for the aged 
persons’ accommodation and multi-cellar offices located in Manchester 
respectively. The figures were broken into 8 columns to represent results from 4 
organisations’ datasets (CIBSE, Northumbria University, Exeter University and 
Manchester University ordered from left to right in the figures).  Labels under 
the x axis indicate timelines and carbon emission scenarios listed in table 4-3 
(page 60). The ‘X‘ signs indicate the percentages of occupied hours over 
operative temperature 28 °C for occupied zones in the building. The bars 
indicate averages of all percentages in the building. Green, pink and red bars 
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highlight results of the control period, the 2050s high emission scenarios and 
the 2080s high emission scenarios which commonly exist in all the data sets. 
The figures also highlight 1% of occupied hours over 28 °C (CIBSE, 2006) 
which is the threshold indicating the need for cooling. 
Both figures indicate that all occupied zones in the two buildings need air 
conditioning in the later part of this century. The rate of increase in percentage 
of overheating in the later part of this century is more rapid than in the earlier 
part of the century. Note that the results from the three universities’ DRYs/DSYs 
data (primary temperature based selection) are higher than the results from the 
CIBSE DSYs. The distribution of overheating percentages slightly increases 




Figure 7-1 Overheat percentage of aged persons' accommodation 
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Figure 7-2 Overheat percentage of an office building 
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Figure 7-3 Peak cooling loads of aged persons’ accommodation 
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Figure 7-4 Peak cooling loads of an office building 
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In general the trend lines for advancing time (and carbon emission intensity 
assumption) suggest a smoother growth in values due to the scaled and 
stretched CIBSE TRY data than is the case with the probabilistic data from 
UKCP09.  
Figures 7-3 and 7-4 show building and zone cooling (sensible) design loads. 
The building (sensible) design cooling load expressed here are the peak of the 
sum of the simultaneous zone cooling loads divided by the treated floor area of 
the building. Note that the solar-selection based DRY and relative humidity-
selection based DRY from Manchester University give significantly lower 
results. This indicates that temperature is the main factor influencing cooling 
sensible design load for the two buildings. Although the overheat percentage at 
the end of this century could reach five times of the current value (shown in 
figures 7-1 and 7-2), the cooling design loads only increase by up to 1.5 times 
of the current values until the end of this century (depending on the weather 
source and percentile). 
In general, the higher percentile used for simulation, the higher cooling design 
load occurs. Northumbria’s 85th and 99th percentile data could cover a 
reasonable range of design risks. 
7.2 Results using Northumbria DRY only 
In addition to aged persons’ accommodation and multi-cellular offices, thirteen 
more buildings (described in section 3.1) were simulated using Northumbria 
DRY only (generated in chapter 6) to test their performance under UKCP09 
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projections. The results of overheat percentages of occupied hours over 28 °C, 
cooling design loads and heating design loads for each building are attached in 
appendix B1, B2 and B3 respectively. 
A unique feature of the Northumbria Design Reference Year weather file is that 
it includes three months of winter data for assessing design heating loads. As 
an example, results for the multi-cellular offices are illustrated here. Figure 7-5 
shows simulated maximum heating demands for the building, thus forming 
design heating loads when using a Northumbria Design Reference Year 
weather file.  The vertical bars on this figure (and figures 7-6 and 7-7) represent 
the spread of individual zone heating demands with crosses along this line 
representing individual zone loads.  The short horizontal bars represent the 
overall design loads for the whole building. The green, blue, pink and red bars 
in the figure highlight control, low, medium and high emission scenarios at 
different time periods. Note that the zone design loads and overall building 
design loads occur at different times which is why, in some cases, the horizontal 
bar appears outside the range of the zone spread. For example, for a building 
consisting of 2 zones with identical floor areas but with different heat transfer 
characteristics, during 2 consecutive hours, the first zone has a load of 50Wm-2 
and 10Wm-2 respectively whilst the second zone has loads of 10Wm-2 and 
40Wm-2 respectively.  Zone design loads of 50Wm-2 (zone 1) and 40Wm-2 (zone 
2) would be returned for the two zones whilst the overall design load for the 
building would be the higher of the two combined and coincident values (i.e. 
30Wm-2).   
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Figure 7-5 Sample of heating design load results 
 




Figure 7-7 Sample of summer percentage overheating results 
An interesting feature in the results given in figure 7-5 (and all figures in 
appendix B3) concerns the trend in heating design loads over time. The trend 
lines of building heating design load with time and carbon emission scenario are 
plotted in figure 7-6. The 99 percentile trend line (red line) shows that, with 
increasing carbon emission scenarios, the heating design loads do not reduce 
as might at first be expected but stay broadly the same.  This was found in 
earlier work (Du, Underwood & Edge, 2011) when using three universities’ TRY 
data for simulating heating design loads (figure 9 of the paper 2 attached in 
appendix C). The earlier work found that annual heating energy demands did 
indeed decline with time and emissions scenario whereas peak instantaneous 
values did not.  This suggests that short instances of cold winter weather might 
be expected to continue to occur more or less as they do now. Correspondingly, 
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the 85 percentile trend (in which fewer and less-severe extreme winter 
conditions will be captured) shows a reducing trend in design heating load. 
Figure 7-7 presents the percentage of occupied hours for the hotel during which 
internal zone operative temperatures exceed a notional threshold of 28oC (the 
typical value currently used to assess summer overheating).  These results 
were generated by assuming that natural ventilation at a constant rate of 4 air 
changes per hour to be introduced to each zone when the zone internal 
operative temperature exceeds 25oC and the external dry bulb temperature is 
less than the zone dry bulb temperature.  
 
Figure 7-8 Changing trend of average overheat percentage 
Trend lines of the averages of percentages of occupied hours over 28 oC 
operative temperature plotted against time period and carbon emission scenario 
are shown in figure 7-8. From the control period, a steady rise in this comfort 
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violation is evident with time and carbon emission.  This has significant 
implications for the introduction of remediation measures, such as shading, 
night cooling and increased thermal mass, or for the uptake of air conditioning.   
 
Figure 7-9 Sample of cooling design load results 
Figure 7-9 shows simulated maximum hourly cooling demands for all occupied 
zones of the building, thus forming design cooling loads when using a Design 
Reference Year. Note that, again, the horizontal bar represents the overall 
building design loads and that all values will occur at different times.  The trend 
lines of overall building cooling design loads are plotted in figure 7-10. A steady 
increase in design cooling demand is evident with time and carbon emission.  
The implication of this is that for buildings constructed today in which it is 
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adjudged unnecessary to provide air conditioning or special measures to reduce 
solar heat gain (etc) in current conditions, designers would be well-advised to 
incorporate features that would allow retro-fitting of such services in the future 
easy.  Such features might include contingency space allowances for future 
plant and duct work/pipe work services distribution.   
 
Figure 7-10 Changing trend of building cooling design loads 
7.3 Conclusion 
In this chapter, two buildings were used to test DSY/DRY weather files from 
CIBSE, Northumbria University, Exeter University and Manchester University. 
Further tests were conducted by simulating thirteen more buildings using 
Northumbria DRY files only (results are listed in appendix B). They are all ‘real’ 
buildings existing in the UK, and they capture a range of construction styles and 
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activities that would ensure contrasting thermal comfort and energy demand 
results. 
The results in this chapter and appendix B show that there is a significant 
increase of overheat hours over the timelines and emission scenarios. The 
average of overheat percentages of all occupied zones in the 15 case study 
buildings at the 85 percentile risk level was found to increase from a control 
value of 2.16% to 18.45% by the 2080s based on the high carbon emission 
scenario. For the 99 percentile risk level, the increase is from 3.55% to 25.12%.  
Results also indicate that sensible cooling design load would rise with time and 
there is no strong evidence showing increase or decrease of heating design 
loads due to climate change. The average of the sensible design cooling loads 
of the 15 buildings at the control period (85 percentile risk level) is 36.6W/m2 
and this is predicted to increase by 76% by the 2080s at the high carbon 
emission scenario. For 99 percentile risk level, the value at the control period is 
46.3W/m2 and is predicted to increase by 59% by the 2080s at the high carbon 
emission scenario (i.e. a smaller percentage increase than for the 85 percentile 
case but from a higher control value). The average of the design heating loads 
for the different time periods and carbon emission scenarios was 67.9 W/m2 
with deviation of 7.18W/m2 (85 percentile)  and 73.4 W/m2 with a deviation of 
3.44 W/m2 (99 percentile). 
In conclusion, a clear insight of building performance under future DRY data 
has been obtained by modelling 15 buildings in EnergyPlus. However the 
simulation results using single future DRY data are not able to fully reflect future 
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plant and equipment design capacity at a certain period due to the stochastic 
nature of UKCP09 projections. There is a need to develop a method for quickly 
predicting future air conditioning loads for a large number of probabilities of 





8 Method 3: Development of a simplified method for 
predicting future air conditioning loads 
In the previous chapter, results based on energy simulations using DRY 
weather data for example buildings were illustrated.  It is recommended that 
dynamic energy modelling tools such as EnergyPlus (as used here) or one of 
the numerous other simulation tools could be adopted for future design and 
design-risk analysis for new and refurbished building proposals.  It is however 
acknowledged that the resources of time and effort to conduct such design 
studies are not trivial particularly when applied during the early design and 
planning processes.  At this stage, the availability of a simpler approximate 
method would be invaluable to practitioners.  In this chapter, the development of 
such a method is considered and applied to the calculation of future room 
design cooling loads. 
8.1 Development of the method of predicting design loads 
A total of 43 occupied zones from the 15 buildings detailed in figure 3-1 and 
table 3-1 were arbitrarily selected as cases to analyse the relationship between 
cooling design load and possible independent variables. In theory, the room 
maximum (design) sensible cooling load for a given building is dependent on 
current and historical weather conditions (solar radiation, external dry bulb 
temperature) and internal casual heat gains due to lighting, equipment and 
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occupancy. The extent of historical data among these key independent 
variables will depend on the thermal capacity of the room.  The objective was to 
ascertain the extent to which room design cooling loads could be fitted to sets of 
these variables through regression analysis.   
In figure 8-1, hourly outdoor air temperatures during summer were scale-
coloured. The black arrows indicate the time when peak cooling loads occur (43 
arrows in total, there are overlaps). The polyline plots the average temperature 
between 10:00h – 22:00h for each day (The y-axis for the polyline is at the right 
side of the figure). Note that most of the peak cooling loads occur on the day 
with higher temperature during 10:00h – 22:00h (highlighted in the red circle). 
Figure 8-2 is plotted in similar way to figure 8-1, but the colours indicate global 
horizontal solar radiation. Note that peak cooling loads also occur at or soon 
after a period of strong global horizontal solar radiation. Therefore, outdoor air 
temperature and global horizontal solar radiation definitely are the two 
independent variables for regression analysis. To include influences from the 
past, all independent weather data variables (and internal casual heat gain 
values) were arranged to consist of the current time-row values; past hour to 96 
hours ago’ instant values; the average of the current and previous hour values; 
the average of the current, and previous two hours’ values, and so on to a 
maximum of 96 (4-days worth) instantaneous and historical values for each 
variable.   
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Figure 8-1 Outdoor temperature and the time peak cooling loads occur 
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Figure 8-2 Global horizontal solar radiation and the time peak cooling loads occur 
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Table 8-1 Regression using four independent variables 
Building name  Zone name  Constant  ID1 K1 ID2 K2 ID3 K3 ID4 K4 R Square 
Aged  Ground floor – Flat  -17.11 I0-7 0.04 T0-2 1.31 I0 0.03 q0 0.39 0.89 
Aged  1st floor west facing – Flat  -5.87 q0-7 -0.42 T0-2 1.48 q0 0.43 I0 0.03 0.85 
Aged  1st floor east facing– Flat  -21.23 T0-7 1.27 T0-7 0.04 q0 0.37 T0 0.62 0.92 
Aged  2nd floor east facing – Flat  -23.39 T0-5 1.92 I0 0.04 q0 0.37 T0-7 0.02 0.85 
Aged  2nd floor west facing ‐ Flat  -18.55 T0-7 1.00 T0-7 0.04 q0 0.39 T0 0.66 0.92 
Airport  1st floor – Circulation Public  -21.17 T0-2 0.29 T0-7 0.02 I0 -0.01 T0 1.27 0.90 
Airport  2nd floor ‐ Circulation Public  5.00 T0 1.10 T0-7 0.00 T0-3 0.53 T0-5 0.01 0.89 
Airport  2nd floor ‐ Sale  -20.57 T0 0.11 q0 0.38 T0-2 1.60 I-3 0.00 0.97 
Airport  2nd floor ‐ Eat and drink  -25.49 T0 1.89 T0-2 0.01 T-7 0.62 I0 0.01 0.96 
Hospital  Ground floor – Office  -33.23 T0 3.35 I0 0.01 q0 0.31 q0-4 -0.29 0.87 
Hospital  1st floor ‐ Lab  -47.74 T-1 2.91 T0-4 0.03 T-3 1.22 0.87 
Hospital  1st floor – Waiting zone  -14.14 T0 0.69 T0-3 0.02 T-1 1.79 0.84 
Hospital  2nd floor ‐ Ward Patients  -64.29 T0 3.30 T0-7 0.02 q0-4 0.48 q0 0.26 0.97 
Hospital  3rd floor ‐ Counselling room  -31.62 T0 3.33 T0-3 0.03 q0 0.28 q0-2 -0.26 0.95 
Hotel  Ground floor ‐ Conference zone  -51.13 q-5 0.30 q0-7 -0.34 T0 2.69 q0 0.18 0.84 
Hotel  3rd floor E ‐ Meeting room  -43.14 q-5 0.33 T0 2.25 T0-2 0.01 q-3 -0.14 0.82 
Library  1st floor ‐ Bookshelves  -9.74 T0 0.91 T0-2 0.01 q-4 0.10 0.77 
Library  2nd floor ‐ Office  -3.04 I-6 0.02 q0-7 0.03 T-2 0.65 q0 0.19 0.83 
Library  3nd floor ‐ Bookshelves  -26.75 T0 1.72 T-7 -1.22 q0 0.10 T-6 1.02 0.80 
Museum  Ground floor ‐ Gallery  -21.41 I0 0.01 T-7 1.38 q-5 -27.06 T0-3 0.01 0.70 
Open plan Office  Ground floor ‐ Office  -10.11 T0-7 0.04 q0 0.38 T-4 0.85 q-3 -0.20 0.83 
Open plan Office  1st floor ‐ Office  -11.22 T0-2 0.03 q0 0.42 T0-7 1.10 q0-7 -0.28 0.77 
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Open plan Office  2nd floor ‐ Office  -8.88 T0-6 0.03 q0 0.34 T-3 1.01 q-3 -0.20 0.82 
Multi‐cell Office  2nd floor ‐ Office  -0.41 T0-4 0.03 T0 1.76 T-7 -0.71 q-6 0.12 0.92 
Multi‐cell Office  4th floor ‐ Office   -22.47 T0 2.74 T0-3 0.01 q0 0.26 q0-3 -0.25 0.88 
Hybrid Office  Ground floor ‐ Office  -9.70 T-1 1.56 T0-5 0.02 q0 0.08 0.94 
Hybrid Office  Ground floor ‐ Office  -13.76 T-1 1.75 I0 0.01 q0 0.11 0.89 
Hybrid Office  2ndfloor ‐ Office  -9.88 T-1 1.78 q0 0.27 T0-5 0.02 q0-4 -0.12 0.88 
Primary School  Ground floor ‐ Classroom  -35.67 T-1 3.64 I0 0.02 T-7 -1.05 q-7 -0.14 0.81 
Primary School  1st floor ‐ Classroom  -29.25 T0-3 0.03 q-7 -0.24 T-1 2.29 I0 0.03 0.90 
Prison  Ground floor ‐ Cells  1.70 q0 0.50 T-1 0.32 q0-2 -0.20 0.82 
Prison  Ground floor ‐ Cells  -20.63 q0 0.43 T0-2 1.12 T0-7 0.01 0.83 
Prison  1st floor ‐ Cells  -10.22 q0 0.41 T-1 0.48 q0-2 -0.17 T-7 0.36 0.80 
Prison  1st floor ‐ Cells  -13.89 q0 0.47 T-1 0.73 q-1 -0.14 T-7 0.24 0.83 
SecondarySchool 1st floor ‐ Classroom   -15.04 T0-2 0.03 q0 0.21 q-2 -0.21 T-1 1.24 0.69 
SecondarySchool 2nd floor ‐ Classroom  -19.35 T0-3 0.05 q-7 -0.63 T-1 1.84 q-6 0.26 0.89 
StudentsAcc  1st floor ‐ Bedroom  -36.04 T0-7 0.86 q0 0.23 T0 1.22 T0-2 -0.01 0.76 
StudentsAcc  2nd floor ‐ Bedroom  -24.38 T0-5 0.84 q0 0.32 T0-2 0.02 T0 0.61 0.79 





An extensive step-wise multiple regression analysis was carried out using 
SPSS software. The automatic procedure of choosing ‘important’ variables 
found that 38 (out of 43) zone cooling loads could be expressed reasonably well 
(R2 > 0.7 with respect to simulated values) using only four independent 
variables. The four independent variables and their coefficients are listed in 
table 8-1. In the table, T0 indicates current air dry bulb temperature; T-1 
indicates previous hours’ temperature, T0-1 indicates the average of current 
and previous hours’ temperatures. I and q represent global horizontal solar 
radiation and internal casual heat gain. Note that the four independent variables 
are not the same for each zone.  
A repeat times count of the 4 independent variables for each zone was carried 
out.  In this context, a repeat times count is the number of occasions in which a 
particular variable was selected across all zones by the regression analysis.  
The repeat times were ranked in ascending order from which it was evident that 
9 different variables would be able to give good results for the 38 selected 
zones.  These are summarised in table 8-2 (together with the repeat times 
count values).  It was found that the peak cooling load always occurs on a day 
with a high average external air dry bulb temperature between 10:00h – 22:00h 
following a period of strong global horizontal solar radiation which confirmed the 
selection of the 9 independent variables used. The first 9 variables were chosen 
because the repeat times counts of the other variables are relatively small. The 
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increase of numbers of independent variables would raise the complexity of 
following model. 
Table 8-2 Independent variables repeat times count results 
Variable Symbol used Repeat times count 
Current air dry bulb temperature T0 (oC) 21 
Dry bulb temperature at the previous 
hour 
T-1 (oC) 12 
Average of current  and previous 2h dry 
bulb temperatures 
T0-2 (oC) 7 
Dry bulb temperature 7h ago T-7 (oC) 7 
Current global horizontal solar radiation I0 (Whm-2) 12 
Average of current  and previous 2h 
solar radiation 
I0-2 (Whm-2) 8 
Average of current and past 7 hours 
solar radiation 
I0-7 (Whm-2) 13 
Current internal casual heat gain q0 (Wm-2) 29 
Average of current, previous hour and 
previous 2h casual heat gain 
q0-2 (Wm-2) 5 
 
The simplified zone sensible cooling load model can therefore be expressed to 
give the current time-row zone sensible cooling load, Q0,plant, as follows 
(Equation 8-1),   
 




in which k1.....k10 are constants fitted by multiple-regression.  Typical fitted 
values for these constants for 43 selected zones are summarised in table 8-3. 
Note that the value in last column indicates the R-square of the regression 
model. This confirms that the compromises concerning the reduced number of 
independent variables used for model fitting has not impaired the predictive 
quality of the simple model greatly. 
All of the fitted constants illustrated in table 8-3 were generated using simulated 
cooling load results for the control period.  As an illustration, cooling loads 
based on the control Design Reference Year data for the period June-August 
were calculated using the regression model for the 4th floor office zone example 
of multi-cellular offices and plotted against the corresponding simulated results 
in figure 8-3 (up-right corner).  To test the application of the model using data 
other than that used to generate it, the same model was also used on the 2030s 
DRY data (medium carbon), 2050s (medium carbon) and 2080s (medium 
carbon) and these results are plotted in Figure 8-3.  The results showed that the 
performance of the fitted model remains good regardless of the future weather 
data used. 
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Table 8-3 Results of fitted constants (Equation 8-1) 
   Building  Zone  Constant q0 q0-2  T0 T-1  T-7  T0-2  I0  I0-2 I0-7 R Square 
1  Aged  Ground floor – Flat  -35.266 .265 .246 1.092 1.177 .697 -.956 .046 -.010 .046 .821 
2  Aged  1st floor west facing – Flat  -36.244 .302 .120 1.089 1.205 1.004 -.918 .046 -.017 .032 .777 
3  Aged  1st floor east facing – Flat  -36.755 .180 .198 1.405 1.462 1.337 -1.629 .018 -.022 .054 .820 
4  Aged  2nd floor east facing ‐ Flat  -35.317 .207 .127 1.145 1.124 1.141 -.872 .041 -.018 .030 .752 
5  Aged  2nd floor west facing ‐ Flat  -37.412 .183 .256 1.330 1.753 1.321 -1.950 .019 -.014 .054 .793 
6  Airport  1st floor – Circulation Public  -35.459 .005 .066 1.640 -.075 .345 .181 .000 -.006 .018 .826 
7  Airport  2nd floor ‐ Circulation Pubic  -33.752 -.018 .054 1.392 1.790 .388 -1.372 .003 .000 .003 .829 
8  Airport  2nd floor ‐ Sale  -19.690 .155 -.083 1.735 -.017 .217 .350 -.002 .000 .006 .945 
9  Airport  2nd floor – Eat and drink  -19.125 -.309 -.116 1.936 1.215 .687 -.936 .025 -.004 .007 .922 
10  Archive  Ground floor ‐ Archive  -24.899       -.542 10.829 .825 -9.794 .007 -.002 .010 .842 
11  Hospital  Ground floor ‐ Office  -33.695 .310 -.096 3.975 -3.179 .517 1.745 .012 -.006 .009 .895 
12  Hospital  1st floor – Lab  -107.703 .171 -.428 6.691 -5.962 -.062 6.714 -.001 .000 .012 .893 
13  Hospital  1st floor – Waiting zone  -36.435 .086 -.262 1.860 1.956 .281 -.135 -.006 .022 -.007 .849 
14  Hospital  2nd floor – Ward patients  -70.645 .374 -.054 2.638 -.782 .312 2.133 .008 .000 .016 .953 
15  Hospital  3rd floor ‐ Counselling room  -37.842 .158 -.158 5.271 -6.084 .310 4.291 .003 .017 .010 .933 
16  Hotel  Ground floor ‐ Conference room  -65.909 .474 .017 1.423 .893 .160 .293 .002 -.002 .004 .855 
17  Hotel  3rd floor E ‐ Bedrooms  -13.190 .284 .305 .592 .101 .304 -.152 .005 .007 .016 .535 
18  Hotel  3rd floor E ‐ Meeting room  -48.937 .379 .019 1.524 -.564 .135 1.231 .005 -.001 .008 .761 
19  Library  1st floor ‐ Bookshelves  -34.133 .252 -.025 2.587 -.854 .271 -.097 .005 -.004 .007 .725 
20  Library  2nd floor ‐ Office  -12.806 .096 -.226 2.724 -.755 .495 -1.131 -.001 -.009 .025 .642 
21  Library  3nd floor ‐ Bookshelves  -31.368 .275 .029 1.293 -1.452 -.037 1.825 .001 -.001 .001 .816 
22  Museum  Ground floor – Gallery  -53.383 -34.111 46.439 13.794   2.713 -14.248 .007 -.005 .030 .906 
23  Museum  Ground floor ‐ Gallery  -27.858       -.873 -23.543 -.497 26.480 .019 -.007 .014 .547 
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24  Openplan Office  Ground floor ‐ Office  -28.838 .374 -.273 4.814 -2.810 .630 -.711 -.002 -.012 .048 .683 
25  Openplan Office  1st floor – Office  -29.252 .271 -.260 3.525 -1.411 .727 -.754 .017 .002 .010 .661 
26  Openplan Office  2nd floor ‐ Office  -26.277 .331 -.297 4.606 -3.589 .407 .583 -.002 -.006 .031 .657 
27  Multi‐cell Office  2nd floor ‐ Office  -20.520 .078 -.366 3.983 -3.015 .009 1.461 .003 .017 .013 .846 
28  Multi‐cell Office  4th floor ‐ Office  -26.798 .268 -.101 3.557 -2.816 .379 1.646 .003 .001 .010 .867 
29  Hybrid Office  Ground floor ‐ Office  -20.083 .059 -.071 2.726 -1.790 .120 1.160 -.001 .000 .017 .921 
30  Hybrid Office  Ground floor ‐ Office  -15.809 -.078 -.056 3.047 -2.731 .210 1.769 .010 -.001 .005 .891 
31  Hybrid Office  2nd floor ‐ Office  -23.032 .192 -.132 3.497 -2.828 .342 1.593 .003 -.003 .016 .828 
32  Primary School  Ground floor ‐ Classroom  -64.687 .314 -.076 8.669 -18.121 .009 13.215 .007 -.004 .009 .855 
33  Primary School  1st floor ‐ Classroom  -69.537 .260 -.099 14.078 -31.767 .364 21.395 .022 .016 -.002 .840 
34  Prison  Ground floor ‐ Cells  -37.308 .434 -.115 .779 7.020 1.411 -7.136 .007 -.006 .006 .790 
35  Prison  Ground floor ‐ Cells  -36.321 .396 -.062 1.968 1.339 1.085 -2.427 .000 .000 .009 .762 
36  Prison  1st floor ‐ Cells  -33.399 .358 -.124 .503 8.529 1.625 -8.668 .003 -.006 .007 .751 
37  Prison  1st floor ‐ Cells  -38.971 .425 -.100 1.334 4.863 1.323 -5.364 .004 -.007 .007 .788 
38  SecondarySchool  1st floor ‐ Classroom   -49.731 .322 -.032 4.159 -6.266 .119 4.816 .008 -.009 .013 .789 
39  SecondarySchool  2nd floor ‐ Classroom  -66.576 .317 -.094 13.082 -33.184 -.054 23.954 .017 .013 .003 .840 
40  StudentsAcc  1st floor ‐ Bedroom  -28.264 .224 .012 1.380 .343 .516 -.555 -.012 -.008 .009 .709 
41  StudentsAcc  2nd floor ‐ Bedroom  -31.036 .280 .073 1.409 .074 .494 -.240 .010 .002 .012 .662 
42  Theatre  G floor ‐ Theatre  -48.173 .291 .230 2.063 .357 .710 -1.058 .001 .001 .002 .800 
43  Theatre  G floor ‐ Backstage  -34.075 .213 .275 1.565 -1.999 .220 1.781 .006 .008 .006 .603 






Figure 8-3 Example estimated vs. simulated cooling loads (control and 
future DRY data) 
To obtain the design cooling load, the highest hourly load during the June-
August period is selected.  A comparison between the simulated design cooling 
loads with the corresponding loads predicted by the simple model for this 
example case is given in figure 8-4 for all of the DRY files generated in this 
work.  Note that there is a good agreement between estimated peak loads and 
simulated peak loads, although the former give slightly lower values. 
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Figure 8-4 Example estimated vs. simulated design cooling loads (all DRY 
data) 
8.2 Procedures of the method 
The simplified zone cooling load model can be used through the application of 
the following procedure avoiding the need to engage in repeated iterations of 
complicated energy simulation modelling. 
1. Using a reference Design Reference Year (e.g. based on existing data or 
some other control set), conduct a single energy simulation of the 
building of interest and fit regression constants according to Equation 8-1 
for all building zones of interest.  It is suggested that a lower threshold be 










Regression constants may be fitted routinely using most statistical 
packages or spreadsheets. 
2. Prepare files of future weather data consisting of summer (June-August) 
dry bulb temperatures and global horizontal solar radiation data and 
prepare the independent variable set as summarised in table 8-1.  Using 
the UKCIP09, 3000 such files will be available. 
3. Calculate the time series cooling loads for each summer period using the 
fitted model and the synoptic files of input data and select the highest 
cooling load result for each summer as the design cooling load for that 
year.  This can be carried out using a spreadsheet.   
4. Rank the 3000 design cooling loads in ascending order and select the 
design cooling load results at the desired risk percentile.   
As an illustration, the distribution of the 3000 design cooling loads predicted by 
the simple model for the example building zone are shown in figure 8-5 for the 
control period. The mean value of the distribution is 62.56 W/m2 which indicates 




Figure 8-5 Example distribution of 3000 design cooling loads (control 
data) 
Figure 8-6 shows the range of distribution of design loads for all the time 
periods. The mean values (shown as small circles) are at the 50th percentile (i.e. 
design cooling loads as likely to occur as not) whereas the bars represent the 
extents of the design cooling loads at +/- two standard deviations from the 
central values (i.e. 2.2 percentile and 97.8 percentile). The figure shows that the 
most likely design load increases smoothly with increasing timeline and 
emission scenarios. The range of cooling design loads at certain bands (from 




Figure 8-6 Example distribution based on 3000 control and future design 
cooling loads 
In conclusion, to avoid the need for a large number of energy simulations to 
predict a number of possible cooling load changes as a result of climate 
change, a simple load estimating procedure is proposed which enables a zone 
cooling load model to be fitted to results from a single reference simulation 
using existing weather data.  The simple model may then be used repeatedly to 
generate a large number of future probabilistic design cooling load results from 





9 Conclusion and future research 
9.1 Conclusions 
The aim of this work is to generate Test Reference Year/Design Reference 
Year data from UKCP09 for a variety of future time slices and carbon emission 
scenarios and to apply the data to the simulation modelling of a variety of 
building case studies in order to investigate probable patterns of overheating 
and likely changes in cooling and heating demands over time.  The aim is 
achieved by accomplishing the objectives stated in chapter 1. 
A preliminary study was conducted in chapter 3 using CIBSE future weather 
data (‘morphing’ data according to UKCIP02 projections) to represent the linear 
relationships between outdoor air temperatures and indoor operative or air 
temperatures for non-domestic buildings. Results indicate a strong linear 
relationship between internal operative temperature increase and corresponding 
external dry bulb temperature increase.  The gradient of this increase was found 
to vary between 0.767 and 1.009 for a wide range of contrasting commercial 
building types with differing constructions and is consistent for either dry bulb or 
operative temperature results.  The results were found to agree with similar 
findings of an earlier study (Coley & Kershaw, 2010) which dealt with housing, 
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schools and offices. This work also helps verify the building models created by 
author. 
Thirdly, a tool has been developed in Matlab to generate future Test Reference 
Year (described in chapter 4) and Design Reference Year (described in chapter 
6) weather files from UKCP09 Weather Generator outputs. The results were 
verified using data from alternative tools produced by Manchester University 
and Exeter University as well as with CIBSE’s future weather data which are 
based on earlier (UKCIP02) climate change scenarios and are currently used 
by practitioners.  The Northumbria tool is computationally efficient and can 
extract a Test Reference Year and two Design Reference Years at different risk 
levels from 3000 years of raw data in less than 6 minutes on a typical modern 
PC. Data from the new UKCP09 Weather Generator can be more easily and 
directly translated into ready for use files suitable for building energy simulation 
compared to previous data sets of this kind.   The tool uses an established ISO 
method for generating Test Reference Year data, and an alternative method of 
constructing future Design Reference Years data has been proposed. 
Northumbria’s method for generating future Design Reference Years consisting 
of near extreme summer months and near extreme winter months woven into 
an existing Test Reference Year is described.  Three near extreme months are 
selected for each season in order to provide results that are suitable for 
buildings with high thermal mass.  Data are selected from 3000 years of raw 
data from UKCP09 based on the 85th and 99th percentile risk thresholds.   
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Fifteen ‘real’ UK buildings have been identified with varying occupancy, thermal 
insulation, user activity and construction details. Two investigations were 
carried out using the 15 case study buildings.   
The first involved applying TRYs generated for London, Manchester and 
Edinburgh for a variety of carbon emission scenarios and at time horizons of 
2030, 2050 and 2080.  The TRYs were developed into a weather data format 
readable by the EnergyPlus energy simulation program and results were 
generated for simulated summer average internal operative temperatures, 
overheat percentage of occupied hours over 28 °C, winter average internal 
operative temperatures, cooling demands and heating demands.  All results 
were compared with a control data set of nominally current weather data, 
together with the same results produced using the alternative weather data 
generators of Manchester University, Exeter University and the CIBSE data.  
Results revealed a good agreement in both cooling and heating energy 
demands, and average temperatures between the various methods. They 
showed that significant increases in internal summer operative temperatures in 
non-air-conditioned buildings can be expected throughout this century, as well 
as increased air conditioning cooling demands and small reductions in winter 
heating demand. 
The second investigation involved simulating two buildings using DRYs/DSYs 
data produced by Northumbria University, Manchester University, Exeter 
University and the CIBSE data. The remaining (thirteen) buildings were 
simulated using Northumbria data only. Results of DRY simulations indicate that 
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there are significant increases in overheat hours with advancing timeline and 
carbon emission scenarios. Increases in design cooling loads are also shown in 
the results, and there is no evidence of a change in heating design loads with 
advancing timeline and carbon emission scenarios.  
The cooling design loads from the simulations using single DRY files are not 
able to reflect the whole picture of all the probabilities of future weather data 
which might occur. The resources of time and effort to conduct simulations and 
to analyse the results for all probabilities (3000 in UKCP09 for example) are not 
trivial particularly when applied during the early design and planning processes 
that most new building proposal undergo.  Therefore the availability of a simpler 
approximate method would be invaluable to practitioners.  In chapter 8, the 
development of such a method is considered and applied to the calculation of 
future room design cooling loads. The method is based on regression analysis 
of dependent variables (hourly cooling loads) and independent variables, such 
as temperature, solar radiation and so on. A simple linear equation with nine 
coefficients to be fixed was proposed to calculate building cooling loads. The 
design cooling load at any design risk required could be calculated by this 
method. 
9.2 Future research 
Further work for research can be categorised into five areas.  Firstly, there is a 
need to develop robust methods for obtaining values of variables and climate 
modelling parameters that are currently either not defined or badly defined by 
the UKCP09 data.  In particular, hourly wind speed (and direction) data need to 
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be developed as well as data leading to the opaque cloud cover parameter 
which is needed for surface-to-sky radiation heat transfer modelling.   
Secondly, work is needed to develop mechanisms for adjusting the test 
reference year and design reference year data in inner-city areas to reflect the 
urban heat island effect in local canyons. Localised weather data could make 
the calculation of cooling design loads more accurate. 
Thirdly, there is a need to explore alternative future insulation, massing, shading 
and air tightness standards as future buildings inherit these standards and 
existing buildings undergo refurbishment cycles, and to harmonise the results of 
this with changing energy use due to climate change.  This is particularly 
important both from the viewpoint of increasing insulation standards (reduced 
winter heating) and improved shading and massing (reduced summertime 
overheating).  
Fourthly, a better understanding of how occupancy patterns (including patterns 
of use) in buildings might be expected to evolve in future will help in the 
development of mitigation strategies such as adaptive comfort algorithms and 
exposure limits in buildings inclined to overheating.  This would involve the 
study of the influence of social and political impact on user behaviour and 
building design. 
Finally, this work has dealt with sensible zone cooling loads only applied to non-
domestic buildings.  Further work is needed to consider simplified procedures 
for analysing future overheating risk and future design space heating loads in 
both domestic and non-domestic buildings as well as the impact of other 
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variables such as those influencing humidity loads.  There is also a need to 
investigate alternative air conditioning methods in order to identify plant, control 
and thermal storage options that operate best in conditions of a changing 
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C Control data (1983-2004) 
2L 2020s low carbon emission scenario 
ML 2020s medium low carbon emission scenario 
MH 2020s medium high carbon emission scenario 
2H 2020s high carbon emission scenario 
5L 2050s low carbon emission scenario 
ML 2050s medium low carbon emission scenario 
MH 2050s medium high carbon emission scenario 
5H 2050s high carbon emission scenario 
8L 2080s low carbon emission scenario 
ML 2080s medium low carbon emission scenario 
HL 2080s medium high carbon emission scenario 










C Control data (1961-1990) 
3M 2030s medium carbon emission scenario 
3H 2030s high carbon emission scenario 
5M 2050s medium carbon emission scenario 
5H 2050s high carbon emission scenario 
8M 2080s medium carbon emission scenario 











 C Control data (1961-1990) 
2L 2020s low carbon emission scenario 
2H 2020s high carbon emission scenario 
5L 2050s low carbon emission scenario 
5H 2050s high carbon emission scenario 
8L 2080s low carbon emission scenario 













C Control data (1961-1990) 
3L 2030s low carbon emission scenario 
3M 2030s medium carbon emission scenario 
3H 2030s high carbon emission scenario 
5L 2050s low carbon emission scenario 
5M 2050s medium carbon emission scenario 
5H 2050s high carbon emission scenario 
8L 2080s low carbon emission scenario 
8M 2080s medium carbon emission scenario 
8H 2080s high carbon emission scenario 
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A method  is developed  to  generate  future design  reference  year  (DRY) data  from  the UKCP09 
climate change projections for a variety of future time horizons and carbon emission assumptions.  
The method selects three near‐extreme summer months and three near‐extreme winter months 
and  weaves  them  into  an  existing  Test  Reference  Year.    Risk  levels  associated  with  the  85th 
percentile  (broadly  equivalent  to  existing  CIBSE  Design  Summer  Years)  of  the  cumulative 
distribution function of dry bulb temperature and, for comparison, the 99th percentile are used.  A 
comparison is made with DRYs generated using alternative methods from other research groups.  
The data are applied  to  future air conditioning  (cooling)  loads analysis  for a wide range of non‐
domestic case study building types.  Simulations using a control DRY set applied to these buildings 
are  used  to  develop  a  simplified  regression‐based  calculation method  for  predicting  future  air 
conditioning  loads.    The  simplified  model  is  shown  to  be  applicable  to  future  weather  data 
without  loss of  accuracy which makes  it possible  to  carry out  large numbers of  future  cooling 
loads predictions without the need to perform extensive and complex energy simulations.     
Practical applications: 
It  is becoming  increasingly necessary to design energy and comfort services  for buildings with a 
whole‐life  perspective.    To  assist  with  this,  the  CIBSE  Future  Weather  Years  can  be  used  for 
building simulations through to the 2080s.  In June 2009, the United Kingdom’s Department of the 
Environment,  Food  and  Rural  Affairs  (Defra)  with  the  support  of  the  UK  Climate  Impacts 
Programme (UKCIP) published updated climate change projections using a probabilistic method. 
In future, the responsibility will rest with designers to select design data from a  large number of 








It  is widely accepted that  increases  in global temperatures through the 21st century will  increase 
the need for air conditioning in UK buildings.  Most of the buildings that will be in use throughout 
this period either already exist or will be designed, planned and  constructed  in  the  immediate 
years ahead.  Furthermore, a majority of these buildings in the UK continue to either have no air 
conditioning or  selective  air  conditioning.    This places  a  significant  responsibility on  architects, 
planners,  engineers  and  construction  organisations  to  ensure  that  the  provision  of  air 





end‐use plant  such as  room units, heat emitters and distribution  services  it nonetheless makes 
clear  sense  to plan  at  the  very outset  for  the  introduction of  air  conditioning  as well  as other 
building adaptations such as massing and shading that might mitigate the  impacts of a warming 
climate.   A key consideration  in this  is the availability of predictions of future weather data that 
can be used to inform the design and planning processes of new and refurbished buildings.  
 
The  United  Kingdom  Climate  Impacts  Programme  (UKCIP)  provides  support  and  advice  to 
organisations  concerning  adaptiveness  and  resilience  to  climate  change.    Its  key  role  is  the 
dissemination of climate information to assist in the assessment of climate change risk and in the 
development of strategies for the remediation of the impacts of climate change.  There have been 
five  of  these  sets  of  climate  information  during  the  past  20  years  the  most  recent  and 
sophisticated  of  which  were  published  in  2009  and  termed  the  UKCP09  climate  change 
projections1  (abbreviated  simply  to  UKCP09).    UKCP09  superseded  the  previous  (UKCIP022) 
climate  change  scenarios  which  form  the  basis  of  the  current  Future  Weather  Years3 









by  the  UKs  Meteorological  Office  Hadley  Centre  Climate  Model  ‘HadCM3’  and  presented  as 
monthly data on a 25km grid scale.  A Weather Generator4 is available which enables the data to 




It  is usually assumed  that climate change will be mainly evident  in  future dry bulb  temperature 
growth  whereas  solar  radiation  intensity,  which  is  very  influential  in  design  cooling  loads,  is 
unlikely  to stray much beyond current and historical patterns of variation.   However Tham and 









of building plant.   Though a DRY defined  in  this way  can be used  for both winter heating and 
summer  air  conditioning  equipment  the  present  work  concerns  itself  with  the  latter  only.    A 
simple  method  is  developed  for  the  estimation  of  future  design  loads  for  room‐based  air 
conditioning equipment avoiding  the need  for extensive detailed energy simulations.   The work 
reported here  is focused on non‐domestic buildings and builds on earlier work which concerned 


















used  to  assess near‐extreme  summer  comfort  conditions  as well  as  for use  in  air  conditioning 
sizing.    Design  summer  years  have  previously  been  extracted  by  choosing  the  third  warmest 
summer (from April to September) from typically 20 alternative weather files giving near‐extreme 
conditions.   Until  the UKCIP02  climate  change  scenarios2  these  data were  based  on  historical 
records  and,  thus,  offered  no  future  perspective  on weather  data  trends.    Chow  et  al.9 were 
among the first to suggest that future building design should take account of future patterns of 





Summer  Year  data  from  historical  weather  data  records  using  a  relatively  simple  approach 
involving  the  Finkelstein‐Schafer  statistic  acting  on  cumulative  distribution  functions  (CDF)  of 
external  dry  bulb  temperatures  for  individual  months  compared  with  the  overall  CDF  for  all 
months in the data set.  Their Design Summer Year was selected from 22 years of historical data 
(with  some  years  having  missing  months).    Recognising  a  need  for  weather  files  that  can  be 
readily  loaded directly  into environmental simulation software  Jentsch et al.11 used a stretching 
and scaling method (called ‘morphing’ as first developed by Belcher et al.12) to transform current 
CIBSE  design  summer  years  (and  test  reference  years)  into  climate  change weather  years  and 
developed  a  tool  to  convert  these  into  file  formats  readily  readable  by  building  simulation 
packages.   They performed simulations of a naturally ventilated building  to assess  the potential 
summer overheating problems caused by climate change.  Their work was based on the UKCIP02 
climate change scenarios2.  Chow and Levermore13 use a second order room modelling method to 
investigate  heating  and  cooling  energy demands  in office buildings  constructed  to UK Building 
Regulations standards, the choice of modelling method designed to explore the  impact of room 
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thermal  capacity on  cooling demand.   Their method also used data  from  the earlier  (UKCIP02) 
climate change scenario data.   
 
More  recently,  developments  have  centred  on  the  use  of  the  UKCP09  data.    Eames  et  al.14 
developed  a  single  method  to  extract  both  TRYs  and  DSYs  from  UKCP09.    Typically,  the  50th 
percentile  would  be  chosen  in  order  to  construct  a  TRY  and  a  higher  percentile  chosen  to 
generate  a  DSY.    Results  were  found  to  be  consistent  with  the  CIBSE  future  weather  years3.  
Similar  tools were  developed  by Watkins  et  al.6  and Du  et  al.8  although  these methods were 
restricted  to  the generation of TRYs only.   Kershaw et al.15 compared results  from TRY and DSY 
simulations of buildings with numerous simulations carried out using all of the weather files from 
which the reference years were selected.  They found that a DSY will often underestimate the risk 
of  over‐heating  in  summer  compared  with  individual  simulations  using  many  weather  files.  
Watkins and Levermore16  investigated the effects of climate change on the peak design  loads of 
buildings  using  the  conventional  CIBSE  cooling  load  calculation  method.    They  evaluated  the 
impact on plant size of designing to a fixed percentile of risk attached to the choice of weather 
data by evaluating  results at  the 90th, 95th and 98th percentiles.   They  found  for  instance  that a 
building designed at the 95th percentile against over‐heating (i.e. 5% risk of over‐heating) during 






constructed  for  the bedroom  temperature of  the house  corresponding  to  climate data  from  a 






simplify  load  calculations based on pseudo variables  is due  to Chen et al.19 who  combine  solar 
irradiance,  dry  bulb  temperature  and  wet  bulb  temperature  into  a  single  variable  called  the 
effective temperature.   This method  is based on the critique that most existing design methods 





Smith  et  al.20  noted  increasing  trends  in  wet‐bulb  temperature  depression  in  the  UKCP09 
projections and used this to explore the potential of evaporative cooling as a way of tackling the 
expected  increases  in  cooling  demand.    They  conclude  that  evaporative  cooling,  as  part  of  a 




In  summary,  there  is  significant  evidence of progress  concerning  the  extraction of  statistically‐
representative weather data  for building  simulation and  for extreme  summer design purposes.  
There is a limited but growing body of work dealing with the translation of the UKCP09 data into 






Design  Reference  Years  were  generated  from  the  UKCP09  projections  using  the  following 
procedure.   Raw data consisting of 30‐year periods of hourly weather data were obtained using 
the UKCP09 Weather Generator.4    The UKCP09  data  can  be  partitioned  into  the  time  periods 
shown  in Table 1.    In this work, the nominal time periods of 2030s, 2050s and 2080s were used 














The number of probabilistic variations used  in  the UKCP09 Weather Generator4  for hourly data 
output is 100.  Thus, for each 30‐year band of climate data, 3000 annual files of hourly and daily 
weather data were  extracted  to  represent  each of  the 4  selected  times periods  (including  the 
control  data)  at  each  of  three  (low,  medium  and  high)  carbon  emission  scenarios.    In  the 
procedure  reported here, weather data are  selected at  the 85th and 99th percentiles.   Because 
CIBSE design summer data has historically selected the third warmest period  from 20  individual 
weather  files  (i.e.  3/20  =  0.15  or  15%)  the  85th  was  chosen  for  consistency  with  this.    For 
comparison,  for  a  much  lower  design  risk  of  overheating,  the  99th  percentile  was  also  used 
because  it  forms  the  medium‐risk  value  of  the  three  percentiles  (98%,  99%  and  99.6%) 
recommended for use in current practice for UK design cooling loads21.   The following procedure 
was used: 
1) A Test Reference Year  for each  time period  (including control) was generated using  the 
method previously reported by Du et al.8   





3) For  the  two  three month  sets only: December‐February  and  June‐August,  the monthly 
mean  dry  bulb  temperatures  were  calculated  by  averaging  the  daily  mean  dry  bulb 
temperatures,  and  then  for  each  of  these  calendar  month  sets,  3000  monthly  mean 
temperatures were ranked in ascending order. 
4) For the June‐August set, 30 of each of these months with the 31st – 60th highest monthly 











7) Steps  4‐6  were  repeated  using  the  451st  –  480th  highest  monthly  mean  temperatures 




joined),  the  last eight hours of each month and  the  first eight hours of  the next month 
were  smoothed by cubic‐spline  interpolation.   This adjustment  included  the December‐
January  connections  so  that  the  Design  Reference  Year  could  be  used  repeatedly  in 
simulations. 
Completion of each DRY file of data required further trivial completion steps before conversion to 
the relevant  file  format  for use  in a dynamic energy simulation program.   The precise nature of 
these  would  depend  on  what  data  fields  were  needed  for  the  particular  simulation  program 
intended.  In this work, the simulation program EnergyPlus22 has been used.  Completing steps for 
EnergyPlus22 required the following: 
• Calculation of  the hourly dew point  temperature based on  the existing hourly dry bulb 
temperature and relative humidity from the DRY file, using hygrometric properties of air.  
• Calculation  of  the  hourly  direct‐normal  solar  radiation  based  on  the  existing  direct 
horizontal  solar  radiation  from  the  DRY  file  using  conventional  sun‐earth  geometry 
procedures. 
• Translation of cloud cover  into tenths using the sunshine hours data  in the existing DRY 
file, and the addition of night‐time cloud cover data which was assumed in this work to be 
based on a linear interpolation of sunset and subsequent sunrise values. 





A  sample of  control and  future external dry bulb  temperatures  for  the  June‐August period are 
compared  with  results  from  other  sources  for  DRY  files  at  Manchester  Ringway.    The  other 
sources are  from the CIBSE  future weather years3  (these data are based on the earlier UKCIP02 
climate  change  scenarios2),  a  sample  of  results  from Manchester University6,  and  a  sample  of 
results  from Exeter University14.   The CIBSE data were generated using  ‘morphing’12 applied  to 
existing  Design  Summer  Year  data  the  latter  consisting  of  the  third warmest  April‐September 
period  based  on  average  dry  bulb  temperature  from  a  sample  of  21  historical  data  sets.  
Manchester University6 calculated monthly average temperatures for each calendar month (3000 
Januaries,  3000  Februaries,  etc)  and  ranked  them  separately  in  ascending  order.    For  each 
calendar month, one month was then selected from 20‐year bands at the 87.5th percentile using 
the FS‐statistic.   Besides these dry‐bulb temperature based files, Manchester also used a similar 
approach  to  select alternative DRY  files based on  relative humidity and  solar  radiation.   Exeter 
University14 captured 100 design summer years from 3000 years of UKCP09 data (100 samples of 
30‐year  data)  by  choosing  the  fourth  warmest  April‐September  periods  in  each  30‐year  band 
based on 6‐monthly mean dry bulb  temperatures.   They  then  ranked each 100 year month  set 
271 
based on ascending order of mean monthly temperatures and picked off each month in each set 
at  the  same  percentile  (10th,  33rd,  etc  through  to  90th)  and  joined  them  together  to  form  a 
complete year of data.  






































actual nature of current usage.    In order to gain a consistent  insight  into the behaviour of these 





in  ISO 13786:2007 based on a maximum effective element  thickness of 0.1m.   Total values  for 


























1  51  5683  5345  425 
2  77  49795  37445  305 
3  51  21275  17910  338 
4  40  12802  10518  300 
5  36  4269  2977  466 
6  24  3779  2632  476 
7  22  8682  6172  357 
8  25  4870  2844  285 
9  67  10063  9411  500 
10  23  2347  2201  470 
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11  64  13200  8259  397 
12  86  9256  6053  503 
13  14  1257  1010  409 
14  64  20289  18530  348 
15  145  21897  12786  259 
 
As an example,  results of design  simulations using a  sample of  the Design Reference Year data 
generated  in  this  work  were  applied  to  Building  5  (multi‐cellular  office  building)  only  (more 





represent  the overall design  loads  for the whole building.   Note  that  the zone design  loads and 
overall  building  design  loads  will  occur  at  different  time  which  is  why,  in  some  cases,  the 
horizontal  bar  appears  outside  the  range  of  the  zone  spread.    For  example,  suppose  that  a 
building consists of 2 zones of identical floor area but different heat transfer characteristics and, 
during  2  consecutive  hours,  the  first  zone  has  a  load  of  50Wm‐2  (which  is  its  peak  value)  and 
10Wm‐2 respectively whilst the second zone has  loads of 10Wm‐2 and 40Wm‐2 (which  is  its peak 
value),  respectively.    Zone  design  loads  of  50Wm‐2  (zone  1)  and  40Wm‐2  (zone  2)  would  be 
returned for the two zones whilst the overall design load for the building would be the higher of 
the two combined and coincident values (i.e. 30Wm‐2).  An interesting feature in the results given 
in Figure 3 concerns  the  trend  in heating design  loads over  time and with  increasing emissions 
scenario  in  that  they  do  not  reduce  as might  at  first  be  expected  but  stay  broadly  the  same 
subject to some randomness.  This was found in earlier work when using TRY data for simulating 
heating  demands8.    The  earlier  work  found  that  annual  heating  energy  demands  did  indeed 




the design heating demand pattern  for  this building  is not greatly  influenced by climate change 
regardless of the emission scenario assumption.  Figure 4 gives the percentage of occupied hours 
for this building during which  internal zone operative temperatures exceed a notional threshold 




a  steady  rise  in  this  comfort  violation  is  evident  with  time  and  emissions  scenario.    This  has 
significant  implications  for  the  introduction  of  remediation  measures,  such  as  shading  and 
increased  thermal  mass,  or  for  the  uptake  of  air  conditioning.    Figure  5  shows  simulated 




is  evident  with  time  and  emissions  scenario.    The  implication  of  this  is  that  for  buildings 
constructed  today  in  which  it  is  adjudged  unnecessary  to  provide  air  conditioning  or  special 
measures to reduce solar heat gain (etc) in current conditions, designers would be well‐advised to 
factor‐in features that would make the addition of such services in the future, easy to implement.  














In  the  previous  section,  results  based  on  energy  simulations  using  DRY  weather  data  for  an 
example building were  compared.    It  is  recommended  that  this method be  adopted  for  future 
design and design‐risk analysis for new and refurbished building proposals using dynamic energy 
modelling tools such as EnergyPlus22 (as used here) or one of the numerous other simulation tools 




















using  only  four  independent  variables,  however  the  four  independent  variables were  not  the 
same  for  different  zones.    The  choice  of  R2  at  >  0.7  as  a  threshold  for  goodness  of  fit  was 





analysis.    The  repeat  times were  ranked  in  ascending  order  from which  it was  evident  that  9 
different  variables  would  be  able  to  give  good  results  for  the  38  selected  zones.    These  are 
summarised in Table 3 (together with the repeat times count values).  It was found that the peak 
cooling  load  always  occurred  on  a  day with  a  high  average  external  air  dry  bulb  temperature 


































The simplified zone sensible cooling  load model can  therefore be expressed  to give  the current 
time‐row zone sensible cooling load, Q0,plant, as follows (Equation 1),   
 






















4: Grd. floor gallery  ‐53.38, 13.79, 0, 2.713,  ‐14.25, 0.007,  ‐0.005, 0.030, 0.014,  ‐34.11, 
46.44 (R2 = 0.906) 






8: Grd. floor classroom  ‐64.69, 8.669,  ‐18.121, 0.009, 13.215, 0.007,  ‐0.004, 0.009, 0.314,  ‐
0.076  (R2 = 0.855) 






11: 2nd floor classroom  ‐66.58,  13.08,  ‐33.18,  ‐0.054,  23.95,  0.017,  0.013,  0.003,  0.317,  ‐
0.094  (R2 = 0.840) 




14: 1st floor book stack  ‐34.13,  2.587,  ‐0.854,  0.271,  ‐0.097,  0.005,  ‐0.004,  0.007,  0.252,  ‐
0.025  (R2 = 0.725) 





All  of  the  fitted  constants  illustrated  in  Table  4  were  generated  using  simulated  cooling  load 
results  for  the  control  period.    As  an  illustration,  cooling  loads  based  on  the  control  Design 
Reference Year data  for  the period  June‐August were calculated using  the  regression model  for 
the  4th  floor  office  zone  example  of  Office  Building  7  and  plotted  against  the  corresponding 
simulated results in Figure 6.  To test the application of the model using data other than that used 
to  generate  it,  the  same  model  was  also  used  with  the  2030s  DRY  data  (medium  emissions 
scenario), 2050s (medium emissions scenario) and 2080s (medium emissions scenario) and these 
results are also plotted  in Figure 6.   The results show  that  the performance of  the  fitted model 





To  obtain  the  design  cooling  load,  the  highest  hourly  load  during  the  June‐August  period  is 
selected.   A comparison between the simulated design cooling  load with the corresponding  load 







The  simplified  zone  cooling  load model  can  be  used  through  the  application  of  the  following 
procedure avoiding the need to engage  in repeated  iterations of complicated energy simulation 
modelling. 
Step 1  Using  a  reference Design  Reference  Year  (e.g.  based  on  existing  data  or  some 
other control set), conduct a single energy simulation of the building of  interest 




Step 2  Prepare  time  series  files  of  future  weather  data  consisting  of  summer  (June‐
August)  dry  bulb  temperatures  and  global  horizontal  solar  radiation  data  and 
prepare  the  independent  variable  set  as  summarised  in  Table  3.    Using  the 
UKCIP091, 3000 such time series files will be available. 
Step 3  Calculate  the  time  series cooling  loads  for each  summer period using  the  fitted 
model  and  the  synoptic  files  of  input  data  and  select  the  highest  cooling  load 
result  for  each  summer  as  the  design  cooling  load  for  that  year.    This  can  be 
carried out using a spreadsheet.   
















It  is  becoming  abundantly  clear  that  the  design  of  energy  and  comfort  services  for  buildings 
should  take  a  whole‐life  perspective  by  considering  the  impact  of,  inter  alia,  climate  change 





extreme winter months woven  into  an  existing  Test  Reference  Year  is  described.    Three  near 
extreme months  are  selected  for  each  season  in order  to provide  results  that  are  suitable  for 
buildings with the highest thermal mass.   Data are selected from 3000 years of time series data 










This  work  has  dealt  with  sensible  zone  cooling  loads  only  applied  to  non‐domestic  buildings.  
Further work  is needed  to  consider  simplified procedures  for  analysing  future overheating  risk 
and future design space heating loads in both domestic and non‐domestic buildings as well as the 
impact of other variables such as those  influencing humidity  loads.   There  is a need for ongoing 
work  to  take  account  of  likely  future  changes  in  building  thermal  insulation  standards  as  new 
editions to building  (and other) regulations come  into force.   There  is also a need to  investigate 
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Appendix D: Matlab scripts 
%************************** runcontrol.m************************************** 
%% generate TRY/DRY for control period 
cd M:\UKCP09Control; 




    load txtlist; 
    location=char(txtlist(i,1)); 
    WMOcode=num(i,1); 
    latitude=num(i,2); 
    longtitude=num(i,3); 
    elevation=num(i,4); 
    UKCP09Grid=num(i,5); 
    year=num(i,6); 
    senario=char(txtlist(i,8)); 
    s1=['cd ' char(txtlist(i,11)) ';']; 
    eval(s1); 
    copyfile('M:\UKCP09\TRYDRY_Hu_control.m',char(txtlist(i,11))); 
    copyfile('M:\UKCP09\DRY85_Hu_Part_control.m',char(txtlist(i,11))); 
    copyfile('M:\UKCP09\DRY99_Hu_Part_control.m',char(txtlist(i,11))); 
    copyfile('M:\UKCP09\PlotDRYTRY.m',char(txtlist(i,11))); 
    copyfile('M:\UKCP09\GenDef.m',char(txtlist(i,11))); 
    copyfile('M:\UKCP09\CDFiso.m',char(txtlist(i,11))); 
    copyfile('M:\UKCP09\filename.mat',char(txtlist(i,11))); 
    copyfile('M:\UKCP09\rankt.m',char(txtlist(i,11))); 
    GenDef(location, WMOcode, latitude, longtitude, elevation, UKCP09Grid, 
year,senario); 
    copyfile('TRY.def','DRY99.def'); 
    copyfile('TRY.def','DRY85.def'); 
    % copy necessary files to destination folder 
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    TRYDRY_Hu_control; 
    % generate TRY/DRY for control period 
    clear all; 




%% generate TRY/DRY for future 
cd M:\UKCP09; 




    fprintf('\n Generating  %2d th set of file, 63 in total', i); 
    load txtlist; 
    location=char(txtlist(i,1)); 
    WMOcode=num(i,1); 
    latitude=num(i,2); 
    longtitude=num(i,3); 
    elevation=num(i,4); 
    UKCP09Grid=num(i,5); 
    year=num(i,6); 
    senario=char(txtlist(i,8)); 
    s1=['cd ' char(txtlist(i,11)) ';']; 
    eval(s1); 
    copyfile('M:\UKCP09\TRYDRY_Hu.m',char(txtlist(i,11))); 
    copyfile('M:\UKCP09\DRY85_Hu_Part.m',char(txtlist(i,11))); 
    copyfile('M:\UKCP09\DRY99_Hu_Part.m',char(txtlist(i,11))); 
    copyfile('M:\UKCP09\PlotDRYTRY.m',char(txtlist(i,11))); 
    copyfile('M:\UKCP09\GenDef.m',char(txtlist(i,11))); 
    copyfile('M:\UKCP09\CDFiso.m',char(txtlist(i,11))); 
    copyfile('M:\UKCP09\filename.mat',char(txtlist(i,11))); 
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    copyfile('M:\UKCP09\rankt.m',char(txtlist(i,11))); 
    GenDef(location, WMOcode, latitude, longtitude, elevation, UKCP09Grid, 
year,senario); 
    copyfile('TRY.def','DRY99.def'); 
    copyfile('TRY.def','DRY85.def'); 
    % copy necessary files to destination folder 
    TRYDRY_Hu; 
    % generate TRY/DRY for future 
    clear all; 
    cd M:\UKCP09; 
end 
%!shutdown -s 
% auto shutdown computer 
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%************************** TRYDRY_Hu.m ************************************* 
%% Step 1: Capturing daily mean value from UKCP09 data 
tic; 




%fprintf('\n Starting at %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a1); 
 
%read file name of daily CSV files 
load filename.mat; 
%read 100 daily csv files 
pday=[]; 
for i=1:100 
%read a csv files % G temp_dmin; H temp_dmax; I vapourpressure_dmean; 
% K sunshie hour; L diffuse radiation; M direct radiation; N pet_dmean 
p0=dlmread(char(txt(i,4)),',', 'D1..N10957');  % txt(i,4) read scenario data; 
%p0=dlmread(char(txt(i,3)),',', 'D1..N10957');  % txt(i,3) read control data; 
 
pday=cat(1,pday,p0);  
fprintf('\n Reading %3d th daily file......', i); 
end 
 
save pday.mat pday; %save raw daily data 
save txt.mat txt; %save file name 
clear p0 i txt; 
pdaily(:,1)=(pday(:,4)+pday(:,5))/2;  %daily mean temperature 
pdaily(:,2)=pday(:,7); %reltive humility 
pdaily(:,3)=pday(:,9)+pday(:,10);  % total incoming solar radiation,  kWh/m2 






%fprintf('\n Ending at   %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a2); 
a=a2-a1; 









fprintf('\n Step 2.1: Capturing temperature data for each month 
...........(Estimated time: 1 min)') 





%fprintf('\n Starting at %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a1); 
 
%capture daily average data from each month; format is Jand_i, such as 
Jan3000_100 
for i=1:100 
 for d=3001:3030 





  s02=['Feb' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',2,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',2,28)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s03=['Mar' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',3,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',3,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s04=['Apr' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',4,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',4,30)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s05=['May' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',5,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',5,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s06=['Jun' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',6,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',6,30)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s07=['Jul' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',7,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',7,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s08=['Aug' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',8,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',8,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s09=['Sep' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',9,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',9,30)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s10=['Oct' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',10,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',10,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 




  s12=['Dec' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',12,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',12,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  eval(s01); 
  eval(s02); 
  eval(s03); 
  eval(s04); 
  eval(s05); 
  eval(s06); 
  eval(s07); 
  eval(s08); 
  eval(s09); 
  eval(s10); 
  eval(s11); 
  eval(s12); 
 end 
end 
clear d s01 s02 s03 s04 s05 s06 s07 s08 s09 s10 s11 s12 
 
 


















s1=['Jan=[Jan;Jan' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];'];   
s2=['Feb=[Feb;Feb' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s3=['Mar=[Mar;Mar' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s4=['Apr=[Apr;Apr' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s5=['May=[May;May' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s6=['Jun=[Jun;Jun' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s7=['Jul=[Jul;Jul' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s8=['Aug=[Aug;Aug' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s9=['Sep=[Sep;Sep' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s10=['Oct=[Oct;Oct' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s11=['Nov=[Nov;Nov' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 




















%fprintf('\n Ending at   %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a2); 
a=a2-a1; 
fprintf('\n Time spent: %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a); 
clear time a1 a2 a i;  %take 50 seconds 
 
 
% Step 2.2: Calculating Cumulative Distribution of temperature 
 
fprintf('\n Step 2.2: Calculating Cumulative Distribution of 
temperature...(Estimated time: 1 min)') 
time=clock; 
a1=time(4:6); 
%fprintf('\n Starting at %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a1);     
 
%Tie rank precentage of the ith value of each daily temperature data within that 


















%Tie rank precentage of the ith value of each daily temperature data within that 





s1=['Jan' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Jan' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s2=['Feb' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Feb' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s3=['Mar' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Mar' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s4=['Apr' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Apr' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s5=['May' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(May' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s6=['Jun' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Jun' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s7=['Jul' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Jul' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s8=['Aug' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Aug' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s9=['Sep' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Sep' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s10=['Oct' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Oct' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s11=['Nov' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Nov' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
















clear d s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 s9 s10 s11 s12  
 




%fprintf('\n Ending at   %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a2); 
a=a2-a1; 
fprintf('\n Time spent: %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a); 
clear time a1 a2 a i;  %take 50 seconds 
 
 
% Step 2.3: Calculate Finkelstein-Schafer statistic of temperature for each 
month 
fprintf('\n Step 2.3: Calculating Finkelstein-Schafer statistic of 





















    Jan_i=[]; 
    Feb_i=[]; 
    Mar_i=[]; 
    Apr_i=[]; 
    May_i=[]; 
    Jun_i=[]; 
    Jul_i=[]; 
    Aug_i=[]; 
    Sep_i=[]; 
    Oct_i=[]; 
    Nov_i=[]; 
    Dec_i=[]; 
   for y=3001:3030 
       s1=['Jan_y=Jan' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s2=['Feb_y=Feb' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s3=['Mar_y=Mar' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s4=['Apr_y=Apr' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s5=['May_y=May' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s6=['Jun_y=Jun' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s7=['Jul_y=Jul' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s8=['Aug_y=Aug' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s9=['Sep_y=Sep' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s10=['Oct_y=Oct' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s11=['Nov_y=Nov' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s12=['Dec_y=Dec' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       eval(s1); 
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       eval(s2); 
       eval(s3); 
       eval(s4); 
       eval(s5); 
       eval(s6); 
       eval(s7); 
       eval(s8); 
       eval(s9); 
       eval(s10); 
       eval(s11); 
       eval(s12); 
       Jan_i=cat(1,Jan_i,Jan_y); 
       Feb_i=cat(1,Feb_i,Feb_y); 
       Mar_i=cat(1,Mar_i,Mar_y); 
       Apr_i=cat(1,Apr_i,Apr_y); 
       May_i=cat(1,May_i,May_y); 
       Jun_i=cat(1,Jun_i,Jun_y); 
       Jul_i=cat(1,Jul_i,Jul_y); 
       Aug_i=cat(1,Aug_i,Aug_y); 
       Sep_i=cat(1,Sep_i,Sep_y); 
       Oct_i=cat(1,Oct_i,Oct_y); 
       Nov_i=cat(1,Nov_i,Nov_y); 
       Dec_i=cat(1,Dec_i,Dec_y); 
   end 
    Jan2=cat(1,Jan2,Jan_i); 
    Feb2=cat(1,Feb2,Feb_i); 
    Mar2=cat(1,Mar2,Mar_i); 
    Apr2=cat(1,Apr2,Apr_i); 
    May2=cat(1,May2,May_i); 
    Jun2=cat(1,Jun2,Jun_i); 
    Jul2=cat(1,Jul2,Jul_i); 
    Aug2=cat(1,Aug2,Aug_i); 
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    Sep2=cat(1,Sep2,Sep_i); 
    Oct2=cat(1,Oct2,Oct_i); 
    Nov2=cat(1,Nov2,Nov_i); 












































save FS_temp.mat FS_temp; 
 
save CDFdiff_temp.mat CDFdiff1 CDFdiff2 CDFdiff3 CDFdiff4 CDFdiff5 




%fprintf('\n Ending at   %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a2); 
a=a2-a1; 





% Step 3.1: Capture solar radiation data for each month in that year and in 
whole 100 years 
fprintf('\n Step 3.1: Capturing solar radiation for each month ............(Estimated 
time: 1 min)') 
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load daily; 





%fprintf('\n Starting at %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a1); 
 
%capture daily average data from each month; format is Jand_i, such as 
Jan3000_100 
for i=1:100 
 for d=3001:3030 




  s02=['Feb' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',2,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',2,28)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s03=['Mar' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',3,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',3,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s04=['Apr' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',4,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',4,30)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s05=['May' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',5,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',5,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 




  s07=['Jul' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',7,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',7,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s08=['Aug' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',8,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',8,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s09=['Sep' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',9,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',9,30)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s10=['Oct' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',10,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',10,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s11=['Nov' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',11,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',11,30)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s12=['Dec' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',12,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',12,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  eval(s01); 
  eval(s02); 
  eval(s03); 
  eval(s04); 
  eval(s05); 
  eval(s06); 
  eval(s07); 
  eval(s08); 
  eval(s09); 
  eval(s10); 
  eval(s11); 




clear d s01 s02 s03 s04 s05 s06 s07 s08 s09 s10 s11 s12 
 
 

















s1=['Jan=[Jan;Jan' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];'];   
s2=['Feb=[Feb;Feb' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s3=['Mar=[Mar;Mar' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s4=['Apr=[Apr;Apr' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s5=['May=[May;May' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s6=['Jun=[Jun;Jun' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s7=['Jul=[Jul;Jul' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s8=['Aug=[Aug;Aug' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s9=['Sep=[Sep;Sep' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s10=['Oct=[Oct;Oct' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s11=['Nov=[Nov;Nov' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 





















%fprintf('\n Ending at   %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a2); 
a=a2-a1; 
fprintf('\n Time spent: %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a); 
clear all;  %take 50 seconds 
 
 
% Step 3.2: Calculating Cumulative Distribution of solar radiation 
time=clock; 
load radiation 
fprintf('\n Step 3.2: Calculating Cumulative Distribution of solar 
radiation...(Estimated time: 1 min)'); 
a1=time(4:6); 
%fprintf('\n Starting at %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a1);     
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%Tie rank precentage of the ith value of each daily temperature data within that 

















%Tie rank precentage of the ith value of each daily temperature data within that 





s1=['Jan' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Jan' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s2=['Feb' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Feb' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s3=['Mar' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Mar' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s4=['Apr' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Apr' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s5=['May' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(May' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s6=['Jun' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Jun' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s7=['Jul' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Jul' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
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s8=['Aug' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Aug' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s9=['Sep' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Sep' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s10=['Oct' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Oct' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s11=['Nov' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Nov' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 















clear d s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 s9 s10 s11 s12  
 




%fprintf('\n Ending at   %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a2); 
a=a2-a1; 
fprintf('\n Time spent: %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a); 




% Step 3.3: Calculate Finkelstein-Schafer statistic of solar radiation for each 
month 
fprintf('\n Step 3.3: Calculating Finkelstein-Schafer statistic of solar 




















    Jan_i=[]; 
    Feb_i=[]; 
    Mar_i=[]; 
    Apr_i=[]; 
    May_i=[]; 
    Jun_i=[]; 
    Jul_i=[]; 
    Aug_i=[]; 
    Sep_i=[]; 
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    Oct_i=[]; 
    Nov_i=[]; 
    Dec_i=[]; 
   for y=3001:3030 
       s1=['Jan_y=Jan' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s2=['Feb_y=Feb' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s3=['Mar_y=Mar' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s4=['Apr_y=Apr' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s5=['May_y=May' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s6=['Jun_y=Jun' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s7=['Jul_y=Jul' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s8=['Aug_y=Aug' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s9=['Sep_y=Sep' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s10=['Oct_y=Oct' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s11=['Nov_y=Nov' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s12=['Dec_y=Dec' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       eval(s1); 
       eval(s2); 
       eval(s3); 
       eval(s4); 
       eval(s5); 
       eval(s6); 
       eval(s7); 
       eval(s8); 
       eval(s9); 
       eval(s10); 
       eval(s11); 
       eval(s12); 
       Jan_i=cat(1,Jan_i,Jan_y); 
       Feb_i=cat(1,Feb_i,Feb_y); 
       Mar_i=cat(1,Mar_i,Mar_y); 
       Apr_i=cat(1,Apr_i,Apr_y); 
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       May_i=cat(1,May_i,May_y); 
       Jun_i=cat(1,Jun_i,Jun_y); 
       Jul_i=cat(1,Jul_i,Jul_y); 
       Aug_i=cat(1,Aug_i,Aug_y); 
       Sep_i=cat(1,Sep_i,Sep_y); 
       Oct_i=cat(1,Oct_i,Oct_y); 
       Nov_i=cat(1,Nov_i,Nov_y); 
       Dec_i=cat(1,Dec_i,Dec_y); 
   end 
    Jan2=cat(1,Jan2,Jan_i); 
    Feb2=cat(1,Feb2,Feb_i); 
    Mar2=cat(1,Mar2,Mar_i); 
    Apr2=cat(1,Apr2,Apr_i); 
    May2=cat(1,May2,May_i); 
    Jun2=cat(1,Jun2,Jun_i); 
    Jul2=cat(1,Jul2,Jul_i); 
    Aug2=cat(1,Aug2,Aug_i); 
    Sep2=cat(1,Sep2,Sep_i); 
    Oct2=cat(1,Oct2,Oct_i); 
    Nov2=cat(1,Nov2,Nov_i); 












































save FS_rad.mat FS_rad; 
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save CDFdiff_rad.mat CDFdiff1 CDFdiff2 CDFdiff3 CDFdiff4 CDFdiff5 CDFdiff6 




%fprintf('\n Ending at   %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a2); 
a=a2-a1; 






% Step 4.1: Capture solar relative humidity for each month in that year and in 
whole 100 years 
time=clock; 
fprintf('\n Step 4.1: Capturing relative humidity for each month ..........(Estimated 
time: 1 min)') 
load daily; 




%fprintf('\n Starting at %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a1); 
 
%capture daily average data from each month; format is Jand_i, such as 
Jan3000_100 
for i=1:100 
 for d=3001:3030 





  s02=['Feb' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',2,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',2,28)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s03=['Mar' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',3,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',3,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s04=['Apr' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',4,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',4,30)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s05=['May' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',5,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',5,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s06=['Jun' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',6,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',6,30)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s07=['Jul' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',7,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',7,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s08=['Aug' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',8,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',8,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s09=['Sep' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',9,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',9,30)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s10=['Oct' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',10,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',10,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 




  s12=['Dec' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',12,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',12,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  eval(s01); 
  eval(s02); 
  eval(s03); 
  eval(s04); 
  eval(s05); 
  eval(s06); 
  eval(s07); 
  eval(s08); 
  eval(s09); 
  eval(s10); 
  eval(s11); 
  eval(s12); 
 end 
end 
clear d s01 s02 s03 s04 s05 s06 s07 s08 s09 s10 s11 s12 
 
 


















s1=['Jan=[Jan;Jan' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];'];   
s2=['Feb=[Feb;Feb' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s3=['Mar=[Mar;Mar' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s4=['Apr=[Apr;Apr' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s5=['May=[May;May' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s6=['Jun=[Jun;Jun' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s7=['Jul=[Jul;Jul' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s8=['Aug=[Aug;Aug' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s9=['Sep=[Sep;Sep' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s10=['Oct=[Oct;Oct' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s11=['Nov=[Nov;Nov' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 




















%fprintf('\n Ending at   %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a2); 
a=a2-a1; 
fprintf('\n Time spent: %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a); 
clear all;  %take 50 seconds 
 
 
% Step 4.2: Calculating Cumulative Distribution of  relative humidity 
fprintf('\n Step 4.2: Calculating Cumulative Distribution of  relative 
humidity...(Estimated time: 1 min)') 
time=clock; 
a1=time(4:6); 
%fprintf('\n Starting at %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a1);     
load humidity 
%Tie rank precentage of the ith value of each daily temperature data within that 


















%Tie rank precentage of the ith value of each daily temperature data within that 





s1=['Jan' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Jan' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s2=['Feb' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Feb' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s3=['Mar' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Mar' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s4=['Apr' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Apr' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s5=['May' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(May' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s6=['Jun' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Jun' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s7=['Jul' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Jul' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s8=['Aug' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Aug' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s9=['Sep' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Sep' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s10=['Oct' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Oct' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s11=['Nov' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Nov' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
















clear d s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 s9 s10 s11 s12  
 




%fprintf('\n Ending at   %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a2); 
a=a2-a1; 
fprintf('\n Time spent: %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a); 
clear time a1 a2 a i;  %take 50 seconds 
 
 
% Step 4.3: Calculate Finkelstein-Schafer statistic of relative humidity for each 
month 
fprintf('\n Step 4.3: Calculating Finkelstein-Schafer statistic of relative humidity 





















    Jan_i=[]; 
    Feb_i=[]; 
    Mar_i=[]; 
    Apr_i=[]; 
    May_i=[]; 
    Jun_i=[]; 
    Jul_i=[]; 
    Aug_i=[]; 
    Sep_i=[]; 
    Oct_i=[]; 
    Nov_i=[]; 
    Dec_i=[]; 
   for y=3001:3030 
       s1=['Jan_y=Jan' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s2=['Feb_y=Feb' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s3=['Mar_y=Mar' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s4=['Apr_y=Apr' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s5=['May_y=May' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s6=['Jun_y=Jun' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s7=['Jul_y=Jul' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s8=['Aug_y=Aug' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s9=['Sep_y=Sep' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s10=['Oct_y=Oct' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s11=['Nov_y=Nov' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s12=['Dec_y=Dec' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       eval(s1); 
       eval(s2); 
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       eval(s3); 
       eval(s4); 
       eval(s5); 
       eval(s6); 
       eval(s7); 
       eval(s8); 
       eval(s9); 
       eval(s10); 
       eval(s11); 
       eval(s12); 
       Jan_i=cat(1,Jan_i,Jan_y); 
       Feb_i=cat(1,Feb_i,Feb_y); 
       Mar_i=cat(1,Mar_i,Mar_y); 
       Apr_i=cat(1,Apr_i,Apr_y); 
       May_i=cat(1,May_i,May_y); 
       Jun_i=cat(1,Jun_i,Jun_y); 
       Jul_i=cat(1,Jul_i,Jul_y); 
       Aug_i=cat(1,Aug_i,Aug_y); 
       Sep_i=cat(1,Sep_i,Sep_y); 
       Oct_i=cat(1,Oct_i,Oct_y); 
       Nov_i=cat(1,Nov_i,Nov_y); 
       Dec_i=cat(1,Dec_i,Dec_y); 
   end 
    Jan2=cat(1,Jan2,Jan_i); 
    Feb2=cat(1,Feb2,Feb_i); 
    Mar2=cat(1,Mar2,Mar_i); 
    Apr2=cat(1,Apr2,Apr_i); 
    May2=cat(1,May2,May_i); 
    Jun2=cat(1,Jun2,Jun_i); 
    Jul2=cat(1,Jul2,Jul_i); 
    Aug2=cat(1,Aug2,Aug_i); 
    Sep2=cat(1,Sep2,Sep_i); 
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    Oct2=cat(1,Oct2,Oct_i); 
    Nov2=cat(1,Nov2,Nov_i); 












































save FS_relhum.mat FS_relhum; 
 
save CDFdiff_relhum.mat CDFdiff1 CDFdiff2 CDFdiff3 CDFdiff4 CDFdiff5 




%fprintf('\n Ending at   %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a2); 
a=a2-a1; 






% Step 5: Selecting three months with the lowest FS ranking 
fprintf('\n Step 5: Selecting three months with the lowest FS 
















for o=1:12  %12 months 
 for z=1:3 %first three low value 
  n(z,o)=floor((a(z,o)-1)/30)+1;  % n is set of data 




clear XI XI_rad XI_relhum XI_temp o z  
 
save yearall.mat; 
save year.mat n y; 
 
 
% Step 6: Calculate daily wind speed 




%fprintf('\n Starting at %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a1); 
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load pday; % load raw daily data 
 
JD=pday(:,1); %Day Number of the year 
Tmax=pday(:,5)+273.16;  %Tmax, K 
Tmin=pday(:,4)+273.16;  %Tmin, K 
temp1=(pday(:,4)+pday(:,5))/2;  %daily mean temperature 
ss=pday(:,8);  % sunshine hours day total 
 
Rs=pday(:,9)+pday(:,10);  % total incoming solar radiation, MJ/m2/d 
PET=pday(:,11);   
 
ea=pday(:,6)/10; 










0.1398*cos(3*JD)+0.07187*sin(3*JD))*pi/180; %results in radians 





Omiga=acos(-tan(lat).*tan(DEC));  %calcuate sunset hour angle 
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JD=2*pi*JD/366; %Julian day in radians 
dr=1+0.033*cos(JD); %inverse relative distance from Earth to sun 
Gsc=0.0820; %solar constant, MJ/m2/min 
 
Ra=1440/pi*Gsc.*dr.*(Omiga.*sin(lat).*sin(DEC)+cos(lat).*cos(DEC).*sin(Omiga
)); %extraterrestrial radiation, ML/m2/d 
z=0; % station elevation, meter 
Rso=(0.75+2e-5*z)*Ra;  %daily clear sky solar radiation Rso at z meter, 
ML/m2/d 
 




% outgoing net longwave radiation, from Irmak's paper 
 
alpha=0.23; %albedo or canopy reflection coefficient, 0.23 for a grass reference 
crop surface 
Rns=0.77*(0.25+0.5*ssf).*Ra;  % incoming net shortwave raditaion, Rns, 
balance between incoming and reflected solar radiation 
%Rns=(1-alpha)*Rs, Irmak's paper 
 
Rn=Rns-Rnl; %net radiation at the crop surface, MJ/m2/day 
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%calculate G, soil heat flux density, MJ/m2/day 
G=0.38*(temp1-temp2); 
 
%calculate lambda, latent heat of vaporization, MJ*kg-1 
lambda=2.501-2.361e-3*temp1; 
%calculate P, atmospheric presure at eleveation z, kPa 
P=101.3; 
%calculate r, psychrometric constant, kPa/K 
r=0.00163*P./lambda; 









ea)./(temp1+2731.6)-0.34*PET.*r); %wind speed at 2m 
 
wnf=log((2-0.08)/0.015)/log((10-0.08)/0.015); %convert wind speed at 2m to 
10m 





 if windspeed(i,1)<0 
 windspeed(i,1)=-windspeed(i,1); 
 index1=index1-1; 
 end  %delete negative values 
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 if windspeed(i,1)>21 
 windspeed(i,1)=21; 
 index2=index2+1; 
 end  %set 21 m/s as threshold, if the windspeed over 21, set to 21 
end 
 
if windspeed(1,1)>20  % for i=1 




 if windspeed(i,1)>20 
 windspeed(i,1)=(windspeed(i-1,1)+windspeed(i+1,1))/2; 




if windspeed(size(windspeed,1),1)>20  % for i=size(windspeed,1) 






%fprintf('\n Ending at   %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a2); 
%a=a2-a1; 
%fprintf('\n Time spent: %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a); 
%clear a1 a2 a 
save windall.mat; 




% Step 7: Calculate monthly mean wind speed 
load wind.mat 
fprintf('\n Step 7: Calculate monthly mean wind speed......................(Estimated 
time: 3 secs)'); 
WindDev=zeros(3000,12); 
for i=1:100 
 for d=3001:3030 
        WindDev((i-1)*30+d-3000,1)=mean(windspeed((datenum(d,1,1)-
1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(d,1,31)-1096093+10957*(i-1)))); 
        WindDev((i-1)*30+d-3000,2)=mean(windspeed((datenum(d,2,1)-
1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(d,2,28)-1096093+10957*(i-1)))); 
        WindDev((i-1)*30+d-3000,3)=mean(windspeed((datenum(d,3,1)-
1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(d,3,31)-1096093+10957*(i-1)))); 
        WindDev((i-1)*30+d-3000,4)=mean(windspeed((datenum(d,4,1)-
1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(d,4,30)-1096093+10957*(i-1)))); 
        WindDev((i-1)*30+d-3000,5)=mean(windspeed((datenum(d,5,1)-
1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(d,5,31)-1096093+10957*(i-1)))); 
        WindDev((i-1)*30+d-3000,6)=mean(windspeed((datenum(d,6,1)-
1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(d,6,30)-1096093+10957*(i-1)))); 
        WindDev((i-1)*30+d-3000,7)=mean(windspeed((datenum(d,7,1)-
1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(d,7,31)-1096093+10957*(i-1)))); 
        WindDev((i-1)*30+d-3000,8)=mean(windspeed((datenum(d,8,1)-
1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(d,8,31)-1096093+10957*(i-1)))); 
        WindDev((i-1)*30+d-3000,9)=mean(windspeed((datenum(d,9,1)-
1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(d,9,30)-1096093+10957*(i-1)))); 
        WindDev((i-1)*30+d-3000,10)=mean(windspeed((datenum(d,10,1)-
1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(d,10,31)-1096093+10957*(i-1)))); 
        WindDev((i-1)*30+d-3000,11)=mean(windspeed((datenum(d,11,1)-
1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(d,11,30)-1096093+10957*(i-1)))); 
        WindDev((i-1)*30+d-3000,12)=mean(windspeed((datenum(d,12,1)-
1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(d,12,31)-1096093+10957*(i-1)))); 
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        %1096093=datenum(3000,12,31);10957=datenum(3030,12,31)-
datenum(3000,12,31) 
    end 
end 
clear d i windspeed; 
save WindDev.mat WindDev; 
clear all; 
 
% Step 8: Calculate the deviation of the monthly mean wind speed from the 
% corresponding multi-year calendar month mean 
load WindDev; 
fprintf('\n Step 8: Calculate  monthly mean wind speed 












year=zeros(2,12);             
for i=1:12 
    year(1,i)=y(A(1,i),i); 
    year(2,i)=n(A(1,i),i); 
end 
 
save yearnumber.mat year; 
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fprintf('\n  Selected 12 months for TRY:'); 
fprintf('\n    Jan is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,1)); 
fprintf('\n    Feb is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,2)); 
fprintf('\n    Mar is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,3)); 
fprintf('\n    Apr is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,4)); 
fprintf('\n    May is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,5)); 
fprintf('\n    Jun is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,6)); 
fprintf('\n    Jul is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,7)); 
fprintf('\n    Aug is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,8)); 
fprintf('\n    Sep is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,9)); 
fprintf('\n    Oct is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,10)); 
fprintf('\n    Nov is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,11)); 
fprintf('\n    Dec is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,12)); 
 
% Step 9: Generating TRY data(CIBSE format) 
clear all; 
fprintf('\n Step 9: Generating TRY data(CIBSE format)......................(Estimated 









   %p0=dlmread(char(txt(year(2,i),1)),',', 'A1..K262968'); %1 control data  
   p0=dlmread(char(txt(year(2,i),2)),',', 'A1..K262968'); %2 senario data 
   for m=1:262968 
       if ((p0(m,1)==year(1,i)) && (p0(m,2)==i)&&(p0(m,3)==1)&&(p0(m,4)==0)) 
           TRY(a:(a+DayNu(i)*24-1),:)=p0(m:m+DayNu(i)*24-1,:); 
       end 
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   end 
   a=a+24*DayNu(i); 
end 
save TestReferenceYear.mat TRY 
clear DayNu a i m p0 txt; 
 
 
% Step 10: Adjusting the hourly value at the begining and end of each 
% month 
fprintf('\n Step 10: Adjusting hourly value at begining and end of each 
month...(Estimated time: 25 secs)'); 
TRY_S=TRY; 
for q=6:8 %column 6,7,8  are temp_hmean,vapourpressure_hmean and 
relhum_hmean 














% smooth other months 
for i=10:8760 
    if (TRY(i,2)>TRY(i-1,2)) 
        y(1)=TRY(i-8,q); 
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        y(5)=TRY(i+7,q); 
        y(3)=mean(TRY(i-8:i+7,q)); 
        y(2)=mean(TRY(i-8:i-1,q)); 
        y(4)=mean(TRY(i:i+7,q)); 
        x=[1,4.75,8.5,13.25,16]; 
        xx=1:16; 
        yy=spline(x,y,xx); 
        TRY_S(i-8:i+7,q)=yy'; 
    end 
end 
end 
save TestReferenceYear_Smoothed.mat TRY_S; 
clear y1 y2 y0 y x xx yy i q; 
 
% Step 11: Caculate dew point temeperature, horizontal infrared and direct 
normal radiation 
fprintf('\n Step 11: Generating TRY data (EPW format):'); 
fprintf('\n Step 11.1: Calculating dew point temeperature..................(Estimated 
time: 1 sec)'); 
r=17.271*TRY_S(:,6)./(237.7+TRY_S(:,6))+log(TRY_S(:,8)); 
TRY_S(:,12)=237.7*r./(17.271-r);  %column 12, dew point temperature,  
 
for i=1:8760 
    if TRY_S(:,12)>TRY_S(:,6) 
        TRY_S(:,12)=TRY_S(:,6); 







fprintf('\n Step 11.2: Calculating direct normal radiation.................(Estimated 
time: 5 secs)'); 
%column 13, date number OF the year 
TRY_S(1,13)=1; % first day number is 1 
for i=2:8760 
 if or(TRY_S(i,3)>TRY_S(i-1,3),TRY_S(i,2)>TRY_S(i-1,2)) 
  TRY_S(i,13)=TRY_S(i-1,13)+1; 
 else 




%column 15, DEC, solar Declination (between the earth-sun line and the 





%column 16, HRA, hour angle from solar noon, 15 degree per hour, in radians 
TRY_S(:,16)=15*(TRY_S(:,4)/100-11.5)*pi/180;  
%LAT, geographical latitude (south negative), in radians 
load latitude 
LAT=latitude*pi/180; 
%column 17, ALT, solar altitude(from horizontal max 90 zenith), in radians,  
TRY_S(:,17)=asin(sin(TRY_S(:,15))*sin(LAT)+cos(LAT)*cos(TRY_S(:,16)).*cos(
TRY_S(:,15))); 




 if TRY_S(i,18)<0 





%delete unreasonable value at sunrise and sunset, (solar altitude <11 degree, 
direct normal>100) 



















end  %re-run, when direct normal over 100, set to avearge of nearby values 
 
 
fprintf('\n Step 11.3: Calculating cloud cover..............................(Estimated time: 
2 secs)'); 
TRY_SS(:,20)=10*(1-TRY_SS(:,9));  %column 20, total sky cover in tenth 
for i=1:8760 






% night cloud covers are equal to interpolation of cloud covers at sunrise and 
sunset time  
c1=0; 
for i=2:8760 
 if TRY_SS(i,19)*TRY_SS(i-1,19)<0 
 c1=c1+1; 
 Index(c1)=i; 








end %liner interpolate cloud cover at night time 
 
for i=1:8760 
 TRY_SS(i,20)=round(TRY_SS(i,20));  
end %integral function  
% 
fprintf('\n Step 11.4: Calculating horizontal infrared radiation 
intensty...(Estimated time: 2 secs)'); 
TRY_SS(:,21)=round(TRY_SS(:,20)/2); %column 21, opaque sky cover, 




TRY_SS(:,22)=5.6697e-8*SkyE.*(TRY_SS(:,6)+273).^4; %column 22, 
horizontal infrared radiation intensty 
 
TRY_SS(:,23)=101300; %column 23, atmospheric pressure 
TRY_SS(:,24)=TRY_SS(:,10)+TRY_SS(:,11); %column 24, global horizontal 
radiation,  
TRY_SS(:,8)=floor(100*TRY_SS(:,8));  %column 8, relative humidity, in 
precentage 
save TRY_EPW TRY_SS 
dlmwrite('TRY.csv',TRY_SS); 
fprintf('\n Congratulation!!! TRY is saved as ''TRY.csv'''); 
clear; 
%% 




fprintf('\n Total '); 
toc; 
 
%column  1, year 
%column  2, month 
%column  3, date of the month 
%column  4, hour 
%column  5, precip htotal, mm/hour 
%column  6, hourly temperature, degree C 
%column  7, vapour pressure, hPa 
%column  8, relative humidity, % 
%column  9, sunshine hour, hours 
%column 10, diffuse solar radiation, Wh/m2 
%column 11, direct solar radiation in horizontal, Wh/m2 
%column 12, dew point temperature, C 
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%column 13, date number of the year 
%column 14, date number, in radians 
%column 15, solar declination, in radians 
%column 16, hour angle from solar noon 
%column 17, solar altitude, in radians 
%column 18, direct normal radiation, Wh/m2 
%column 19, solar altitude, in degree 
%column 20, total sky cover 
%column 21, opaque sky cover 
%column 22, horizontal infrared radiation intensty 
%column 23, atmospheric pressure 




%************************** DRY85_Hu_Part.m ********************************** 
%% Step 12: Calculating monthly mean temperature for 3000 years 
fprintf('\n Calculating DRY at 85 percentile...'); 
fprintf('\n Step 12: Calculating monthly mean temperature for 3000 
years...(Estimated time: 1 min)') 
  
load temperature; 




    for d=3001:3030 
        m=m+1; 
        s1=['MonthMeanTemp(m,1)=mean(Jan' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s2=['MonthMeanTemp(m,2)=mean(Feb' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s3=['MonthMeanTemp(m,3)=mean(Mar' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s4=['MonthMeanTemp(m,4)=mean(Apr' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s5=['MonthMeanTemp(m,5)=mean(May' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s6=['MonthMeanTemp(m,6)=mean(Jun' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s7=['MonthMeanTemp(m,7)=mean(Jul' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s8=['MonthMeanTemp(m,8)=mean(Aug' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s9=['MonthMeanTemp(m,9)=mean(Sep' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s10=['MonthMeanTemp(m,10)=mean(Oct' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s11=['MonthMeanTemp(m,11)=mean(Nov' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s12=['MonthMeanTemp(m,12)=mean(Dec' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        eval(s1); 
        eval(s2); 
        eval(s3); 
        eval(s4); 
        eval(s5); 
        eval(s6); 
        eval(s7); 
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        eval(s8); 
        eval(s9); 
        eval(s10); 
        eval(s11); 
        eval(s12); 















save MonthMeanTemp.mat MonthMeanTemp MeanTemp 
 
clear d s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 s9 s10 s11 s12  
 
clear;  
%% Step 13: Selecting month for Design Reference Year 
fprintf('\n Step 13: Selecting month for Design Reference 
Year.............(Estimated time: 1 sec)') 
load MonthMeanTemp 
for i=1:12 





















    yearnumberJan=YearJanFebJunJulAug(i,1); 
    yearnumberFeb=YearJanFebJunJulAug(i,2); 
    yearnumberJun=YearJanFebJunJulAug(i,3); 
    yearnumberJul=YearJanFebJunJulAug(i,4); 
    yearnumberAug=YearJanFebJunJulAug(i,5); 
    yearnumberDec=YearJanFebJunJulAug(i,6); 
    JanMonth=Jan((yearnumberJan-1)*31+1:(yearnumberJan-1)*31+31); 
    FebMonth=Feb((yearnumberFeb-1)*28+1:(yearnumberFeb-1)*28+28); 
    JunMonth=Jun((yearnumberJun-1)*30+1:(yearnumberJun-1)*30+30); 
    JulMonth=Jul((yearnumberJul-1)*31+1:(yearnumberJul-1)*31+31); 
    AugMonth=Aug((yearnumberAug-1)*31+1:(yearnumberAug-1)*31+31); 
    DecMonth=Dec((yearnumberDec-1)*31+1:(yearnumberDec-1)*31+31); 
    Jan30=cat(1,JanMonth,Jan30); 
    Feb30=cat(1,FebMonth,Feb30); 
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    Jun30=cat(1,JunMonth,Jun30); 
    Jul30=cat(1,JulMonth,Jul30); 
    Aug30=cat(1,AugMonth,Aug30); 
    Dec30=cat(1,DecMonth,Dec30); 
end 






% calculate FS-stat for selected 30 months 
for i=1:30  
    CDFJan(:,i)=CDFiso(Jan30Month(:,i)); 
    CDFFeb(:,i)=CDFiso(Feb30Month(:,i)); 
    CDFJun(:,i)=CDFiso(Jun30Month(:,i)); 
    CDFJul(:,i)=CDFiso(Jul30Month(:,i)); 
    CDFAug(:,i)=CDFiso(Aug30Month(:,i)); 







































































    for d=3001:3030 
        m=m+1; 
        s1=['MonthMeanRad(m,1)=mean(Jan' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s2=['MonthMeanRad(m,2)=mean(Feb' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s3=['MonthMeanRad(m,3)=mean(Mar' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s4=['MonthMeanRad(m,4)=mean(Apr' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s5=['MonthMeanRad(m,5)=mean(May' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s6=['MonthMeanRad(m,6)=mean(Jun' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s7=['MonthMeanRad(m,7)=mean(Jul' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
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        s8=['MonthMeanRad(m,8)=mean(Aug' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s9=['MonthMeanRad(m,9)=mean(Sep' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s10=['MonthMeanRad(m,10)=mean(Oct' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s11=['MonthMeanRad(m,11)=mean(Nov' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s12=['MonthMeanRad(m,12)=mean(Dec' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        eval(s1); 
        eval(s2); 
        eval(s3); 
        eval(s4); 
        eval(s5); 
        eval(s6); 
        eval(s7); 
        eval(s8); 
        eval(s9); 
        eval(s10); 
        eval(s11); 
        eval(s12); 
    end 
end 
save MonthMeanRad.mat MonthMeanRad 
 
FiveMonthRadMean(:,1)=MonthMeanRad(YearNumberDRY(1,:),1); %Selected 








YearNumberDRYFinal(1)=YearNumberDRY(1,XX(1,1)); %Select the month 
having lowest solar radiation 
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YearNumberDRYFinal(2)=YearNumberDRY(2,XX(1,2)); %Select the month 
having lowest solar radiation 
YearNumberDRYFinal(6)=YearNumberDRY(6,XX(5,3)); %Select the month 
having highest solar radiation 
YearNumberDRYFinal(7)=YearNumberDRY(7,XX(5,4)); %Select the month 
having highest solar radiation 
YearNumberDRYFinal(8)=YearNumberDRY(8,XX(5,5)); %Select the month 
having highest solar radiation 
YearNumberDRYFinal(12)=YearNumberDRY(12,XX(5,6)); %Select the month 
having highest solar radiation 





for o=1:12  %12 months 
  n(o)=floor((a(o)-1)/30)+1;  % n is set of data 














fprintf('\n  Selected 5 months for DRY:'); 
360 
fprintf('\n    Jan is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,1)); 
fprintf('\n    Feb is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,2)); 
fprintf('\n    Jun is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,6)); 
fprintf('\n    Jul is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,7)); 
fprintf('\n    Aug is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,8)); 
fprintf('\n    Dec is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,12)); 
save yearDRY.mat n y; 
clear all;  
 
%% Step 14: Generating DSY data(CIBSE format) 
fprintf('\n Step 14: Generating DSY data(CIBSE format).....................(Estimated 










   %p0=dlmread(char(txt(year(2,i),1)),',', 'A1..K262968'); %1 control data  
   p0=dlmread(char(txt(year(2,i),2)),',', 'A1..K262968'); %2 senario data 
   for m=1:262968 
       if ((p0(m,1)==year(1,i)) && (p0(m,2)==i)&&(p0(m,3)==1)&&(p0(m,4)==0)) 
           DRY(a:(a+DayNu(i)*24-1),:)=p0(m:m+DayNu(i)*24-1,:); 
       end 
   end 
   a=a+24*DayNu(i); 
end 




% Step 15: Adjusting the hourly value at the begining and end of each 
% month 
fprintf('\n Step 15: Adjusting hourly value at begining and end of each 
month...(Estimated time: 25 secs)'); 
load DesignReferenceYear 
DRY_S=DRY; 
for q=6:8 %column 6,7,8  are temp_hmean,vapourpressure_hmean and 
relhum_hmean 














% smooth other months 
for i=10:8760 
    if (DRY(i,2)>DRY(i-1,2)) 
        y(1)=DRY(i-8,q); 
        y(5)=DRY(i+7,q); 
        y(3)=mean(DRY(i-8:i+7,q)); 
        y(2)=mean(DRY(i-8:i-1,q)); 
        y(4)=mean(DRY(i:i+7,q)); 
        x=[1,4.75,8.5,13.25,16]; 
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        xx=1:16; 
        yy=spline(x,y,xx); 
        DRY_S(i-8:i+7,q)=yy'; 
    end 
end 
end 
save DesignReferenceYear_Smoothed.mat DRY_S; 
clear y1 y2 y0 y x xx yy i q; 
 
% Step 16: Caculate dew point temeperature, horizontal infrared and direct 
normal radiation 
fprintf('\n Step 16: Caculating parameters for EPW format:'); 
fprintf('\n Step 16.1: Caculating dew point temeperature...................(Estimated 
time: 1 secs)'); 
r=17.271*DRY_S(:,6)./(237.7+DRY_S(:,6))+log(DRY_S(:,8)); 
DRY_S(:,12)=237.7*r./(17.271-r);  %column 12, dew point temperature,  
 
for i=1:8760 
    if DRY_S(:,12)>DRY_S(:,6) 
        DRY_S(:,12)=DRY_S(:,6); 






fprintf('\n Step 16.2: Caculating direct normal radiation..................(Estimated 
time: 5 secs)'); 
%column 13, date number OF the year 
DRY_S(1,13)=1; % first day number is 1 
for i=2:8760 
 if or(DRY_S(i,3)>DRY_S(i-1,3),DRY_S(i,2)>DRY_S(i-1,2)) 
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  DRY_S(i,13)=DRY_S(i-1,13)+1; 
 else 




%column 15, DEC, solar Declination (between the earth-sun line and the 





%column 16, HRA, hour angle from solar noon, 15 degree per hour, in radians 
DRY_S(:,16)=15*(DRY_S(:,4)/100-11.5)*pi/180;  
%LAT, geographical latitude (south negative), in radians 
load latitude 
LAT=latitude*pi/180; 
%column 17, ALT, solar altitude(from horizontal max 90 zenith), in radians,  
DRY_S(:,17)=asin(sin(DRY_S(:,15))*sin(LAT)+cos(LAT)*cos(DRY_S(:,16)).*cos
(DRY_S(:,15))); 




 if DRY_S(i,18)<0 




%delete unreasonable value at sunrise and sunset, (solar altitude <11 degree, 
direct normal>100) 




















end  %re-run, when direct normal over 100, set to avearge of nearby values 
 
 
fprintf('\n Step 16.3: Caculating cloud cover..............................(Estimated time: 
2 secs)'); 
DRY_SS(:,20)=10*(1-DRY_SS(:,9));  %column 20, total sky cover in tenth 
for i=1:8760 





% night cloud covers are equal to interpolation of cloud covers at sunrise and 




 if DRY_SS(i,19)*DRY_SS(i-1,19)<0 
 c1=c1+1; 
 Index(c1)=i; 








end %liner interpolate cloud cover at night time 
 
for i=1:8760 
 DRY_SS(i,20)=round(DRY_SS(i,20));  
end %integral function  
% 
fprintf('\n Step 16.4: Caculating horizontal infrared radiation intensty...(Estimated 
time: 2 secs)'); 
DRY_SS(:,21)=round(DRY_SS(:,20)/2); %column 21, opaque sky cover, 
assumed as half the value of total sky cover 
SkyE=(0.787+0.764*log((DRY_SS(:,12)+273)/273)).*(1+0.0224*DRY_SS(:,21)+
0.0035*DRY_SS(:,21).^2+0.00028*DRY_SS(:,21).^3); 
DRY_SS(:,22)=5.6697e-8*SkyE.*(DRY_SS(:,6)+273).^4; %column 22, 
horizontal infrared radiation intensty 
 
DRY_SS(:,23)=101300; %column 23, atmospheric pressure 
DRY_SS(:,24)=DRY_SS(:,10)+DRY_SS(:,11); %column 24, global horizontal 
radiation,  
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DRY_SS(:,8)=floor(100*DRY_SS(:,8));  %column 8, relative humidity, in 
precentage 
DRY85_SS=DRY_SS; 
save DRY85_EPW.mat DRY85_SS 
dlmwrite('DRY85.csv',DRY85_SS); 
fprintf('\n Congratulation!!! DRY at 85 centile is saved as ''DRY85.csv'''); 
 
 
%column  1, year 
%column  2, month 
%column  3, date of the month 
%column  4, hour 
%column  5, precip htotal, mm/hour 
%column  6, hourly temperature, degree C 
%column  7, vapour pressure, hPa 
%column  8, relative humidity, % 
%column  9, sunshine hour, hours 
%column 10, diffuse solar radiation, Wh/m2 
%column 11, direct solar radiation in horizontal, Wh/m2 
%column 12, dew point temperature, C 
%column 13, date number of the year 
%column 14, date number, in radians 
%column 15, solar declination, in radians 
%column 16, hour angle from solar noon 
%column 17, solar altitude, in radians 
%column 18, direct normal radiation, Wh/m2 
%column 19, solar altitude, in degree 
%column 20, total sky cover 
%column 21, opaque sky cover 
%column 22, horizontal infrared radiation intensty 
%column 23, atmospheric pressure 




%************************** DRY99_Hu_Part.m ********************************** 
%% Step 12: Calculating monthly mean temperature for 3000 years 
fprintf('\n Calculating DRY at 99 percentile...'); 
fprintf('\n Step 12: Calculating monthly mean temperature for 3000 
years...(Estimated time: 1 min)') 
  
load temperature; 




    for d=3001:3030 
        m=m+1; 
        s1=['MonthMeanTemp(m,1)=mean(Jan' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s2=['MonthMeanTemp(m,2)=mean(Feb' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s3=['MonthMeanTemp(m,3)=mean(Mar' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s4=['MonthMeanTemp(m,4)=mean(Apr' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s5=['MonthMeanTemp(m,5)=mean(May' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s6=['MonthMeanTemp(m,6)=mean(Jun' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s7=['MonthMeanTemp(m,7)=mean(Jul' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s8=['MonthMeanTemp(m,8)=mean(Aug' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s9=['MonthMeanTemp(m,9)=mean(Sep' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s10=['MonthMeanTemp(m,10)=mean(Oct' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s11=['MonthMeanTemp(m,11)=mean(Nov' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s12=['MonthMeanTemp(m,12)=mean(Dec' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        eval(s1); 
        eval(s2); 
        eval(s3); 
        eval(s4); 
        eval(s5); 
        eval(s6); 
        eval(s7); 
369 
        eval(s8); 
        eval(s9); 
        eval(s10); 
        eval(s11); 
        eval(s12); 















save MonthMeanTemp.mat MonthMeanTemp MeanTemp 
 
clear d s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 s9 s10 s11 s12  
clear;  
%% Step 13: Selecting month for Design Reference Year 
fprintf('\n Step 13: Selecting month for Design Reference 

























    yearnumberJan=YearJanFebJunJulAug(i,1); 
    yearnumberFeb=YearJanFebJunJulAug(i,2); 
    yearnumberJun=YearJanFebJunJulAug(i,3); 
    yearnumberJul=YearJanFebJunJulAug(i,4); 
    yearnumberAug=YearJanFebJunJulAug(i,5); 
    yearnumberDec=YearJanFebJunJulAug(i,6); 
    JanMonth=Jan((yearnumberJan-1)*31+1:(yearnumberJan-1)*31+31); 
    FebMonth=Feb((yearnumberFeb-1)*28+1:(yearnumberFeb-1)*28+28); 
    JunMonth=Jun((yearnumberJun-1)*30+1:(yearnumberJun-1)*30+30); 
    JulMonth=Jul((yearnumberJul-1)*31+1:(yearnumberJul-1)*31+31); 
    AugMonth=Aug((yearnumberAug-1)*31+1:(yearnumberAug-1)*31+31); 
    DecMonth=Dec((yearnumberDec-1)*31+1:(yearnumberDec-1)*31+31); 
    Jan30=cat(1,JanMonth,Jan30); 
    Feb30=cat(1,FebMonth,Feb30); 
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    Jun30=cat(1,JunMonth,Jun30); 
    Jul30=cat(1,JulMonth,Jul30); 
    Aug30=cat(1,AugMonth,Aug30); 
    Dec30=cat(1,DecMonth,Dec30); 
end 






% calculate FS-stat for selected 30 months 
for i=1:30  
    CDFJan(:,i)=CDFiso(Jan30Month(:,i)); 
    CDFFeb(:,i)=CDFiso(Feb30Month(:,i)); 
    CDFJun(:,i)=CDFiso(Jun30Month(:,i)); 
    CDFJul(:,i)=CDFiso(Jul30Month(:,i)); 
    CDFAug(:,i)=CDFiso(Aug30Month(:,i)); 







































































    for d=3001:3030 
        m=m+1; 
        s1=['MonthMeanRad(m,1)=mean(Jan' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s2=['MonthMeanRad(m,2)=mean(Feb' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s3=['MonthMeanRad(m,3)=mean(Mar' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s4=['MonthMeanRad(m,4)=mean(Apr' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s5=['MonthMeanRad(m,5)=mean(May' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s6=['MonthMeanRad(m,6)=mean(Jun' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s7=['MonthMeanRad(m,7)=mean(Jul' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
374 
        s8=['MonthMeanRad(m,8)=mean(Aug' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s9=['MonthMeanRad(m,9)=mean(Sep' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s10=['MonthMeanRad(m,10)=mean(Oct' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s11=['MonthMeanRad(m,11)=mean(Nov' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s12=['MonthMeanRad(m,12)=mean(Dec' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        eval(s1); 
        eval(s2); 
        eval(s3); 
        eval(s4); 
        eval(s5); 
        eval(s6); 
        eval(s7); 
        eval(s8); 
        eval(s9); 
        eval(s10); 
        eval(s11); 
        eval(s12); 
    end 
end 
save MonthMeanRad.mat MonthMeanRad 
 
FiveMonthRadMean(:,1)=MonthMeanRad(YearNumberDRY(1,:),1); %Selected 








YearNumberDRYFinal(1)=YearNumberDRY(1,XX(1,1)); %Select the month 
having lowest solar radiation 
375 
YearNumberDRYFinal(2)=YearNumberDRY(2,XX(1,2)); %Select the month 
having lowest solar radiation 
YearNumberDRYFinal(6)=YearNumberDRY(6,XX(5,3)); %Select the month 
having highest solar radiation 
YearNumberDRYFinal(7)=YearNumberDRY(7,XX(5,4)); %Select the month 
having highest solar radiation 
YearNumberDRYFinal(8)=YearNumberDRY(8,XX(5,5)); %Select the month 
having highest solar radiation 
YearNumberDRYFinal(12)=YearNumberDRY(12,XX(5,6)); %Select the month 
having highest solar radiation 





for o=1:12  %12 months 
  n(o)=floor((a(o)-1)/30)+1;  % n is set of data 














fprintf('\n  Selected 6 months for DRY:'); 
376 
fprintf('\n    Jan is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,1)); 
fprintf('\n    Feb is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,2)); 
fprintf('\n    Jun is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,6)); 
fprintf('\n    Jul is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,7)); 
fprintf('\n    Aug is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,8)); 
fprintf('\n    Dec is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,12)); 
save yearDRY.mat n y; 
 
clear all;  
 
%% Step 14: Generating DSY data(CIBSE format) 
fprintf('\n Step 14: Generating DSY data(CIBSE format).....................(Estimated 










   %p0=dlmread(char(txt(year(2,i),1)),',', 'A1..K262968'); %1 control data  
   p0=dlmread(char(txt(year(2,i),2)),',', 'A1..K262968'); %2 senario data 
   for m=1:262968 
       if ((p0(m,1)==year(1,i)) && (p0(m,2)==i)&&(p0(m,3)==1)&&(p0(m,4)==0)) 
           DRY(a:(a+DayNu(i)*24-1),:)=p0(m:m+DayNu(i)*24-1,:); 
       end 
   end 
   a=a+24*DayNu(i); 
end 




% Step 15: Adjusting the hourly value at the begining and end of each 
% month 
fprintf('\n Step 15: Adjusting hourly value at begining and end of each 
month...(Estimated time: 25 secs)'); 
load DesignReferenceYear 
DRY_S=DRY; 
for q=6:8 %column 6,7,8  are temp_hmean,vapourpressure_hmean and 
relhum_hmean 














% smooth other months 
for i=10:8760 
    if (DRY(i,2)>DRY(i-1,2)) 
        y(1)=DRY(i-8,q); 
        y(5)=DRY(i+7,q); 
        y(3)=mean(DRY(i-8:i+7,q)); 
        y(2)=mean(DRY(i-8:i-1,q)); 
        y(4)=mean(DRY(i:i+7,q)); 
378 
        x=[1,4.75,8.5,13.25,16]; 
        xx=1:16; 
        yy=spline(x,y,xx); 
        DRY_S(i-8:i+7,q)=yy'; 
    end 
end 
end 
save DesignReferenceYear_Smoothed.mat DRY_S; 
clear y1 y2 y0 y x xx yy i q; 
 
% Step 16: Caculate dew point temeperature, horizontal infrared and direct 
normal radiation 
fprintf('\n Step 16: Caculating parameters for EPW format:'); 
fprintf('\n Step 16.1: Caculating dew point temeperature...................(Estimated 
time: 1 secs)'); 
r=17.271*DRY_S(:,6)./(237.7+DRY_S(:,6))+log(DRY_S(:,8)); 
DRY_S(:,12)=237.7*r./(17.271-r);  %column 12, dew point temperature,  
 
for i=1:8760 
    if DRY_S(:,12)>DRY_S(:,6) 
        DRY_S(:,12)=DRY_S(:,6); 






fprintf('\n Step 16.2: Caculating direct normal radiation..................(Estimated 
time: 5 secs)'); 
%column 13, date number OF the year 
DRY_S(1,13)=1; % first day number is 1 
for i=2:8760 
379 
 if or(DRY_S(i,3)>DRY_S(i-1,3),DRY_S(i,2)>DRY_S(i-1,2)) 
  DRY_S(i,13)=DRY_S(i-1,13)+1; 
 else 




%column 15, DEC, solar Declination (between the earth-sun line and the 





%column 16, HRA, hour angle from solar noon, 15 degree per hour, in radians 
DRY_S(:,16)=15*(DRY_S(:,4)/100-11.5)*pi/180;  
%LAT, geographical latitude (south negative), in radians 
load latitude 
LAT=latitude*pi/180; 
%column 17, ALT, solar altitude(from horizontal max 90 zenith), in radians,  
DRY_S(:,17)=asin(sin(DRY_S(:,15))*sin(LAT)+cos(LAT)*cos(DRY_S(:,16)).*cos
(DRY_S(:,15))); 




 if DRY_S(i,18)<0 




%delete unreasonable value at sunrise and sunset, (solar altitude <11 degree, 
direct normal>100) 
380 



















end  %re-run, when direct normal over 100, set to avearge of nearby values 
 
 
fprintf('\n Step 16.3: Caculating cloud cover..............................(Estimated time: 
2 secs)'); 
DRY_SS(:,20)=10*(1-DRY_SS(:,9));  %column 20, total sky cover in tenth 
for i=1:8760 






% night cloud covers are equal to interpolation of cloud covers at sunrise and 
sunset time  
c1=0; 
for i=2:8760 
 if DRY_SS(i,19)*DRY_SS(i-1,19)<0 
 c1=c1+1; 
 Index(c1)=i; 








end %liner interpolate cloud cover at night time 
 
for i=1:8760 
 DRY_SS(i,20)=round(DRY_SS(i,20));  
end %integral function  
% 
fprintf('\n Step 16.4: Caculating horizontal infrared radiation intensty...(Estimated 
time: 2 secs)'); 
DRY_SS(:,21)=round(DRY_SS(:,20)/2); %column 21, opaque sky cover, 
assumed as half the value of total sky cover 
SkyE=(0.787+0.764*log((DRY_SS(:,12)+273)/273)).*(1+0.0224*DRY_SS(:,21)+
0.0035*DRY_SS(:,21).^2+0.00028*DRY_SS(:,21).^3); 
DRY_SS(:,22)=5.6697e-8*SkyE.*(DRY_SS(:,6)+273).^4; %column 22, 
horizontal infrared radiation intensty 
 
DRY_SS(:,23)=101300; %column 23, atmospheric pressure 
382 
DRY_SS(:,24)=DRY_SS(:,10)+DRY_SS(:,11); %column 24, global horizontal 
radiation,  
DRY_SS(:,8)=floor(100*DRY_SS(:,8));  %column 8, relative humidity, in 
precentage 
 
save DRY_EPW.mat DRY_SS 
dlmwrite('DRY99.csv',DRY_SS); 
fprintf('\n Congratulation!!! DRY at 99 centile is saved as ''DRY99.csv'''); 
 
 
%column  1, year 
%column  2, month 
%column  3, date of the month 
%column  4, hour 
%column  5, precip htotal, mm/hour 
%column  6, hourly temperature, degree C 
%column  7, vapour pressure, hPa 
%column  8, relative humidity, % 
%column  9, sunshine hour, hours 
%column 10, diffuse solar radiation, Wh/m2 
%column 11, direct solar radiation in horizontal, Wh/m2 
%column 12, dew point temperature, C 
%column 13, date number of the year 
%column 14, date number, in radians 
%column 15, solar declination, in radians 
%column 16, hour angle from solar noon 
%column 17, solar altitude, in radians 
%column 18, direct normal radiation, Wh/m2 
%column 19, solar altitude, in degree 
%column 20, total sky cover 
%column 21, opaque sky cover 
%column 22, horizontal infrared radiation intensty 
383 
%column 23, atmospheric pressure 
%column 24, global horizontal radiation, 
  
384 
%************************** TRYDRY_Hu_control.m ****************************** 
%% Step 1: Capturing daily mean value from UKCP09 data 
tic; 




%fprintf('\n Starting at %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a1); 
 
%read file name of daily CSV files 
load filename.mat; 
%read 100 daily csv files 
pday=[]; 
for i=1:100 
%read a csv files % G temp_dmin; H temp_dmax; I vapourpressure_dmean; 
% K sunshie hour; L diffuse radiation; M direct radiation; N pet_dmean 
%p0=dlmread(char(txt(i,4)),',', 'D1..N10957');  % txt(i,4) read scenario data; 
p0=dlmread(char(txt(i,3)),',', 'D1..N10957');  % txt(i,3) read control data; 
 
pday=cat(1,pday,p0);  
fprintf('\n Reading %3d th daily file......', i); 
end 
 
save pday.mat pday; %save raw daily data 
save txt.mat txt; %save file name 
clear p0 i txt; 
pdaily(:,1)=(pday(:,4)+pday(:,5))/2;  %daily mean temperature 
pdaily(:,2)=pday(:,7); %reltive humility 
pdaily(:,3)=pday(:,9)+pday(:,10);  % total incoming solar radiation,  kWh/m2 






%fprintf('\n Ending at   %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a2); 
a=a2-a1; 









fprintf('\n Step 2.1: Capturing temperature data for each month 
...........(Estimated time: 1 min)') 





%fprintf('\n Starting at %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a1); 
 
%capture daily average data from each month; format is Jand_i, such as 
Jan3000_100 
for i=1:100 
 for d=3001:3030 





  s02=['Feb' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',2,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',2,28)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s03=['Mar' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',3,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',3,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s04=['Apr' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',4,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',4,30)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s05=['May' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',5,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',5,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s06=['Jun' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',6,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',6,30)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s07=['Jul' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',7,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',7,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s08=['Aug' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',8,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',8,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s09=['Sep' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',9,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',9,30)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s10=['Oct' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',10,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',10,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 




  s12=['Dec' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',12,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',12,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  eval(s01); 
  eval(s02); 
  eval(s03); 
  eval(s04); 
  eval(s05); 
  eval(s06); 
  eval(s07); 
  eval(s08); 
  eval(s09); 
  eval(s10); 
  eval(s11); 
  eval(s12); 
 end 
end 
clear d s01 s02 s03 s04 s05 s06 s07 s08 s09 s10 s11 s12 
 
 


















s1=['Jan=[Jan;Jan' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];'];   
s2=['Feb=[Feb;Feb' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s3=['Mar=[Mar;Mar' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s4=['Apr=[Apr;Apr' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s5=['May=[May;May' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s6=['Jun=[Jun;Jun' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s7=['Jul=[Jul;Jul' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s8=['Aug=[Aug;Aug' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s9=['Sep=[Sep;Sep' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s10=['Oct=[Oct;Oct' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s11=['Nov=[Nov;Nov' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 




















%fprintf('\n Ending at   %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a2); 
a=a2-a1; 
fprintf('\n Time spent: %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a); 
clear time a1 a2 a i;  %take 50 seconds 
 
 
% Step 2.2: Calculating Cumulative Distribution of temperature 
 
fprintf('\n Step 2.2: Calculating Cumulative Distribution of 
temperature...(Estimated time: 1 min)') 
time=clock; 
a1=time(4:6); 
%fprintf('\n Starting at %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a1);     
 
%Tie rank precentage of the ith value of each daily temperature data within that 

















%Tie rank precentage of the ith value of each daily temperature data within that 





s1=['Jan' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Jan' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s2=['Feb' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Feb' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s3=['Mar' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Mar' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s4=['Apr' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Apr' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s5=['May' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(May' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s6=['Jun' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Jun' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s7=['Jul' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Jul' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s8=['Aug' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Aug' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s9=['Sep' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Sep' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s10=['Oct' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Oct' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s11=['Nov' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Nov' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
















clear d s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 s9 s10 s11 s12  
 




%fprintf('\n Ending at   %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a2); 
a=a2-a1; 
fprintf('\n Time spent: %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a); 
clear time a1 a2 a i;  %take 50 seconds 
 
 
% Step 2.3: Calculate Finkelstein-Schafer statistic of temperature for each 
month 
fprintf('\n Step 2.3: Calculating Finkelstein-Schafer statistic of 





















    Jan_i=[]; 
    Feb_i=[]; 
    Mar_i=[]; 
    Apr_i=[]; 
    May_i=[]; 
    Jun_i=[]; 
    Jul_i=[]; 
    Aug_i=[]; 
    Sep_i=[]; 
    Oct_i=[]; 
    Nov_i=[]; 
    Dec_i=[]; 
   for y=3001:3030 
       s1=['Jan_y=Jan' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s2=['Feb_y=Feb' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s3=['Mar_y=Mar' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s4=['Apr_y=Apr' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s5=['May_y=May' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s6=['Jun_y=Jun' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s7=['Jul_y=Jul' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s8=['Aug_y=Aug' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s9=['Sep_y=Sep' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s10=['Oct_y=Oct' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s11=['Nov_y=Nov' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s12=['Dec_y=Dec' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       eval(s1); 
       eval(s2); 
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       eval(s3); 
       eval(s4); 
       eval(s5); 
       eval(s6); 
       eval(s7); 
       eval(s8); 
       eval(s9); 
       eval(s10); 
       eval(s11); 
       eval(s12); 
       Jan_i=cat(1,Jan_i,Jan_y); 
       Feb_i=cat(1,Feb_i,Feb_y); 
       Mar_i=cat(1,Mar_i,Mar_y); 
       Apr_i=cat(1,Apr_i,Apr_y); 
       May_i=cat(1,May_i,May_y); 
       Jun_i=cat(1,Jun_i,Jun_y); 
       Jul_i=cat(1,Jul_i,Jul_y); 
       Aug_i=cat(1,Aug_i,Aug_y); 
       Sep_i=cat(1,Sep_i,Sep_y); 
       Oct_i=cat(1,Oct_i,Oct_y); 
       Nov_i=cat(1,Nov_i,Nov_y); 
       Dec_i=cat(1,Dec_i,Dec_y); 
   end 
    Jan2=cat(1,Jan2,Jan_i); 
    Feb2=cat(1,Feb2,Feb_i); 
    Mar2=cat(1,Mar2,Mar_i); 
    Apr2=cat(1,Apr2,Apr_i); 
    May2=cat(1,May2,May_i); 
    Jun2=cat(1,Jun2,Jun_i); 
    Jul2=cat(1,Jul2,Jul_i); 
    Aug2=cat(1,Aug2,Aug_i); 
    Sep2=cat(1,Sep2,Sep_i); 
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    Oct2=cat(1,Oct2,Oct_i); 
    Nov2=cat(1,Nov2,Nov_i); 












































save FS_temp.mat FS_temp; 
 
save CDFdiff_temp.mat CDFdiff1 CDFdiff2 CDFdiff3 CDFdiff4 CDFdiff5 




%fprintf('\n Ending at   %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a2); 
a=a2-a1; 





% Step 3.1: Capture solar radiation data for each month in that year and in 
whole 100 years 
fprintf('\n Step 3.1: Capturing solar radiation for each month ............(Estimated 
time: 1 min)') 
load daily; 
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%fprintf('\n Starting at %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a1); 
 
%capture daily average data from each month; format is Jand_i, such as 
Jan3000_100 
for i=1:100 
 for d=3001:3030 




  s02=['Feb' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',2,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',2,28)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s03=['Mar' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',3,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',3,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s04=['Apr' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',4,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',4,30)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s05=['May' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',5,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',5,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 




  s07=['Jul' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',7,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',7,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s08=['Aug' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',8,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',8,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s09=['Sep' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',9,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',9,30)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s10=['Oct' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',10,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',10,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s11=['Nov' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',11,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',11,30)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s12=['Dec' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',12,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',12,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  eval(s01); 
  eval(s02); 
  eval(s03); 
  eval(s04); 
  eval(s05); 
  eval(s06); 
  eval(s07); 
  eval(s08); 
  eval(s09); 
  eval(s10); 
  eval(s11); 




clear d s01 s02 s03 s04 s05 s06 s07 s08 s09 s10 s11 s12 
 
 

















s1=['Jan=[Jan;Jan' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];'];   
s2=['Feb=[Feb;Feb' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s3=['Mar=[Mar;Mar' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s4=['Apr=[Apr;Apr' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s5=['May=[May;May' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s6=['Jun=[Jun;Jun' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s7=['Jul=[Jul;Jul' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s8=['Aug=[Aug;Aug' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s9=['Sep=[Sep;Sep' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s10=['Oct=[Oct;Oct' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s11=['Nov=[Nov;Nov' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 





















%fprintf('\n Ending at   %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a2); 
a=a2-a1; 
fprintf('\n Time spent: %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a); 
clear all;  %take 50 seconds 
 
 
% Step 3.2: Calculating Cumulative Distribution of solar radiation 
time=clock; 
load radiation 
fprintf('\n Step 3.2: Calculating Cumulative Distribution of solar 
radiation...(Estimated time: 1 min)'); 
a1=time(4:6); 
%fprintf('\n Starting at %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a1);     
400 
 
%Tie rank precentage of the ith value of each daily temperature data within that 
















%Tie rank precentage of the ith value of each daily temperature data within that 





s1=['Jan' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Jan' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s2=['Feb' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Feb' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s3=['Mar' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Mar' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s4=['Apr' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Apr' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s5=['May' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(May' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s6=['Jun' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Jun' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s7=['Jul' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Jul' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s8=['Aug' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Aug' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
401 
s9=['Sep' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Sep' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s10=['Oct' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Oct' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s11=['Nov' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Nov' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 















clear d s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 s9 s10 s11 s12  
 




%fprintf('\n Ending at   %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a2); 
a=a2-a1; 
fprintf('\n Time spent: %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a); 
clear time a1 a2 a i;  %take 50 seconds 
 
 
% Step 3.3: Calculate Finkelstein-Schafer statistic of solar radiation for each 
month 
402 
fprintf('\n Step 3.3: Calculating Finkelstein-Schafer statistic of solar 




















    Jan_i=[]; 
    Feb_i=[]; 
    Mar_i=[]; 
    Apr_i=[]; 
    May_i=[]; 
    Jun_i=[]; 
    Jul_i=[]; 
    Aug_i=[]; 
    Sep_i=[]; 
    Oct_i=[]; 
    Nov_i=[]; 
403 
    Dec_i=[]; 
   for y=3001:3030 
       s1=['Jan_y=Jan' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s2=['Feb_y=Feb' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s3=['Mar_y=Mar' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s4=['Apr_y=Apr' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s5=['May_y=May' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s6=['Jun_y=Jun' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s7=['Jul_y=Jul' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s8=['Aug_y=Aug' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s9=['Sep_y=Sep' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s10=['Oct_y=Oct' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s11=['Nov_y=Nov' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s12=['Dec_y=Dec' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       eval(s1); 
       eval(s2); 
       eval(s3); 
       eval(s4); 
       eval(s5); 
       eval(s6); 
       eval(s7); 
       eval(s8); 
       eval(s9); 
       eval(s10); 
       eval(s11); 
       eval(s12); 
       Jan_i=cat(1,Jan_i,Jan_y); 
       Feb_i=cat(1,Feb_i,Feb_y); 
       Mar_i=cat(1,Mar_i,Mar_y); 
       Apr_i=cat(1,Apr_i,Apr_y); 
       May_i=cat(1,May_i,May_y); 
       Jun_i=cat(1,Jun_i,Jun_y); 
404 
       Jul_i=cat(1,Jul_i,Jul_y); 
       Aug_i=cat(1,Aug_i,Aug_y); 
       Sep_i=cat(1,Sep_i,Sep_y); 
       Oct_i=cat(1,Oct_i,Oct_y); 
       Nov_i=cat(1,Nov_i,Nov_y); 
       Dec_i=cat(1,Dec_i,Dec_y); 
   end 
    Jan2=cat(1,Jan2,Jan_i); 
    Feb2=cat(1,Feb2,Feb_i); 
    Mar2=cat(1,Mar2,Mar_i); 
    Apr2=cat(1,Apr2,Apr_i); 
    May2=cat(1,May2,May_i); 
    Jun2=cat(1,Jun2,Jun_i); 
    Jul2=cat(1,Jul2,Jul_i); 
    Aug2=cat(1,Aug2,Aug_i); 
    Sep2=cat(1,Sep2,Sep_i); 
    Oct2=cat(1,Oct2,Oct_i); 
    Nov2=cat(1,Nov2,Nov_i); 












































save FS_rad.mat FS_rad; 
 
406 
save CDFdiff_rad.mat CDFdiff1 CDFdiff2 CDFdiff3 CDFdiff4 CDFdiff5 CDFdiff6 




%fprintf('\n Ending at   %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a2); 
a=a2-a1; 






% Step 4.1: Capture solar relative humidity for each month in that year and in 
whole 100 years 
time=clock; 
fprintf('\n Step 4.1: Capturing relative humidity for each month ..........(Estimated 
time: 1 min)') 
load daily; 




%fprintf('\n Starting at %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a1); 
 
%capture daily average data from each month; format is Jand_i, such as 
Jan3000_100 
for i=1:100 
 for d=3001:3030 





  s02=['Feb' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',2,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',2,28)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s03=['Mar' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',3,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',3,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s04=['Apr' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',4,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',4,30)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s05=['May' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',5,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',5,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s06=['Jun' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',6,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',6,30)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s07=['Jul' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',7,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',7,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s08=['Aug' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',8,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',8,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s09=['Sep' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',9,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',9,30)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  s10=['Oct' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',10,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',10,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 




  s12=['Dec' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=Tempdaily((datenum(' int2str(d) 
',12,1)-1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(' int2str(d) ',12,31)-1096093+10957*(i-
1)));']; 
  eval(s01); 
  eval(s02); 
  eval(s03); 
  eval(s04); 
  eval(s05); 
  eval(s06); 
  eval(s07); 
  eval(s08); 
  eval(s09); 
  eval(s10); 
  eval(s11); 
  eval(s12); 
 end 
end 
clear d s01 s02 s03 s04 s05 s06 s07 s08 s09 s10 s11 s12 
 
 


















s1=['Jan=[Jan;Jan' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];'];   
s2=['Feb=[Feb;Feb' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s3=['Mar=[Mar;Mar' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s4=['Apr=[Apr;Apr' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s5=['May=[May;May' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s6=['Jun=[Jun;Jun' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s7=['Jul=[Jul;Jul' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s8=['Aug=[Aug;Aug' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s9=['Sep=[Sep;Sep' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s10=['Oct=[Oct;Oct' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 
s11=['Nov=[Nov;Nov' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '];']; 




















%fprintf('\n Ending at   %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a2); 
a=a2-a1; 
fprintf('\n Time spent: %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a); 
clear all;  %take 50 seconds 
 
 
% Step 4.2: Calculating Cumulative Distribution of  relative humidity 
fprintf('\n Step 4.2: Calculating Cumulative Distribution of  relative 
humidity...(Estimated time: 1 min)') 
time=clock; 
a1=time(4:6); 
%fprintf('\n Starting at %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a1);     
load humidity 
%Tie rank precentage of the ith value of each daily temperature data within that 


















%Tie rank precentage of the ith value of each daily temperature data within that 




s1=['Jan' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Jan' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s2=['Feb' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Feb' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s3=['Mar' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Mar' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s4=['Apr' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Apr' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s5=['May' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(May' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s6=['Jun' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Jun' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s7=['Jul' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Jul' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s8=['Aug' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Aug' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s9=['Sep' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Sep' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s10=['Oct' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Oct' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
s11=['Nov' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) '=CDFiso(Nov' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
















clear d s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 s9 s10 s11 s12  
 




%fprintf('\n Ending at   %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a2); 
a=a2-a1; 
fprintf('\n Time spent: %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a); 
clear time a1 a2 a i;  %take 50 seconds 
 
 
% Step 4.3: Calculate Finkelstein-Schafer statistic of relative humidity for each 
month 
fprintf('\n Step 4.3: Calculating Finkelstein-Schafer statistic of relative humidity 





















    Jan_i=[]; 
    Feb_i=[]; 
    Mar_i=[]; 
    Apr_i=[]; 
    May_i=[]; 
    Jun_i=[]; 
    Jul_i=[]; 
    Aug_i=[]; 
    Sep_i=[]; 
    Oct_i=[]; 
    Nov_i=[]; 
    Dec_i=[]; 
   for y=3001:3030 
       s1=['Jan_y=Jan' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s2=['Feb_y=Feb' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s3=['Mar_y=Mar' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s4=['Apr_y=Apr' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s5=['May_y=May' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s6=['Jun_y=Jun' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s7=['Jul_y=Jul' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s8=['Aug_y=Aug' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s9=['Sep_y=Sep' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s10=['Oct_y=Oct' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s11=['Nov_y=Nov' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       s12=['Dec_y=Dec' int2str(y) '_' int2str(i) '(:,1);']; 
       eval(s1); 
       eval(s2); 
       eval(s3); 
414 
       eval(s4); 
       eval(s5); 
       eval(s6); 
       eval(s7); 
       eval(s8); 
       eval(s9); 
       eval(s10); 
       eval(s11); 
       eval(s12); 
       Jan_i=cat(1,Jan_i,Jan_y); 
       Feb_i=cat(1,Feb_i,Feb_y); 
       Mar_i=cat(1,Mar_i,Mar_y); 
       Apr_i=cat(1,Apr_i,Apr_y); 
       May_i=cat(1,May_i,May_y); 
       Jun_i=cat(1,Jun_i,Jun_y); 
       Jul_i=cat(1,Jul_i,Jul_y); 
       Aug_i=cat(1,Aug_i,Aug_y); 
       Sep_i=cat(1,Sep_i,Sep_y); 
       Oct_i=cat(1,Oct_i,Oct_y); 
       Nov_i=cat(1,Nov_i,Nov_y); 
       Dec_i=cat(1,Dec_i,Dec_y); 
   end 
    Jan2=cat(1,Jan2,Jan_i); 
    Feb2=cat(1,Feb2,Feb_i); 
    Mar2=cat(1,Mar2,Mar_i); 
    Apr2=cat(1,Apr2,Apr_i); 
    May2=cat(1,May2,May_i); 
    Jun2=cat(1,Jun2,Jun_i); 
    Jul2=cat(1,Jul2,Jul_i); 
    Aug2=cat(1,Aug2,Aug_i); 
    Sep2=cat(1,Sep2,Sep_i); 
    Oct2=cat(1,Oct2,Oct_i); 
415 
    Nov2=cat(1,Nov2,Nov_i); 












































save FS_relhum.mat FS_relhum; 
 
save CDFdiff_relhum.mat CDFdiff1 CDFdiff2 CDFdiff3 CDFdiff4 CDFdiff5 




%fprintf('\n Ending at   %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a2); 
a=a2-a1; 






% Step 5: Selecting three months with the lowest FS ranking 
fprintf('\n Step 5: Selecting three months with the lowest FS 
















for o=1:12  %12 months 
 for z=1:3 %first three low value 
  n(z,o)=floor((a(z,o)-1)/30)+1;  % n is set of data 




clear XI XI_rad XI_relhum XI_temp o z  
 
save yearall.mat; 
save year.mat n y; 
 
 
% Step 6: Calculate daily wind speed 




%fprintf('\n Starting at %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a1); 
 
418 
load pday; % load raw daily data 
 
JD=pday(:,1); %Day Number of the year 
Tmax=pday(:,5)+273.16;  %Tmax, K 
Tmin=pday(:,4)+273.16;  %Tmin, K 
temp1=(pday(:,4)+pday(:,5))/2;  %daily mean temperature 
ss=pday(:,8);  % sunshine hours day total 
 
Rs=pday(:,9)+pday(:,10);  % total incoming solar radiation, MJ/m2/d 
PET=pday(:,11);   
 
ea=pday(:,6)/10; 










0.1398*cos(3*JD)+0.07187*sin(3*JD))*pi/180; %results in radians 





Omiga=acos(-tan(lat).*tan(DEC));  %calcuate sunset hour angle 
 










JD=2*pi*JD/366; %Julian day in radians 
dr=1+0.033*cos(JD); %inverse relative distance from Earth to sun 
Gsc=0.0820; %solar constant, MJ/m2/min 
 
Ra=1440/pi*Gsc.*dr.*(Omiga.*sin(lat).*sin(DEC)+cos(lat).*cos(DEC).*sin(Omiga
)); %extraterrestrial radiation, ML/m2/d 
z=0; % station elevation, meter 
Rso=(0.75+2e-5*z)*Ra;  %daily clear sky solar radiation Rso at z meter, 
ML/m2/d 
 




% outgoing net longwave radiation, from Irmak's paper 
 
alpha=0.23; %albedo or canopy reflection coefficient, 0.23 for a grass reference 
crop surface 
Rns=0.77*(0.25+0.5*ssf).*Ra;  % incoming net shortwave raditaion, Rns, 
balance between incoming and reflected solar radiation 
%Rns=(1-alpha)*Rs, Irmak's paper 
 
Rn=Rns-Rnl; %net radiation at the crop surface, MJ/m2/day 
 




%calculate lambda, latent heat of vaporization, MJ*kg-1 
lambda=2.501-2.361e-3*temp1; 
%calculate P, atmospheric presure at eleveation z, kPa 
P=101.3; 
%calculate r, psychrometric constant, kPa/K 
r=0.00163*P./lambda; 









ea)./(temp1+2731.6)-0.34*PET.*r); %wind speed at 2m 
 
wnf=log((2-0.08)/0.015)/log((10-0.08)/0.015); %convert wind speed at 2m to 
10m 





 if windspeed(i,1)<0 
 windspeed(i,1)=-windspeed(i,1); 
 index1=index1-1; 
 end  %delete negative values 




 end  %set 21 m/s as threshold, if the windspeed over 21, set to 21 
end 
 
if windspeed(1,1)>20  % for i=1 




 if windspeed(i,1)>20 
 windspeed(i,1)=(windspeed(i-1,1)+windspeed(i+1,1))/2; 




if windspeed(size(windspeed,1),1)>20  % for i=size(windspeed,1) 






%fprintf('\n Ending at   %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a2); 
%a=a2-a1; 
%fprintf('\n Time spent: %4d hour %4d min %4.2f second', a); 
%clear a1 a2 a 
save windall.mat; 
save wind.mat windspeed; 
clear all 
 
% Step 7: Calculate monthly mean wind speed 
load wind.mat 
422 
fprintf('\n Step 7: Calculate monthly mean wind speed......................(Estimated 
time: 3 secs)'); 
WindDev=zeros(3000,12); 
for i=1:100 
 for d=3001:3030 
        WindDev((i-1)*30+d-3000,1)=mean(windspeed((datenum(d,1,1)-
1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(d,1,31)-1096093+10957*(i-1)))); 
        WindDev((i-1)*30+d-3000,2)=mean(windspeed((datenum(d,2,1)-
1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(d,2,28)-1096093+10957*(i-1)))); 
        WindDev((i-1)*30+d-3000,3)=mean(windspeed((datenum(d,3,1)-
1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(d,3,31)-1096093+10957*(i-1)))); 
        WindDev((i-1)*30+d-3000,4)=mean(windspeed((datenum(d,4,1)-
1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(d,4,30)-1096093+10957*(i-1)))); 
        WindDev((i-1)*30+d-3000,5)=mean(windspeed((datenum(d,5,1)-
1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(d,5,31)-1096093+10957*(i-1)))); 
        WindDev((i-1)*30+d-3000,6)=mean(windspeed((datenum(d,6,1)-
1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(d,6,30)-1096093+10957*(i-1)))); 
        WindDev((i-1)*30+d-3000,7)=mean(windspeed((datenum(d,7,1)-
1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(d,7,31)-1096093+10957*(i-1)))); 
        WindDev((i-1)*30+d-3000,8)=mean(windspeed((datenum(d,8,1)-
1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(d,8,31)-1096093+10957*(i-1)))); 
        WindDev((i-1)*30+d-3000,9)=mean(windspeed((datenum(d,9,1)-
1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(d,9,30)-1096093+10957*(i-1)))); 
        WindDev((i-1)*30+d-3000,10)=mean(windspeed((datenum(d,10,1)-
1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(d,10,31)-1096093+10957*(i-1)))); 
        WindDev((i-1)*30+d-3000,11)=mean(windspeed((datenum(d,11,1)-
1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(d,11,30)-1096093+10957*(i-1)))); 
        WindDev((i-1)*30+d-3000,12)=mean(windspeed((datenum(d,12,1)-
1096093+10957*(i-1)):(datenum(d,12,31)-1096093+10957*(i-1)))); 
        %1096093=datenum(3000,12,31);10957=datenum(3030,12,31)-
datenum(3000,12,31) 
    end 
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end 
clear d i windspeed; 
save WindDev.mat WindDev; 
clear all; 
 
% Step 8: Calculate the deviation of the monthly mean wind speed from the 
% corresponding multi-year calendar month mean 
load WindDev; 
fprintf('\n Step 8: Calculate  monthly mean wind speed 













year=zeros(2,12);             
for i=1:12 
    year(1,i)=y(A(1,i),i); 
    year(2,i)=n(A(1,i),i); 
end 
 
save yearnumber.mat year; 
 
fprintf('\n  Selected 12 months for TRY:'); 
fprintf('\n    Jan is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,1)); 
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fprintf('\n    Feb is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,2)); 
fprintf('\n    Mar is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,3)); 
fprintf('\n    Apr is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,4)); 
fprintf('\n    May is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,5)); 
fprintf('\n    Jun is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,6)); 
fprintf('\n    Jul is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,7)); 
fprintf('\n    Aug is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,8)); 
fprintf('\n    Sep is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,9)); 
fprintf('\n    Oct is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,10)); 
fprintf('\n    Nov is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,11)); 
fprintf('\n    Dec is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,12)); 
 
% Step 9: Generating TRY data(CIBSE format) 
clear all; 
fprintf('\n Step 9: Generating TRY data(CIBSE format)......................(Estimated 









   p0=dlmread(char(txt(year(2,i),1)),',', 'A1..K262968'); %1 control data  
   %p0=dlmread(char(txt(year(2,i),2)),',', 'A1..K262968'); %2 senario data 
   for m=1:262968 
       if ((p0(m,1)==year(1,i)) && (p0(m,2)==i)&&(p0(m,3)==1)&&(p0(m,4)==0)) 
           TRY(a:(a+DayNu(i)*24-1),:)=p0(m:m+DayNu(i)*24-1,:); 
       end 
   end 
   a=a+24*DayNu(i); 
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end 
save TestReferenceYear.mat TRY 
clear DayNu a i m p0 txt; 
 
 
% Step 10: Adjusting the hourly value at the begining and end of each 
% month 
fprintf('\n Step 10: Adjusting hourly value at begining and end of each 
month...(Estimated time: 25 secs)'); 
TRY_S=TRY; 
for q=6:8 %column 6,7,8  are temp_hmean,vapourpressure_hmean and 
relhum_hmean 














% smooth other months 
for i=10:8760 
    if (TRY(i,2)>TRY(i-1,2)) 
        y(1)=TRY(i-8,q); 
        y(5)=TRY(i+7,q); 
        y(3)=mean(TRY(i-8:i+7,q)); 
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        y(2)=mean(TRY(i-8:i-1,q)); 
        y(4)=mean(TRY(i:i+7,q)); 
        x=[1,4.75,8.5,13.25,16]; 
        xx=1:16; 
        yy=spline(x,y,xx); 
        TRY_S(i-8:i+7,q)=yy'; 
    end 
end 
end 
save TestReferenceYear_Smoothed.mat TRY_S; 
clear y1 y2 y0 y x xx yy i q; 
 
% Step 11: Caculate dew point temeperature, horizontal infrared and direct 
normal radiation 
fprintf('\n Step 11: Generating TRY data (EPW format):'); 
fprintf('\n Step 11.1: Calculating dew point temeperature..................(Estimated 
time: 1 sec)'); 
r=17.271*TRY_S(:,6)./(237.7+TRY_S(:,6))+log(TRY_S(:,8)); 
TRY_S(:,12)=237.7*r./(17.271-r);  %column 12, dew point temperature,  
 
for i=1:8760 
    if TRY_S(:,12)>TRY_S(:,6) 
        TRY_S(:,12)=TRY_S(:,6); 






fprintf('\n Step 11.2: Calculating direct normal radiation.................(Estimated 
time: 5 secs)'); 
%column 13, date number OF the year 
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TRY_S(1,13)=1; % first day number is 1 
for i=2:8760 
 if or(TRY_S(i,3)>TRY_S(i-1,3),TRY_S(i,2)>TRY_S(i-1,2)) 
  TRY_S(i,13)=TRY_S(i-1,13)+1; 
 else 




%column 15, DEC, solar Declination (between the earth-sun line and the 





%column 16, HRA, hour angle from solar noon, 15 degree per hour, in radians 
TRY_S(:,16)=15*(TRY_S(:,4)/100-11.5)*pi/180;  
%LAT, geographical latitude (south negative), in radians 
load latitude 
LAT=latitude*pi/180; 
%column 17, ALT, solar altitude(from horizontal max 90 zenith), in radians,  
TRY_S(:,17)=asin(sin(TRY_S(:,15))*sin(LAT)+cos(LAT)*cos(TRY_S(:,16)).*cos(
TRY_S(:,15))); 




 if TRY_S(i,18)<0 





%delete unreasonable value at sunrise and sunset, (solar altitude <11 degree, 
direct normal>100) 



















end  %re-run, when direct normal over 100, set to avearge of nearby values 
 
 
fprintf('\n Step 11.3: Calculating cloud cover..............................(Estimated time: 
2 secs)'); 
TRY_SS(:,20)=10*(1-TRY_SS(:,9));  %column 20, total sky cover in tenth 
for i=1:8760 






% night cloud covers are equal to interpolation of cloud covers at sunrise and 
sunset time  
c1=0; 
for i=2:8760 
 if TRY_SS(i,19)*TRY_SS(i-1,19)<0 
 c1=c1+1; 
 Index(c1)=i; 








end %liner interpolate cloud cover at night time 
 
for i=1:8760 
 TRY_SS(i,20)=round(TRY_SS(i,20));  
end %integral function  
% 
fprintf('\n Step 11.4: Calculating horizontal infrared radiation 
intensty...(Estimated time: 2 secs)'); 
TRY_SS(:,21)=round(TRY_SS(:,20)/2); %column 21, opaque sky cover, 
assumed as half the value of total sky cover 
SkyE=(0.787+0.764*log((TRY_SS(:,12)+273)/273)).*(1+0.0224*TRY_SS(:,21)+
0.0035*TRY_SS(:,21).^2+0.00028*TRY_SS(:,21).^3); 
TRY_SS(:,22)=5.6697e-8*SkyE.*(TRY_SS(:,6)+273).^4; %column 22, 
horizontal infrared radiation intensty 
 
TRY_SS(:,23)=101300; %column 23, atmospheric pressure 
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TRY_SS(:,24)=TRY_SS(:,10)+TRY_SS(:,11); %column 24, global horizontal 
radiation,  
TRY_SS(:,8)=floor(100*TRY_SS(:,8));  %column 8, relative humidity, in 
precentage 
save TRY_EPW TRY_SS 
dlmwrite('TRY.csv',TRY_SS); 
fprintf('\n Congratulation!!! TRY is saved as ''TRY.csv'''); 
clear; 
%% 




fprintf('\n Total '); 
toc; 
 
%column  1, year 
%column  2, month 
%column  3, date of the month 
%column  4, hour 
%column  5, precip htotal, mm/hour 
%column  6, hourly temperature, degree C 
%column  7, vapour pressure, hPa 
%column  8, relative humidity, % 
%column  9, sunshine hour, hours 
%column 10, diffuse solar radiation, Wh/m2 
%column 11, direct solar radiation in horizontal, Wh/m2 
%column 12, dew point temperature, C 
%column 13, date number of the year 
%column 14, date number, in radians 
%column 15, solar declination, in radians 
%column 16, hour angle from solar noon 
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%column 17, solar altitude, in radians 
%column 18, direct normal radiation, Wh/m2 
%column 19, solar altitude, in degree 
%column 20, total sky cover 
%column 21, opaque sky cover 
%column 22, horizontal infrared radiation intensty 
%column 23, atmospheric pressure 
%column 24, global horizontal radiation, 
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%************************** DRY85_Hu_Part_control.m *************************** 
%% Step 12: Calculating monthly mean temperature for 3000 years 
fprintf('\n Calculating DRY at 85 percentile...'); 
fprintf('\n Step 12: Calculating monthly mean temperature for 3000 
years...(Estimated time: 1 min)') 
  
load temperature; 




    for d=3001:3030 
        m=m+1; 
        s1=['MonthMeanTemp(m,1)=mean(Jan' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s2=['MonthMeanTemp(m,2)=mean(Feb' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s3=['MonthMeanTemp(m,3)=mean(Mar' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s4=['MonthMeanTemp(m,4)=mean(Apr' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s5=['MonthMeanTemp(m,5)=mean(May' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s6=['MonthMeanTemp(m,6)=mean(Jun' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s7=['MonthMeanTemp(m,7)=mean(Jul' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s8=['MonthMeanTemp(m,8)=mean(Aug' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s9=['MonthMeanTemp(m,9)=mean(Sep' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s10=['MonthMeanTemp(m,10)=mean(Oct' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s11=['MonthMeanTemp(m,11)=mean(Nov' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s12=['MonthMeanTemp(m,12)=mean(Dec' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        eval(s1); 
        eval(s2); 
        eval(s3); 
        eval(s4); 
        eval(s5); 
        eval(s6); 
        eval(s7); 
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        eval(s8); 
        eval(s9); 
        eval(s10); 
        eval(s11); 
        eval(s12); 















save MonthMeanTemp.mat MonthMeanTemp MeanTemp 
 
clear d s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 s9 s10 s11 s12  
 
clear;  
%% Step 13: Selecting month for Design Reference Year 
fprintf('\n Step 13: Selecting month for Design Reference 
Year.............(Estimated time: 1 sec)') 
load MonthMeanTemp 
for i=1:12 





















    yearnumberJan=YearJanFebJunJulAug(i,1); 
    yearnumberFeb=YearJanFebJunJulAug(i,2); 
    yearnumberJun=YearJanFebJunJulAug(i,3); 
    yearnumberJul=YearJanFebJunJulAug(i,4); 
    yearnumberAug=YearJanFebJunJulAug(i,5); 
    yearnumberDec=YearJanFebJunJulAug(i,6); 
    JanMonth=Jan((yearnumberJan-1)*31+1:(yearnumberJan-1)*31+31); 
    FebMonth=Feb((yearnumberFeb-1)*28+1:(yearnumberFeb-1)*28+28); 
    JunMonth=Jun((yearnumberJun-1)*30+1:(yearnumberJun-1)*30+30); 
    JulMonth=Jul((yearnumberJul-1)*31+1:(yearnumberJul-1)*31+31); 
    AugMonth=Aug((yearnumberAug-1)*31+1:(yearnumberAug-1)*31+31); 
    DecMonth=Dec((yearnumberDec-1)*31+1:(yearnumberDec-1)*31+31); 
    Jan30=cat(1,JanMonth,Jan30); 
    Feb30=cat(1,FebMonth,Feb30); 
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    Jun30=cat(1,JunMonth,Jun30); 
    Jul30=cat(1,JulMonth,Jul30); 
    Aug30=cat(1,AugMonth,Aug30); 
    Dec30=cat(1,DecMonth,Dec30); 
end 






% calculate FS-stat for selected 30 months 
for i=1:30  
    CDFJan(:,i)=CDFiso(Jan30Month(:,i)); 
    CDFFeb(:,i)=CDFiso(Feb30Month(:,i)); 
    CDFJun(:,i)=CDFiso(Jun30Month(:,i)); 
    CDFJul(:,i)=CDFiso(Jul30Month(:,i)); 
    CDFAug(:,i)=CDFiso(Aug30Month(:,i)); 







































































    for d=3001:3030 
        m=m+1; 
        s1=['MonthMeanRad(m,1)=mean(Jan' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s2=['MonthMeanRad(m,2)=mean(Feb' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s3=['MonthMeanRad(m,3)=mean(Mar' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s4=['MonthMeanRad(m,4)=mean(Apr' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s5=['MonthMeanRad(m,5)=mean(May' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s6=['MonthMeanRad(m,6)=mean(Jun' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s7=['MonthMeanRad(m,7)=mean(Jul' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
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        s8=['MonthMeanRad(m,8)=mean(Aug' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s9=['MonthMeanRad(m,9)=mean(Sep' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s10=['MonthMeanRad(m,10)=mean(Oct' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s11=['MonthMeanRad(m,11)=mean(Nov' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s12=['MonthMeanRad(m,12)=mean(Dec' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        eval(s1); 
        eval(s2); 
        eval(s3); 
        eval(s4); 
        eval(s5); 
        eval(s6); 
        eval(s7); 
        eval(s8); 
        eval(s9); 
        eval(s10); 
        eval(s11); 
        eval(s12); 
    end 
end 
save MonthMeanRad.mat MonthMeanRad 
 
FiveMonthRadMean(:,1)=MonthMeanRad(YearNumberDRY(1,:),1); %Selected 








YearNumberDRYFinal(1)=YearNumberDRY(1,XX(1,1)); %Select the month 
having lowest solar radiation 
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YearNumberDRYFinal(2)=YearNumberDRY(2,XX(1,2)); %Select the month 
having lowest solar radiation 
YearNumberDRYFinal(6)=YearNumberDRY(6,XX(5,3)); %Select the month 
having highest solar radiation 
YearNumberDRYFinal(7)=YearNumberDRY(7,XX(5,4)); %Select the month 
having highest solar radiation 
YearNumberDRYFinal(8)=YearNumberDRY(8,XX(5,5)); %Select the month 
having highest solar radiation 
YearNumberDRYFinal(12)=YearNumberDRY(12,XX(5,6)); %Select the month 
having highest solar radiation 





for o=1:12  %12 months 
  n(o)=floor((a(o)-1)/30)+1;  % n is set of data 














fprintf('\n  Selected 5 months for DRY:'); 
440 
fprintf('\n    Jan is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,1)); 
fprintf('\n    Feb is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,2)); 
fprintf('\n    Jun is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,6)); 
fprintf('\n    Jul is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,7)); 
fprintf('\n    Aug is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,8)); 
fprintf('\n    Dec is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,12)); 
save yearDRY.mat n y; 
clear all;  
 
%% Step 14: Generating DSY data(CIBSE format) 
fprintf('\n Step 14: Generating DSY data(CIBSE format).....................(Estimated 










   p0=dlmread(char(txt(year(2,i),1)),',', 'A1..K262968'); %1 control data  
   %p0=dlmread(char(txt(year(2,i),2)),',', 'A1..K262968'); %2 senario data 
   for m=1:262968 
       if ((p0(m,1)==year(1,i)) && (p0(m,2)==i)&&(p0(m,3)==1)&&(p0(m,4)==0)) 
           DRY(a:(a+DayNu(i)*24-1),:)=p0(m:m+DayNu(i)*24-1,:); 
       end 
   end 
   a=a+24*DayNu(i); 
end 




% Step 15: Adjusting the hourly value at the begining and end of each 
% month 
fprintf('\n Step 15: Adjusting hourly value at begining and end of each 
month...(Estimated time: 25 secs)'); 
load DesignReferenceYear 
DRY_S=DRY; 
for q=6:8 %column 6,7,8  are temp_hmean,vapourpressure_hmean and 
relhum_hmean 














% smooth other months 
for i=10:8760 
    if (DRY(i,2)>DRY(i-1,2)) 
        y(1)=DRY(i-8,q); 
        y(5)=DRY(i+7,q); 
        y(3)=mean(DRY(i-8:i+7,q)); 
        y(2)=mean(DRY(i-8:i-1,q)); 
        y(4)=mean(DRY(i:i+7,q)); 
        x=[1,4.75,8.5,13.25,16]; 
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        xx=1:16; 
        yy=spline(x,y,xx); 
        DRY_S(i-8:i+7,q)=yy'; 
    end 
end 
end 
save DesignReferenceYear_Smoothed.mat DRY_S; 
clear y1 y2 y0 y x xx yy i q; 
 
% Step 16: Caculate dew point temeperature, horizontal infrared and direct 
normal radiation 
fprintf('\n Step 16: Caculating parameters for EPW format:'); 
fprintf('\n Step 16.1: Caculating dew point temeperature...................(Estimated 
time: 1 secs)'); 
r=17.271*DRY_S(:,6)./(237.7+DRY_S(:,6))+log(DRY_S(:,8)); 
DRY_S(:,12)=237.7*r./(17.271-r);  %column 12, dew point temperature,  
 
for i=1:8760 
    if DRY_S(:,12)>DRY_S(:,6) 
        DRY_S(:,12)=DRY_S(:,6); 






fprintf('\n Step 16.2: Caculating direct normal radiation..................(Estimated 
time: 5 secs)'); 
%column 13, date number OF the year 
DRY_S(1,13)=1; % first day number is 1 
for i=2:8760 
 if or(DRY_S(i,3)>DRY_S(i-1,3),DRY_S(i,2)>DRY_S(i-1,2)) 
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  DRY_S(i,13)=DRY_S(i-1,13)+1; 
 else 




%column 15, DEC, solar Declination (between the earth-sun line and the 





%column 16, HRA, hour angle from solar noon, 15 degree per hour, in radians 
DRY_S(:,16)=15*(DRY_S(:,4)/100-11.5)*pi/180;  
%LAT, geographical latitude (south negative), in radians 
load latitude 
LAT=latitude*pi/180; 
%column 17, ALT, solar altitude(from horizontal max 90 zenith), in radians,  
DRY_S(:,17)=asin(sin(DRY_S(:,15))*sin(LAT)+cos(LAT)*cos(DRY_S(:,16)).*cos
(DRY_S(:,15))); 




 if DRY_S(i,18)<0 




%delete unreasonable value at sunrise and sunset, (solar altitude <11 degree, 
direct normal>100) 




















end  %re-run, when direct normal over 100, set to avearge of nearby values 
 
 
fprintf('\n Step 16.3: Caculating cloud cover..............................(Estimated time: 
2 secs)'); 
DRY_SS(:,20)=10*(1-DRY_SS(:,9));  %column 20, total sky cover in tenth 
for i=1:8760 





% night cloud covers are equal to interpolation of cloud covers at sunrise and 




 if DRY_SS(i,19)*DRY_SS(i-1,19)<0 
 c1=c1+1; 
 Index(c1)=i; 








end %liner interpolate cloud cover at night time 
 
for i=1:8760 
 DRY_SS(i,20)=round(DRY_SS(i,20));  
end %integral function  
% 
fprintf('\n Step 16.4: Caculating horizontal infrared radiation intensty...(Estimated 
time: 2 secs)'); 
DRY_SS(:,21)=round(DRY_SS(:,20)/2); %column 21, opaque sky cover, 
assumed as half the value of total sky cover 
SkyE=(0.787+0.764*log((DRY_SS(:,12)+273)/273)).*(1+0.0224*DRY_SS(:,21)+
0.0035*DRY_SS(:,21).^2+0.00028*DRY_SS(:,21).^3); 
DRY_SS(:,22)=5.6697e-8*SkyE.*(DRY_SS(:,6)+273).^4; %column 22, 
horizontal infrared radiation intensty 
 
DRY_SS(:,23)=101300; %column 23, atmospheric pressure 
DRY_SS(:,24)=DRY_SS(:,10)+DRY_SS(:,11); %column 24, global horizontal 
radiation,  
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DRY_SS(:,8)=floor(100*DRY_SS(:,8));  %column 8, relative humidity, in 
precentage 
DRY85_SS=DRY_SS; 
save DRY85_EPW.mat DRY85_SS 
dlmwrite('DRY85.csv',DRY85_SS); 
fprintf('\n Congratulation!!! DRY at 85 centile is saved as ''DRY85.csv'''); 
 
 
%column  1, year 
%column  2, month 
%column  3, date of the month 
%column  4, hour 
%column  5, precip htotal, mm/hour 
%column  6, hourly temperature, degree C 
%column  7, vapour pressure, hPa 
%column  8, relative humidity, % 
%column  9, sunshine hour, hours 
%column 10, diffuse solar radiation, Wh/m2 
%column 11, direct solar radiation in horizontal, Wh/m2 
%column 12, dew point temperature, C 
%column 13, date number of the year 
%column 14, date number, in radians 
%column 15, solar declination, in radians 
%column 16, hour angle from solar noon 
%column 17, solar altitude, in radians 
%column 18, direct normal radiation, Wh/m2 
%column 19, solar altitude, in degree 
%column 20, total sky cover 
%column 21, opaque sky cover 
%column 22, horizontal infrared radiation intensty 
%column 23, atmospheric pressure 




%************************** DRY99_Hu_Part_control.m *************************** 
%% Step 12: Calculating monthly mean temperature for 3000 years 
fprintf('\n Calculating DRY at 99 percentile...'); 
fprintf('\n Step 12: Calculating monthly mean temperature for 3000 
years...(Estimated time: 1 min)') 
  
load temperature; 




    for d=3001:3030 
        m=m+1; 
        s1=['MonthMeanTemp(m,1)=mean(Jan' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s2=['MonthMeanTemp(m,2)=mean(Feb' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s3=['MonthMeanTemp(m,3)=mean(Mar' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s4=['MonthMeanTemp(m,4)=mean(Apr' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s5=['MonthMeanTemp(m,5)=mean(May' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s6=['MonthMeanTemp(m,6)=mean(Jun' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s7=['MonthMeanTemp(m,7)=mean(Jul' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s8=['MonthMeanTemp(m,8)=mean(Aug' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s9=['MonthMeanTemp(m,9)=mean(Sep' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s10=['MonthMeanTemp(m,10)=mean(Oct' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s11=['MonthMeanTemp(m,11)=mean(Nov' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s12=['MonthMeanTemp(m,12)=mean(Dec' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        eval(s1); 
        eval(s2); 
        eval(s3); 
        eval(s4); 
        eval(s5); 
        eval(s6); 
        eval(s7); 
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        eval(s8); 
        eval(s9); 
        eval(s10); 
        eval(s11); 
        eval(s12); 















save MonthMeanTemp.mat MonthMeanTemp MeanTemp 
 
clear d s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 s9 s10 s11 s12  
clear;  
%% Step 13: Selecting month for Design Reference Year 
fprintf('\n Step 13: Selecting month for Design Reference 

























    yearnumberJan=YearJanFebJunJulAug(i,1); 
    yearnumberFeb=YearJanFebJunJulAug(i,2); 
    yearnumberJun=YearJanFebJunJulAug(i,3); 
    yearnumberJul=YearJanFebJunJulAug(i,4); 
    yearnumberAug=YearJanFebJunJulAug(i,5); 
    yearnumberDec=YearJanFebJunJulAug(i,6); 
    JanMonth=Jan((yearnumberJan-1)*31+1:(yearnumberJan-1)*31+31); 
    FebMonth=Feb((yearnumberFeb-1)*28+1:(yearnumberFeb-1)*28+28); 
    JunMonth=Jun((yearnumberJun-1)*30+1:(yearnumberJun-1)*30+30); 
    JulMonth=Jul((yearnumberJul-1)*31+1:(yearnumberJul-1)*31+31); 
    AugMonth=Aug((yearnumberAug-1)*31+1:(yearnumberAug-1)*31+31); 
    DecMonth=Dec((yearnumberDec-1)*31+1:(yearnumberDec-1)*31+31); 
    Jan30=cat(1,JanMonth,Jan30); 
    Feb30=cat(1,FebMonth,Feb30); 
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    Jun30=cat(1,JunMonth,Jun30); 
    Jul30=cat(1,JulMonth,Jul30); 
    Aug30=cat(1,AugMonth,Aug30); 
    Dec30=cat(1,DecMonth,Dec30); 
end 






% calculate FS-stat for selected 30 months 
for i=1:30  
    CDFJan(:,i)=CDFiso(Jan30Month(:,i)); 
    CDFFeb(:,i)=CDFiso(Feb30Month(:,i)); 
    CDFJun(:,i)=CDFiso(Jun30Month(:,i)); 
    CDFJul(:,i)=CDFiso(Jul30Month(:,i)); 
    CDFAug(:,i)=CDFiso(Aug30Month(:,i)); 







































































    for d=3001:3030 
        m=m+1; 
        s1=['MonthMeanRad(m,1)=mean(Jan' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s2=['MonthMeanRad(m,2)=mean(Feb' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s3=['MonthMeanRad(m,3)=mean(Mar' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s4=['MonthMeanRad(m,4)=mean(Apr' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s5=['MonthMeanRad(m,5)=mean(May' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s6=['MonthMeanRad(m,6)=mean(Jun' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s7=['MonthMeanRad(m,7)=mean(Jul' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
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        s8=['MonthMeanRad(m,8)=mean(Aug' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s9=['MonthMeanRad(m,9)=mean(Sep' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s10=['MonthMeanRad(m,10)=mean(Oct' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s11=['MonthMeanRad(m,11)=mean(Nov' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        s12=['MonthMeanRad(m,12)=mean(Dec' int2str(d) '_' int2str(i) ');']; 
        eval(s1); 
        eval(s2); 
        eval(s3); 
        eval(s4); 
        eval(s5); 
        eval(s6); 
        eval(s7); 
        eval(s8); 
        eval(s9); 
        eval(s10); 
        eval(s11); 
        eval(s12); 
    end 
end 
save MonthMeanRad.mat MonthMeanRad 
 
FiveMonthRadMean(:,1)=MonthMeanRad(YearNumberDRY(1,:),1); %Selected 








YearNumberDRYFinal(1)=YearNumberDRY(1,XX(1,1)); %Select the month 
having lowest solar radiation 
455 
YearNumberDRYFinal(2)=YearNumberDRY(2,XX(1,2)); %Select the month 
having lowest solar radiation 
YearNumberDRYFinal(6)=YearNumberDRY(6,XX(5,3)); %Select the month 
having highest solar radiation 
YearNumberDRYFinal(7)=YearNumberDRY(7,XX(5,4)); %Select the month 
having highest solar radiation 
YearNumberDRYFinal(8)=YearNumberDRY(8,XX(5,5)); %Select the month 
having highest solar radiation 
YearNumberDRYFinal(12)=YearNumberDRY(12,XX(5,6)); %Select the month 
having highest solar radiation 





for o=1:12  %12 months 
  n(o)=floor((a(o)-1)/30)+1;  % n is set of data 














fprintf('\n  Selected 6 months for DRY:'); 
456 
fprintf('\n    Jan is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,1)); 
fprintf('\n    Feb is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,2)); 
fprintf('\n    Jun is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,6)); 
fprintf('\n    Jul is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,7)); 
fprintf('\n    Aug is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,8)); 
fprintf('\n    Dec is from year %4d _ %2d th data set', year(:,12)); 
save yearDRY.mat n y; 
 
clear all;  
 
%% Step 14: Generating DSY data(CIBSE format) 
fprintf('\n Step 14: Generating DSY data(CIBSE format).....................(Estimated 










   p0=dlmread(char(txt(year(2,i),1)),',', 'A1..K262968'); %1 control data  
   %p0=dlmread(char(txt(year(2,i),2)),',', 'A1..K262968'); %2 senario data 
   for m=1:262968 
       if ((p0(m,1)==year(1,i)) && (p0(m,2)==i)&&(p0(m,3)==1)&&(p0(m,4)==0)) 
           DRY(a:(a+DayNu(i)*24-1),:)=p0(m:m+DayNu(i)*24-1,:); 
       end 
   end 
   a=a+24*DayNu(i); 
end 




% Step 15: Adjusting the hourly value at the begining and end of each 
% month 
fprintf('\n Step 15: Adjusting hourly value at begining and end of each 
month...(Estimated time: 25 secs)'); 
load DesignReferenceYear 
DRY_S=DRY; 
for q=6:8 %column 6,7,8  are temp_hmean,vapourpressure_hmean and 
relhum_hmean 














% smooth other months 
for i=10:8760 
    if (DRY(i,2)>DRY(i-1,2)) 
        y(1)=DRY(i-8,q); 
        y(5)=DRY(i+7,q); 
        y(3)=mean(DRY(i-8:i+7,q)); 
        y(2)=mean(DRY(i-8:i-1,q)); 
        y(4)=mean(DRY(i:i+7,q)); 
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        x=[1,4.75,8.5,13.25,16]; 
        xx=1:16; 
        yy=spline(x,y,xx); 
        DRY_S(i-8:i+7,q)=yy'; 
    end 
end 
end 
save DesignReferenceYear_Smoothed.mat DRY_S; 
clear y1 y2 y0 y x xx yy i q; 
 
% Step 16: Caculate dew point temeperature, horizontal infrared and direct 
normal radiation 
fprintf('\n Step 16: Caculating parameters for EPW format:'); 
fprintf('\n Step 16.1: Caculating dew point temeperature...................(Estimated 
time: 1 secs)'); 
r=17.271*DRY_S(:,6)./(237.7+DRY_S(:,6))+log(DRY_S(:,8)); 
DRY_S(:,12)=237.7*r./(17.271-r);  %column 12, dew point temperature,  
 
for i=1:8760 
    if DRY_S(:,12)>DRY_S(:,6) 
        DRY_S(:,12)=DRY_S(:,6); 






fprintf('\n Step 16.2: Caculating direct normal radiation..................(Estimated 
time: 5 secs)'); 
%column 13, date number OF the year 
DRY_S(1,13)=1; % first day number is 1 
for i=2:8760 
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 if or(DRY_S(i,3)>DRY_S(i-1,3),DRY_S(i,2)>DRY_S(i-1,2)) 
  DRY_S(i,13)=DRY_S(i-1,13)+1; 
 else 




%column 15, DEC, solar Declination (between the earth-sun line and the 





%column 16, HRA, hour angle from solar noon, 15 degree per hour, in radians 
DRY_S(:,16)=15*(DRY_S(:,4)/100-11.5)*pi/180;  
%LAT, geographical latitude (south negative), in radians 
load latitude 
LAT=latitude*pi/180; 
%column 17, ALT, solar altitude(from horizontal max 90 zenith), in radians,  
DRY_S(:,17)=asin(sin(DRY_S(:,15))*sin(LAT)+cos(LAT)*cos(DRY_S(:,16)).*cos
(DRY_S(:,15))); 




 if DRY_S(i,18)<0 




%delete unreasonable value at sunrise and sunset, (solar altitude <11 degree, 
direct normal>100) 
460 



















end  %re-run, when direct normal over 100, set to avearge of nearby values 
 
 
fprintf('\n Step 16.3: Caculating cloud cover..............................(Estimated time: 
2 secs)'); 
DRY_SS(:,20)=10*(1-DRY_SS(:,9));  %column 20, total sky cover in tenth 
for i=1:8760 






% night cloud covers are equal to interpolation of cloud covers at sunrise and 
sunset time  
c1=0; 
for i=2:8760 
 if DRY_SS(i,19)*DRY_SS(i-1,19)<0 
 c1=c1+1; 
 Index(c1)=i; 








end %liner interpolate cloud cover at night time 
 
for i=1:8760 
 DRY_SS(i,20)=round(DRY_SS(i,20));  
end %integral function  
% 
fprintf('\n Step 16.4: Caculating horizontal infrared radiation intensty...(Estimated 
time: 2 secs)'); 
DRY_SS(:,21)=round(DRY_SS(:,20)/2); %column 21, opaque sky cover, 
assumed as half the value of total sky cover 
SkyE=(0.787+0.764*log((DRY_SS(:,12)+273)/273)).*(1+0.0224*DRY_SS(:,21)+
0.0035*DRY_SS(:,21).^2+0.00028*DRY_SS(:,21).^3); 
DRY_SS(:,22)=5.6697e-8*SkyE.*(DRY_SS(:,6)+273).^4; %column 22, 
horizontal infrared radiation intensty 
 
DRY_SS(:,23)=101300; %column 23, atmospheric pressure 
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DRY_SS(:,24)=DRY_SS(:,10)+DRY_SS(:,11); %column 24, global horizontal 
radiation,  
DRY_SS(:,8)=floor(100*DRY_SS(:,8));  %column 8, relative humidity, in 
precentage 
 
save DRY_EPW.mat DRY_SS 
dlmwrite('DRY99.csv',DRY_SS); 
fprintf('\n Congratulation!!! DRY at 99 centile is saved as ''DRY99.csv'''); 
 
 
%column  1, year 
%column  2, month 
%column  3, date of the month 
%column  4, hour 
%column  5, precip htotal, mm/hour 
%column  6, hourly temperature, degree C 
%column  7, vapour pressure, hPa 
%column  8, relative humidity, % 
%column  9, sunshine hour, hours 
%column 10, diffuse solar radiation, Wh/m2 
%column 11, direct solar radiation in horizontal, Wh/m2 
%column 12, dew point temperature, C 
%column 13, date number of the year 
%column 14, date number, in radians 
%column 15, solar declination, in radians 
%column 16, hour angle from solar noon 
%column 17, solar altitude, in radians 
%column 18, direct normal radiation, Wh/m2 
%column 19, solar altitude, in degree 
%column 20, total sky cover 
%column 21, opaque sky cover 
%column 22, horizontal infrared radiation intensty 
463 
%column 23, atmospheric pressure 
%column 24, global horizontal radiation, 
  
464 
%************************** rankt.m ****************************************** 
function ranks = rankt(V,direction) 
 
 
if (nargin < 1) || (nargin > 2) 
  error('RANKT:incorrectarguments', ... 




  error('RANKT:incorrectarguments', ... 
    'V must be a row or column vector.') 
end 
Vsize = size(V); 
V = V(:); 
 
% default and error check for direction 
if (nargin < 2) || isempty(direction) 
  direction = 'ascend'; 
elseif ~ischar(direction) 
  error('RANKT:incorrectarguments', ... 
    'direction must be either ''ascend'' or ''descend'' if supplied.') 
else 
  valid = {'ascend' 'descend'}; 
   
  ind = strmatch(lower(direction),lower(valid)); 
  if isempty(ind) 
    % No hit found 
    error('RANKT:incorrectarguments', ... 
      'direction must be either ''ascend'' or ''descend'' if supplied, or a valid 
shortening thereof.') 
  else 
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    direction = valid{ind}; 
  end 
end 
 
% unique will do the sort, plus allow us to know if there are reps 
[VS,I,J] = unique(V); %#ok 
 
% count the replicate elements to deal with ties 
Vcount = accumarray(J,1); 
cumulativeVcount = cumsum(Vcount); 
ranks = cumulativeVcount(J) - (Vcount(J) - 1)/2; 
 
% ensure that Vranks is the same orientation as was V 
ranks = reshape(ranks,Vsize); 
 
% Are these supposed to be increasing ranks or decreasing? 
if direction(1) == 'd' 
  % descending, so swap order 





%************************** CDFiso.m ***************************************** 
function CumulativeDistribution = CDFiso(V,OutputIndicator) 
% This function is used for calculating Cumulative Distribution, the equation is in 
section 5.3.1.b of EN ISO 15927-4:2005 standard 
if (nargin < 1) || (nargin > 2) 
  error('CDFiso:incorrectarguments', ... 
  'Improper number of arguments. 1 or 2 arguments are required.') 
end 
[a,b]=size(V); 
if and(a~=1, b~=1) 
      error('RANKT:incorrectarguments', ... 





% default and error check for direction 
Vsize = size(V); 
 
 
% unique will do the sort in increasing order, plus allow us to know if there are 
reps 
[~,~,J] = unique(V);  
 
% count the replicate elements to deal with ties 
Vcount = accumarray(J,1); 
cumulativeVcount = cumsum(Vcount); 
ranks = cumulativeVcount(J) - (Vcount(J) - 1)/2; 
 
% ensure that Vranks is the same orientation as was V 
ranks = reshape(ranks,Vsize); 
 
467 
% calculate Cumulative Distribution 
CumulativeDistribution=ranks./(1+size(V,1)); 
 
if nargin ==2 
    CumulativeDistribution=cat(2,V,ranks,CumulativeDistribution); 
end 
















function GenDef(location, WMOcode, latitude, longtitude, elevation, 
UKCP09Grid, year,senario) 
fid = fopen('TRY.def', 'w'); % open the file with write permission 
fprintf(fid, '&location'); 
fprintf(fid, '\r\nCity=''%s''', location); 
fprintf(fid, '\r\nCountry=''GB'''); 
fprintf(fid, '\r\nInWMO=''%i''', WMOcode); 
fprintf(fid, '\r\nInLat=%2.2f', latitude); 
fprintf(fid, '\r\nInLong=%2.2f', longtitude); 




























save latitude.mat latitude; 
end 
 
 
 
 
 
 
